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Prologue  

 
There is no single best way to understand the laws of nature. In this work we 

use all the tools available to understand the physics laws. We find that the standard 
methods to study physics are not adequate to understand physical phenomena and we 
will see that the limited methods a physicist has used hand him a serious harm. 

We open a new gate by looking at psi phenomena. The phenomena are known 

to be enhanced by meditation. Our investigation suggests that we look at the human 
mind as the origin of motion and particle creation. 

With the understanding that the community of physicists have not yet accepted 

psi phenomena as their welcome guests, but as it will be seen that the phenomena are 
the gate to understand global catastrophe: the disaster which are confronting mankind 
and none really understand it. We are trying our best to produce reliable data. The 

attempt will continue as long as we can carry on. 
To open the theoretical understanding of the nature of light propagation and the 

existence of psychokinesis we invent the motion of photon and the light propagation to 
fit a physicist observation in a laboratory. Then we propose particle creation by the 

introduction of trilogy. This allows us to open a new understanding of the global 
catastrophe. 

We go on to give the mathematical description of subatomic phenomena which 

include the four interactions and the nuclear spin-orbit forces. At first we tried to 
complete our work without the introduction of a potential frequency source. It gave us 
an incomplete picture. Finally we yielded.  

Our classical relativistic theory gives the picture of what we observe in the 
classical physics. 
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Psi Phenomena and Global Catastrophes 
 
The existing laws of physics do not imply that there should be the global catastrophes.  
We do a more careful investigation into the Psi phenomena the result of our 
investigation suggests that the origin of the global catastrophes should be human 

thinking patterns.  The pilot project to cure the difficulty is successful. It is our 
understanding that the control of the global catastrophes should come from a much 
better understanding of the human thinking patterns. 
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Introduction 

This website presents ongoing research into the mind’s capacity to interact with its 
surroundings, and how this is affected by meditation. The central experiment is a simple dice 
game in which subjects predict the outcome of a dice being thrown. The prediction accuracy is 

analysed, and a comparison is made between a subject’s performance when in the normal 
mental state and when in a calm mental state after meditation. Preliminary results show a clear 
and statistically significant rise in prediction accuracy after meditation, which suggests some 

form of increased interaction between the subjects’ minds and their surroundings.  
Then we go on to see the effect of our group to its surrounding environment. We ask for 

less rainfall during the times we come to our meetings. We get significant responses. From our 
data we go on to see what the corresponding physics laws should be. 

 
Psi phenomena 
 The term “psi phenomenon” refers to an special ability of the mind to interact with its 

surroundings. In this research we attempt to detect the presence of these psi phenomena and 
develop them. 
 During our daily lives, our natural mental state is filled with various conscious thought 

processes. These conscious activities block most of our deeper unconscious from being 
expressed, and thereby hide a large part of the mind’s true capacity. Through the practice of 
meditation, conscious thought processes can be eliminated to a large extent, giving rise to a 
calm and peaceful mental state. In this new state unconscious processes are no longer blocked. 

As they are brought closer to the surface, an increased awareness of and interaction with the 
surroundings develops : psi phenomena become active. 
 This is our formal hypothesis : psi phenomena are human personality which are hidden 

by thought processes. When the undesirable thought processes are stopped and a correct 
passage of expression is given the psi phenomena will be observable. 
 

Dice  prediction 
 We use a simple dice game in our attempt to detect the psi phenomena : test subject 
predict the outcome of a dice being thrown, and both prediction and outcome are recorded. This 
experiment has the important advantages that it is both easy to perform reliably and easy to 

analyze . 
 Our hypothesis is that a subject’s prediction accuracy will increase after meditation, 
when conscious thought processes have been eliminated and the psi phenomena are active. 

The explanation we offer is that, after meditation, some form of enhanced interaction between 

Copyright     2007 S. R. © 
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the mind and its surroundings, namely the dice being thrown, enables a subject to improve 

his/her performance. 
 The actual mechanism causing this change in prediction accuracy is for now deliberately 
left undefined until later. The primary goal of this experiment is to show that a subject’s state of 

mind has an observable and statistically significant effect on prediction accuracy and the 
improvement of psychokinesis. 
 

Dice game session overview 

 Once per week our test subjects meet to play the dice game. During such a session 

each subject performs the following activities : 
1. measure blood pressure and pulse rate upon arrival. 
2. play the dice game to measure prediction accuracy for the normal mental state. 

3. practice meditation for at least 20 minutes; blood pressure and pulse rate are 
measured at 5 minute intervals. 

4. play the dice game again to measure prediction accuracy for the psi mental state. 

Copyright     2007 S. R. © 
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The proposed meditative method 
The purpose 

 In order to reach a psi mental state a subject will try to eliminate all the existing thought 
processes and replace them with a single thought. When the selected single thought is well 
regulated, stop the selected single thought mindfully. Try to keep the no thought condition as 

long as possible. If this is not successful, fall back to the selected single thought again. Repeat 
the whole process until the no thought condition is long enough. Then a little shift toward the 
selected single thought condition is saught and maintained. If this is successfully done 
(considerable skill is needed) the psi phenomena will be active. 

 
The technique 
 This is our routine instruction : 

 Sit comfortably, your back is erected, otherwise all parts of your body are relaxed. 
Slowly take deep breathing a few times. Make sure that you are completely relaxed. Then 
observe that when you breathe in the wind hits  your nose, then your chest and your stomach 

move respectively. When you breathe out your stomach moves, your chest moves and finally 

 

nose 

chest 

stomach 

FIG.1. The three body spots where movements are observed, for those who are not 
familiar with sitting cross-legged please sit on a comfortable chair. 
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the wind hits your nose. Make sure that the wind flows smoothly, you are comfortable and 

completely relaxed. When you are at ease with this stage of meditation, then shorten your 
breath so that the wind hits your nose and stops after the movement of your chest. When you 
breathe out your chest moves then the wind hits you nose and stops. Again make sure that the 

wind flows smoothly so that you are completely at ease. Finally, your let go your breathing. 
When you breathe in the wind hits your nose, you know it and you are completely at ease. 
When you breathe out the wind hits your nose, again you know it and you are completely at 

ease. After a few minutes if your undesirable thought process(es) stop(s) and a peaceful joy 
becomes observable and gradually grows. You wait until it becomes stable, keep watching it. 
Now your mind reaches a stable state of meditation. When the session is over you may observe 
that you heard surrounding noises(if there were some) during your meditative session but you 

paid no attention to them. During such the meditative session if you shift your attention slidely 
so that you hear some surrounding noises, yet your mind does not loose its single pointedness, 
you reach the psi mental state. This is an ideal case.  

In the real case, hardly the undesirable thought process will stop by itself. Stop watching 
your nose after a few minutes. Still make sure that you are completely relaxed. Then you begin 
to make happy wishes that all creatures and men wheather they are far or near be happy. With 

such intention you begin to repeat to yourself, “be happy, be happy,….”. You will feel the grow 
of happy felling in your mind. Let it grows until you reach the maximal level of the happy feeling. 
Then you switch your attention to your nose. While watching your breath you will also feel the 
happy feeling : the happy wishes left over. If you have a stable mental state. Then you are in a 

stable meditative state and you may try to reach the psi mental state by the same way as the 
ideal case which was discussed. 

If your mind is not stable, your happy wishes die down, go back to repeat the whole 

process again. Learn to keep the longer happy period. Continuing this way a practitioner may 
have the long enough happy period, so that his attempt to reach his psi mental state may be 
meaningful.  

Copyright     2007 S. R. © 
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Definitions 

 Psychokinesis (PK) is a human mental ability to influence matter directly. 
 Extra sensory perception (ESP) is a human ability to get information without using his 
five senses. 

 Mind reading (M) is a human ability to read other people’s thoughts, a specific function 
of ESP. 
 A psi phenomenon is the combination of PK, ESP and M  

 A hit is the outcome of the dice throwing when the psi phenomena happen. A hit is 
represented by one line, either a vertical or an oblique line. 
 A no hit is a no psi phenomenon event. A no hit is represented by a blank. 
 A psi mental state is the mental state where the psi phenomena are active. 

 A psi cluster is the run in which there are more than three lines. 
 Psi parameters are ESP, PK, M and psi cluster. They indicate the probability that the 
subject mental state is a psi mental state. 

 There are three kinds of the psi phenomena we are observing, they are PK, ESP, and 
M. We emphasize the observation of PK because of its physics law application. 
 A subject will guess the outcome of dice throwing by the normal state of his mind. He is 

advised to remember the mental state he has used. His guessing will be recorded in the P 
(prediction) line, the outcome will be recorded in the R (result) line (FIG.2). A dice is thrown by 
chinese dice throwers (FIG.3). When the dice is thrown, the subject will predict the outcome. 
The prediction will be recorded on the P line while the outcome will be recorded on the R line. 

For the first trail in the first run (FIG.2) the prediction is 1 while the outcome is 3. In the second 
trial the prediction is 3 while the outcome is 1. Thus the first prediction is the same as the 
second outcome : what was mentioned happens. After the statistical analysis we will lebel this 

as psychokinesis (PK). The second prediction is the same as the first outcome : what the 
recorder saw is correctly predicted. This is mind reading (M). Therefore the oblique line pointing 
up represents mind reading while the oblique line pointing down represents phychokinesis. 

 
 

 
  FIG.2   An example of a pair of P and R lines. The pair contains two runs. There are 
six dice falls for each run. 

 1 3 4 2 6 5  2 5 3 1 4 5  

 3 1 3 2 4 3  1 3 4 5 4 4  

P 
R 

The second run The first run 
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In the fourth trial the prediction is the same as the outcome, both of them are 2, this is 
extra sensory perception (ESP). The first run of (FIG.2) is surrounded by a closed line because 
the outcomes are above expectation. This is a psi cluster. There are six trials for each run, 

therefore there should be one chance in six for all three psi phenomena, that is to say there 
should be three lines, one vertical and two oblique lines for ESP, PK, and M. In practice, there 
is no vertical lines in the seventh position in each run because all ESP’s are filled up in the 

previous six positions. The seventh place has the tails of oblique lines if they occur. 
 

 There are 12 runs in each session. A subject is asked to measure his heartbeat rate 
when he arrives. This is his normal pulse frequency. Then he will guess the outcomes of dice 

throwing for one session. This is the pretest. After that he will meditate for at least 20 minutes. 
His heartbeat rate will be measured every five minutes during his meditation. The subject will try 
to reach the calmest state of his mind and memorizes it. After his meditation he will begin his 

post test of the dice throwing. He will try to be in the calmest state of his mind while the dice is 
thrown and he gives his prediction. Most of the times the prediction at the calmest state of his 
mind will show more hits. However, there are occasions when a simple normal mental state 

gives more hits. In this case we will ask the subject to do an additional test. He will be asked to 
put his mind in the farthest mental state away from his psi mental state. If the subject mental 
state is far enough from psi mental state the last attempt will always show less hits. 
Considerable skill is needed to do so. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

    FIG.3 Chinese dice throwers 
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A data sheet 
NAME DATE         TIME 

MEDITATIVE TIME TABLE 

DATE TIME 

(NUMBER OF DICE FALLS) (NUMBER OF DICE  HITS) 

(MEDITATIVE TIME TABLE) 

(NUMBER OF DICE FALLS) (NUMBER OF DICE  HITS) 

P = prediction 
R = result 

DATE TIME 

DICE THROWING RECORD 

DICE THROWING RECORD 
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A session unit will be composed of a subject, a dice thrower and a recorder. The subject will be 

shown the dice and its six faces. There are one red spot and four red spots on the first and the 
fourth faces. Other faces are marked by black spots. Then the subject will sit so that his back 
facing the dice thrower and the recorder. He will hear the sound of dice throwing then make his 

corresponding prediction. He will never see the dice again until the session is over. When one 
run is finished and the outcome is less than three lines the recorder will tell the subject that his 
mind is out of the psi mental state, on the contrary when the run is finished and the outcome is 

more than three lines the recorder will tell the subject that his mind is in the psi mental state.  
 
The data 
 There are four groups of the subjects which are classified by their abilities to reach the 

psi mental state. 
 The members of the first group are beginners. They participate in the experiment for the 
first time. Some can reach the psi mental state easily while the majority of the group cannot do so. 

 The members of the second group are those who have experienced the psi mental 
state, yet they cannot reach it at will. There are some undesirable thought processes which they 
cannot control all the time. There are clear indications that they have reached the psi mental 

state.  
 The members of the third group are the subjects who can reach the psi mental state  
almost at will. There are few exceptional occasions when they cannot do so. For examples they 
may be to sleepy or they may be sick etc.. these exceptional occasions are reported before an 

experiment begins. The emphasis is made on psychokinesis. In the post test the subject will try 
to put his mind in the psi mental state both as close as and as long as possible. A member of 
this group has to work hard to maintain his ability once he is successful and there are little 

useful application.  
The members of the fourth group are from every group. Since in each experiment there 

are always observable psychokinesis. We decide to group them up and see this mixing group 

influences its environment. We look at the group effect an rainfall. 
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Criterior of desirable meditation to influence the rainfall 

 
We ask the group member (group 4) to guess the outcome of dice throwing by 

the normal state of this mind with more restriction.  If in his guessing his hit is four or 

less psi clusters we classify the results as minus outcomes, for five or more psi clusters 
the results are plus outcomes. 

In the second throwing session, if the first session is the minus outcomes the 

subject will have to put his mind at the calmest state. If the number of outcome psi 
clusters is more than the previous one his experiment is a success, if the number of the 
outcome psi clusters is equal to or less than the previous one his experiment will be 
classified as indiscrimination or failure respectively. If his first session is the plus 

outcomes the subject will let go his mind control so that his thinking processes are more 
out of order. If the number of the outcomes psi clusters is less than the previous one, 
the experiment is a success. His mind has less control of the dice. If the number of the 

outcome psi clusters is equal to or more than the previous one, his experiment will be 
classified as indiscriminations and failure respectively. His mind unitentionally has more 
control over the dice. 

Starting from the year 2010, the qroup has applied the control over rainfall in 
Trat the heaviest rainfall province of Thailand (3686.2 mm in 2010). We sent out our 
prepared thinking patterns to stop rainfall when we come to our meeting (from 18.05 
p.m. to 18.35 p.m., later from 19.35 p.m. to 20.05 p.m. on Thursday night; from 13.45 

p.m. to 14.15 p.m., later from 16.15 p.m. to 16.45 p.m. on Saturday afternoon). We fell 
twice in 2010 with five partial failures (the indicated duration were not cover properly). In 
2011 we still fell twice with only three partial failures. This is noticeable because there 

was rainfall almost everyday during the observed period and we often saw rainfall before 
and after our control periods and the rain stopped for our control durations. 

We expect (from our theoretical analysis) the laws of nature will work out the 

same way with earth quakes, strong winds and other catastrophes. 
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Graph 1 : Beginners 

   The outcomes of the experiments were random.
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GROUP        1           CASE              1                    SPECIFICATION            a beginner                                               .  

 
NAME     Mrs, Somlak Koolsriroj                                         DATE       March 18, 2006                         TIME    14.00 – 16.00         0 

PRETEST ESP      10        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 8 CLOCK  TIME 14.25 14.55 15.00 15.05 15.10 15.15  

 PK 5         

 TOTAL  HITS 23         

 NUMBER OF 2         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP 18         

 M 17         

 PK 7         

 TOTAL  HITS 42         

 NUMBER OF 7         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 83 80 76 74 73 70  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               Pulse frequencies  dropped gradually during meditation. The subject mind was gradually calmer. The gains 

of all psi parameters in the post test indicated that the subject mind spent more time in the psi mental state during the post test 

than the pretest. 

70 

80 
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Psi clusters are 

indicated by arrows 

Psi clusters are 

indicated by arrows 

An example of a real data sheet. 

Mrs. Somluk  Koolsriroj  data 

P 
R 

P 
R
P
R

P
R
P

R
P
R

P

P 
R 
P 
R
P
R
P
R
P
R
P
R 
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GROUP        1           CASE              2                    SPECIFICATION            a beginner                                               .  

 
NAME     Miss Siriwan Sriprasong                                       DATE       Jan.  29, 2006                         TIME    09.30 – 11.00           0 

PRETEST ESP      6        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 6 CLOCK  TIME 09.30 10.00 10.05 15.10 15.15 15.20  

 PK 13         

 TOTAL  HITS 25         

 NUMBER OF 0         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP 15         

 M 3         

 PK 6         

 TOTAL  HITS 31         

 NUMBER OF 2         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 81 110 114 78 110 119  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               The pulse frequency showed a relaxation period. This is the indication that the subject may be able to reach 

the psi mental state by her will power. The difference between the normal and the lowest pulse frequency was about �% of the 

normal pulse frequency. The subject mind should be in the meditative state for a short time. 

80 

90 

100 

110 
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GROUP         1           CASE              3                    SPECIFICATION            a beginner                                               .  

 
NAME     Miss Ruchnun Su-ui                                             DATE       Oct. 29, 2006                         TIME    14.00 – 15.00            0 

PRETEST ESP      14        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 6 CLOCK  TIME  14.25 14.30 14.35 14.40 14.45  

 PK 11         

 TOTAL  HITS 31         

 NUMBER OF 1         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP 6     relaxation   

 M 14     period   

 PK 9         

 TOTAL  HITS 29         

 NUMBER OF 3         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY  74 74 72 75 72  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               There was a relaxation period and there were more number of psi clusters in the post test than in the pretest. 

The subject mind should spend more time  in the psi mental state during the post test than the pretest. 

70 
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GROUP        1           CASE              4                    SPECIFICATION            a beginner                                               .  

 
NAME     Miss Sirintip Julasawalee                                     DATE       Feb. 12, 2006                         TIME     09.00 – 11.00           0 

PRETEST ESP      16        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 6 CLOCK  TIME 09.25 09.45 09.50 09.55 10.00 10.05  

 PK 5         

 TOTAL  HITS 27         

 NUMBER OF 2         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP 13         

 M 11         

 PK 10         

 TOTAL  HITS 34         

 NUMBER OF 4         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 92 105 106 110 101 101  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               There was no relaxation period. Thus there was no meditation. Yet the subject mind spent more time in the 

psi mental state during the post test than the pretest. This outcome should happen accidentally. 

100 
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GROUP        1           CASE              5                    SPECIFICATION            a beginner                                               .  

 
NAME     Miss Booshitaa Malilaa                                         DATE       Jan. 8, 2006                         TIME    09.00 – 11.00         0 

PRETEST ESP      18        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 10 CLOCK  TIME 09.11 09.45 09.50 09.55 10.00 10.05  

 PK 10         

 TOTAL  HITS 38         

 NUMBER OF 3         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP 15         

 M 11         

 PK 10         

 TOTAL  HITS 36         

 NUMBER OF 5         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 81 81 80 93 96 91  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               The number of psi clusters in the post test were more than that of the pretest while the total hits were 

reversed. The outcomes indicated that the subject mind spent more time in the psi mental state during the post test than the 

pretest. 

80 

90 
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GROUP        1           CASE              6                    SPECIFICATION            a beginner                                               .  

 
NAME     Miss Nipapwan Siriamek                                         DATE       Jan. 15, 2006                         TIME    09.00 – 11.00         0 

PRETEST ESP      9        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 7 CLOCK  TIME 09.10 09.30 09.35 09.40 09.45 09.50  

 PK 14         

 TOTAL  HITS 30         

 NUMBER OF 1         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP 7         

 M 8         

 PK 8         

 TOTAL  HITS 23         

 NUMBER OF 0         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 75 69 73 75 83   

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               No psi cluster in the post test. There were less hits in the post test than pretest. The subject mind never 

reached a psi mental state in the post test period. 

70 

80 
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GROUP        1           CASE              7                   SPECIFICATION            a beginner                                               .  

 
NAME    Miss Shawisaa Yesarakum                                         DATE       Jan. 8, 2006                       TIME    09.00 – 11.00         0 

PRETEST ESP      10        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 7 CLOCK  TIME 09.10 09.45 09.50 09.55 10.00 10.05  

 PK 13         

 TOTAL  HITS 30         

 NUMBER OF 4         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

        relaxation period 

POSTTEST ESP 14         

 M 9       

 PK 8         

 TOTAL  HITS 32         

 NUMBER OF 3         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 106 112 117 109 102 104  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               There was a relaxation period. There were more total number of hits in the post test than the pretest while the 

numbers of psi clusters did the contrary. All the differences were not significant. The subject mind spent approximately equal psi 

mental state time in the pretest and the post test. 

100 

110 
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GROUP        1           CASE              8                   SPECIFICATION            a beginner                                               .  

 
NAME    Miss Napaapon Shaisupin                                         DATE       Jan. 8, 2006                       TIME    09.00 – 11.00         0 

PRETEST ESP      8        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 13 CLOCK  TIME 09.10 09.45 09.50 09.55 10.00 10.05  

 PK 13         

 TOTAL  HITS 34         

 NUMBER OF 4         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP 9         

 M 5         

 PK 9         

 TOTAL  HITS 23         

 NUMBER OF 1         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 77 90 88 89 94 96  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                              There were more number of psi clusters and total hits in the pretest than the post test. The subject did not 

learn to get to the psi mental state. 

90 

100 

70 

80 
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GROUP        1           CASE              9                   SPECIFICATION            a beginner                                               .  

 
NAME    Miss Naataya Reinjobo                                         DATE       Jan. 29, 2006                       TIME    09.00 – 11.00         0 

PRETEST ESP      8        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 12 CLOCK  TIME 09.10 09.50 09.55 10.00 10.05 10.10  

 PK 11         

 TOTAL  HITS 31         

 NUMBER OF 4         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP 7         

 M 9         

 PK 12         

 TOTAL  HITS 28         

 NUMBER OF 3         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 85 78 88 84 86 85  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                              The difference between the normal and the lowest frequency is about 10%. The subject meditated. The 

results of both total hits and number of psi cluster were less in the post test than the pretest. The subject meditation ability did 

not help him to improve his ability to be in the psi mental state. 

90 
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70 

80 
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GROUP        1           CASE              10                   SPECIFICATION            a beginner                                               .  

 
NAME    Miss Darawan Likhit                                         DATE       Oct. 29, 2006                       TIME    14.00 – 16.00         0 

PRETEST ESP      10        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 10 CLOCK  TIME  14.28 14.33 14.38 14.43 14.48  

 PK 9         

 TOTAL  HITS 29         

 NUMBER OF 2         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP 19         

 M 8         

 PK 8         

 TOTAL  HITS 35         

 NUMBER OF 5         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY  83 91 75 98 108  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                              The difference between the beginning and the lowest frequency is about 10%. The subject meditated. There 

were more total hits and number of psi cluster in the post test than pretest. The subject mind spent more time in the psi mental 

state during the post test than the pretest. 
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   Graph 2 : The ability to reach and remain in the psi mental state. 

   After a period of training a subject will learn to lift his mind and remain in the psi mental state.  

The learning period  for each  subject  varies. One subject may take a few times while another may take  

years to accomplish. Yet some cases take several years without success. The  undesirable thought  processes 

can be identify but stopping them is a separate task.  We present two cases whose data showed their beginning 

periods to experience and remain in their psi  mental states. 
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GROUP        2           CASE              1                    SPECIFICATION   Psi mental state test # 1                                       .  

 
NAME     Mrs. prapat Suttivaree                                         DATE       April. 16, 2006                         TIME    09.00 – 11.00         0 

PRETEST ESP      9        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 10 CLOCK  TIME 09.13 10.20 10.25 10.30 10.35 10.40  

 PK 5         

 TOTAL  HITS 24         

 NUMBER OF 2         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP 10         

 M 6         

 PK 9         

 TOTAL  HITS 25         

 NUMBER OF 2         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 74 70 72 73 72 74  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                                

70 
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GROUP        2           CASE              1                    SPECIFICATION   Psi mental state test # 2                                       .  

 
NAME     Mrs. prapat  Suttivaree                                         DATE       April. 22, 2006                         TIME    14.00 – 16.00          0 

PRETEST ESP      11        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 16 CLOCK  TIME 14.18 15.00 15.05 15.10 15.15 15.20  

 PK 7         

 TOTAL  HITS 24         

 NUMBER OF 2         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP 9         

 M 7         

 PK 18         

 TOTAL  HITS 34         

 NUMBER OF 5         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 76 79 80 79 78 78  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               No meditation, she reached her psi mental state accidentally. 

70 
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GROUP        2           CASE              1                    SPECIFICATION   Psi mental state test # 3                                       .  

 
NAME     Mrs. prapat Suttivaree                                         DATE       April. 29, 2006                         TIME    14.00 – 16.00         0 

PRETEST ESP      18        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 15 CLOCK  TIME 14.16 15.11 15.16 15.21 15.26 15.31  

 PK 10         

 TOTAL  HITS 43         

 NUMBER OF 6         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

        relaxation period 

POSTTEST ESP 16         

 M 13         

 PK 13         

 TOTAL  HITS 42         

 NUMBER OF 6         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 82 81 81 80 78 84  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP 6              meditation  begins 

TEST M 14         

 PK 4         

 TOTAL  HITS 24         

 NUMBER OF 3         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               The pretest and the post test were close, thus the additional test was called for. The subject reached her psi 

mental state in her post test but she should reached her psi mental state in the pretest accidentally. The relaxation period 

indicated the meditation period. In the additional test she was asked to keep her mind away from her psi mental state which she 

did successfully. 

80 
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GROUP        2           CASE              1                    SPECIFICATION   Psi mental state test # 4                                       .  

 
NAME     Mrs. prapat Suttivaree                                         DATE       May. 6, 2006                         TIME    14.00 – 16.00         0 

PRETEST ESP      16        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 10 CLOCK  TIME 14.30 15.03 15.08 15.13 15.18 15.23  

 PK 9         

 TOTAL  HITS 35         

 NUMBER OF 3         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

        Relaxation period 

POSTTEST ESP 19         

 M 5         

 PK 15         

 TOTAL  HITS 39         

 NUMBER OF 6         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 75 79 77 79 74 81  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               There was a short relaxation period which meant the corresproding short meditation. Yet the number of psi 

clusters in the post test was twice that of the pretest. The subject has learned to lift her mind to reach the psi mental state. 

70 
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GROUP        2           CASE              1                    SPECIFICATION   Psi mental state test # 5                                       .  

 
NAME     Mrs. Prapat Suttivaree                                         DATE       May. 13, 2006                         TIME    14.00 – 16.00              0

PRETEST ESP      11        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 10 CLOCK  TIME        

 PK 10         

 TOTAL  HITS 31         

 NUMBER OF 3         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP 14         

 M 10         

 PK 14         

 TOTAL  HITS 38         

 NUMBER OF 3         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 74 74 75 74 76 79  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               No meditation yet the subject knew to lift her mind to be in her psi mental state. It was also observed that this 

set of data showed the increase of psychokinedical ability consistently. 
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GROUP        2           CASE              2                    SPECIFICATION   Psi mental state test # 1                                       .  

 
NAME     Miss. Siriwan Butarad                                         DATE       April. 2, 2006                         TIME    14.00 – 16.00              0 

PRETEST ESP      16        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 8 CLOCK  TIME 14.20 15.02 15.07 15.12 15.17 15.22  

 PK 5         

 TOTAL  HITS 29         

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS 3         

           

POSTTEST ESP 15         

 M 7         

 PK 10         

 TOTAL  HITS 32         

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS 2 PULSE  FREQUENCY 90 81 81 81 76 78  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               Good meditation but the psi mental state had yet  to reach. 

80 
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GROUP        2           CASE              2                    SPECIFICATION   Psi mental state test # 2                                       .  

 
NAME     Miss. Siriwan Butarad                                         DATE       April. 30, 2006                         TIME    09.00 – 11.00              0

PRETEST ESP      10        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 13 CLOCK  TIME 09.30 10.10 10.15 10.20 10.25 10.30  

 PK 11         

 TOTAL  HITS 34         

 NUMBER OF 3         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP 7         

 M 8         

 PK 17         

 TOTAL  HITS 32         

 NUMBER OF 3         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 76 68 67 68 69 72  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               Good meditation, the subject did not reach the psi mental state. 
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GROUP        2           CASE              2                    SPECIFICATION   Psi mental state test # 3                                       .  

 
NAME     Miss. Siriwan Butarad                                         DATE       May 6, 2006                         TIME    14.00 – 16.00              0 

PRETEST ESP      10        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 11 CLOCK  TIME 14.43 1507 15.12 15.17 15.22 15.27  

 PK 8         

 TOTAL  HITS 29         

 NUMBER OF 3         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP 16         

 M 7         

 PK 16         

 TOTAL  HITS 39         

 NUMBER OF 5         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 83 78 78 76 77 80  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP 13              meditation  begins 

TEST M 11         

 PK 15         

 TOTAL  HITS 39         

 NUMBER OF 5         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               Good meditation, She reached her psi mental state for the first time. The additional test was called for to 

make sure that she had really reached her psi mental state. Thus the purpose of this additional test was to be in the psi mental 

state which was contrary to our normal purpose of an additional test. 
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GROUP        2           CASE              2                    SPECIFICATION   Psi mental state test # 4                                       .  

 
NAME     Mrs. Siriwan Butarad                                         DATE       May. 13, 2006                         TIME    14.00 – 16.00              0 

PRETEST ESP      16        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 9 CLOCK  TIME 14.20 14.40 14.45 14.50 14.55 15.00  

 PK 6         

 TOTAL  HITS 31         

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS 3         

           

POSTTEST ESP 11         

 M 15         

 PK 8         

 TOTAL  HITS 34         

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS 4 PULSE  FREQUENCY 79 73 72 70 71 71  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               The subject reached her psi mental state. 
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GROUP        2           CASE              2                    SPECIFICATION   Psi mental state test # 5                                       .  

 
NAME     Mrs. Siriwan Butarad                                         DATE       May 20, 2006                         TIME    14.00 – 16.00              0 

PRETEST ESP      9        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 8 CLOCK  TIME 14.45 15.22 15.27 15.32 15.37 15.42  

 PK 12         

 TOTAL  HITS 29         

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS 1         

           

POSTTEST ESP 14         

 M 14         

 PK 12         

 TOTAL  HITS 40         

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS 6 PULSE  FREQUENCY 74 68 68 65 66 69  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               The psi mental state was reached. 

70 
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  Graph 3 : The psychokinetic demonstration 

  The subject did her pretest with her normal mental state. Then she meditated. Before her post test she made  

her wish that she possessed the psychokinetic ability so that the dice face she called for turned up. Then she put her  

mind in the psi mental state and tried to be there trough out the session. The pulse frequencies of the psi mental state 

were also reported in one experiment. The frequencies were measured when the psi clusters appeared.
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GROUP        3           CASE  Psychokinesis                   SPECIFICATION      Test  #  1                                                  .  

 
NAME     Miss Kunton Ngajua                                        DATE       Sept. 17 , 2005                         TIME    14.00 – 16.00         0 

PRETEST ESP              normal  pulse  frequency 

 M  CLOCK  TIME 14.50 15.15 15.20 15.25 15.30 15.35 15.40 

 PK 7         

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP          

 M          

 PK 12         

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 77 74 66 71 62 64 62 

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                                

60 
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GROUP        3           CASE  Psychokinesis                   SPECIFICATION      Test  #  2                                                  .  

 
NAME                                                                                  DATE       Sept. 25 , 2005                         TIME    14.00 – 17.00         0 

PRETEST ESP              normal  pulse  frequency 

 M  CLOCK  TIME 16.15 16.20 16.25 16.30 16.35 16.40  

 PK 8         

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP          

 M          

 PK 11         

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 76 75 72 65 70 74  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                                

70 
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GROUP        3           CASE  Psychokinesis                   SPECIFICATION      Test  #  3                                                  .  

 
NAME                                                                                  DATE       Oct . 2 , 2005                         TIME    14.00 – 16.00         0 

PRETEST ESP              normal  pulse  frequency 

 M  CLOCK  TIME 14.30 14.56 15.01 15.06 15.11 15.16  

 PK 5         

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP          

 M          

 PK 14         

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 76 68 66 66 60 60  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                                

60 

70 
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GROUP        3           CASE  Psychokinesis                   SPECIFICATION      Test  #  4                                                  .  

 
NAME                                                                                  DATE       Oct. 9 , 2005                         TIME    14.00 – 16.00         0 

PRETEST ESP              normal  pulse  frequency 

 M  CLOCK  TIME 14.25 14.36 14.41 14.48 14.53 14.58  

 PK 6         

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP          

 M          

 PK 13         

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 96 87 89 80 86 85  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                                

80 
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GROUP        3           CASE  Psychokinesis                   SPECIFICATION      Test  #  5                                                  .  

 
NAME                                                                                  DATE       Oct. 16 , 2005                         TIME    14.00 – 16.00         0 

PRETEST ESP              normal  pulse  frequency 

 M  CLOCK  TIME 14.40 15.10 15.15 15.20 15.25 15.30  

 PK 11         

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP          

 M          

 PK 12         

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 78 72 69 69 67 66  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                                

70 

80 
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GROUP        3           CASE  Psychokinesis                   SPECIFICATION      Test  #  6                                                  .  

 
NAME                                                                                  DATE       Oct. 30 , 2005                         TIME    14.00 – 16.00         0 

PRETEST ESP              normal  pulse  frequency 

 M  CLOCK  TIME 14.30 15.12 15.17 15.22 15.27 15.32  

 PK 10         

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP     Fell asleep    

 M          

 PK 6         

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 79 70 69 68 70 67  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                               A failure, the subject reported before the pretest that she had not have enough sleep the night before. We 

decided to go ahead and failed. 
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GROUP        3           CASE  Psychokinesis                   SPECIFICATION      Test  #  7                                                  .  

 
NAME      Miss Kunton  Ngajua                                            DATE       Nov. 13 , 2005                         TIME    14.00 – 16.00         0 

PRETEST ESP      13        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 10 CLOCK  TIME 14.26 14.45 14.50 14.55 15.00 15.05  

 PK 5         

 TOTAL  HITS 28         

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS 1         

           

POSTTEST ESP 15         

 M 5         

 PK 12         

 TOTAL  HITS 32         

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS 1 PULSE  FREQUENCY 68 70 61 60 60 59  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK          

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                              The graph indicates the good meditation. 
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GROUP        3           CASE  Psychokinesis                   SPECIFICATION      Test  #  8                                                  .  

 
NAME      Miss Kunton  Ngajua                                            DATE       Nov. 20 , 2005                         TIME    14.00 – 17.00         0 

PRETEST ESP              normal  pulse  frequency 

 M  CLOCK  TIME 14.00 15.18 15.23 15.28 15.33 15.38  

 PK 12         

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP          

 M          

 PK 13         

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 74 62 66 66 62 64  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK 7         

 TOTAL  HITS          

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                              The outcomes of the pretest and the post test were too close. The additional test was called for. The subject 

was asked to keep her mind away from the psi mental state. 

60 
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GROUP        3           CASE  Psychokinesis                   SPECIFICATION      Test  #  9                                                  .  

 
NAME      Miss Kunton  Ngajua                                            DATE       Nov. 27 , 2005                         TIME    14.00 – 16.00         0 

PRETEST ESP      13        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 9 CLOCK  TIME 14.05 14.35 14.40 14.45 14.50 14.55  

 PK 13         

 TOTAL  HITS 35         

 NUMBER OF 3         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

POSTTEST ESP 10         

 M 13         

 PK 12         

 TOTAL  HITS 35         

 NUMBER OF 3         

 PSI  CLUSTERS  PULSE  FREQUENCY 69 72 65 64 64 60  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP 9              meditation  begins 

TEST M 12         

 PK 10         

 TOTAL  HITS 31         

 NUMBER OF 2         

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                              Total hits and number of psi clusters of both the pretest and the post test were equal but the PK hits in the 

post test was less than in the pretest. The additional test was called for. The subject put her mental state in the farthest mental 

state away from her psi mental state. The outcome agreed with what was expected. 
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GROUP        3           CASE  Psychokinesis                   SPECIFICATION      Test  #  10                                                  .  

 
NAME      Miss Kunton  Ngajua                                            DATE       Mar. 26 , 2006                         TIME    09.00 – 11.00            0 

PRETEST ESP      10        normal  pulse  frequency 

 M 8 CLOCK  TIME 09.40 10.03 10.08 10.13 10.18 10.23  

 PK 8         

 TOTAL  HITS 26         

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS 1         

           

POSTTEST ESP 13         

 M 9         

 PK 11         

 TOTAL  HITS 33         

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS 4 PULSE  FREQUENCY 73 65 64 65 62 64  

   TIME (minutes)         0         5        10       15       20       25 

ADDITIONAL  ESP               meditation  begins 

TEST M          

 PK  Pulse frequency after III psi mental state : 66 

 TOTAL  HITS  Pulse frequency after IV psi mental state : 68 

 NUMBER OF          

 PSI  CLUSTERS          

           

INTERPRETATION          

                              During the post test psi mental state frequencies of third and the fourth psi cluster were measured. They were 

slighty above the subject’s meditative pulse frequencies but below the subject’s normal pulse frequency. In all the tests except 

the first measurements of test # 7 and test # 9 the pulse frequencies were below the normal pulse frequencies. Her meditative 

ability is good. 
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Miss Kunton  Ngajua 

Test # 10, real data sheet 
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Observation 

 Faith which does not agree with reality may make the easier beginning of meditation training 

but will always turn to be a barrier for the advanced training. 

 The mind not the brain waves which controls matter. The brain waves are the outcome of a 

human mental activities. 
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Group 4  The psychokinetic influence of the whole group to the surrounding environment 

 

The rainfall control 

Trat is the rainiest province of Thailand. The group influences rainfall has the same logic as 

the dice control (please see our text and the proposed physics laws of motion). Each member of the 

group demonstrates his (her) meditative ability once every week and wishes for no rainfall during the 

time they travel to their meetings. Each year there are approximately 30 meeting weeks of the rainy 

season which starts from April and ends in October. We started to collect data from the year 2011. 

The travel times on Thursday are between 6.05 p.m. and 6.35 p.m., later between 7.35 p.m. and 8.05 

p.m. The travel times on Saturday afternoon are between 1.45 p.m. and 2.15 p.m., later between 4.15 

p.m. and 4.45 p.m. 

The criteria to show the psychokinetic influence are the following rules. If the pretest 

outcome is less than five the posttest outcome must be more than the pretest outcome, if the pretest 

outcome is five or more the posttest outcome must be less than five. 

Since 2013 we add the duration between 6.45 a.m. and 7.15 a.m. on Sunday as our regular 

observed time i.e. the rainfall in this period has no psychokinetic influence. 
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Result of the rainfall control 

 

2011 The rainfall which covered the whole observed periods: 2 times 

The rainfall which covered part of the observed periods: 5 times. 

Total observed weeks: 31 weeks. 

 

2012 The rainfall which covered the whole observed periods: 2 times 

The rainfall which covered part of the observed periods: 3 times. 

Total observed weeks: 31 weeks. 

 

2013 The periods when there was rainfall and there was psychokinetic influence for no rainfall. 

April   no rainfall 

May  Thursday, May 9,  6.05-6.35 p.m. 

June  Thursday, June 13,  6.05-6.35 p.m. 

  7.37-8.05 p.m. 

July  Saturday, July 20,  4.15-4.45 p.m. 

August  Saturday, August 22,  7.35-8.05 p.m. 

September  Saturday, September 21,  4.15-4.45 p.m. 

October   no rainfall 

Total numbers of control periods: 120 periods 

Total numbers of control periods with rainfall: 6 periods 

Percentage of rainfall in the control periods: (6/120) x 100 = 5% 

 

The periods which suggested the total control for no rainfall  

July  Saturday July 6, 

 Before  1.45 p.m.  there was rainfall, 

  1.45-2.15 p.m.  clear, 

  2.15- p.m.  there was rainfall, 

  4.15 – 4.45 p.m.  clear, 

 After  4.45 p.m.  there was rainfall. 

 

September  Thursday September 12,  

 Before  6.35 p.m.  there was no rainfall,  

  6.35-7.35 p.m.  there was rainfall, 

 After  7.35 p.m.  the rain stopped. 
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The periods when there was rainfall and these were normal periods i.e. there was no psychokinetic 

influence for no rainfall. They were Sunday between 6.45-7.15 a.m.  

April  no rainfall, 

May  no rainfall, 

June  June 23, 

July  July 21, 28 

August  August 25, 

September  September 15, 29, 

October  no rainfall. 

Total numbers of uncontrol periods: 30 periods. 

Total numbers of uncontrol periods with rainfall: 6 weeks. 

Percentage of rainfall in the uncontrol periods: (6/30) x 100 = 20% 

The percentage difference between the control periods and the uncontrol periods is 15% which is 

significant. 
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Boonom Silaaat 

2011   Pretest  Posttest  2012   Pretest  Posttest 

 April 3      April 2 3 I 3 

  10 2 S 3    9    

  17       16 5 F 5 

  24       23 3 S 4 

         30 7 F 7 

 May 1      May 7 3 S 5 

  9       14 7 S 4 

  15       21 2 S 6 

  22       28    

  29           

 June 5      June 4 4 S 7 

  12       11 4 S 6 

  19       18 2 S 5 

  26       25 3 S 5 

 July 3 4 F 3   July 2 4 S 6 

  10 1 S 7    9 2 S 5 

  17 5 S 3    16    

  24 6 S 3    23 5 F 5 

  31 5 I 5    30 6 F 5 

 August 7 8 S 2   August 6 2 S 8 

  14       13 5 S 1 

  21       20 6 F 7 

  28 5 S 4    27 1 S 4 

 September 4 2 S 3   September 3 4 S 5 

  11 2 S 4    10    

  18 5 S 2    17 2 S 3 

  25 3 S 6    24 6 F 5 

 October 2      October 1 3 I 3 

  9 3 S 4    8 3 S 6 

  16 3 S 5    15 3 S 4 

  23 3 I 3    22    

  30       29    
 

Total number of successes (S)  = 12  Total number of successes (S) = 17 

Total number of Failures (F)  = 1  Total number of Failures (F) = 6 

Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 2  Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 2 

Total  = 15  Total = 25 
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Prariyaakon  Viriyasathaporn 

2011   Pretest  Posttest  2012   Pretest  Posttest 

 April 3 3 I 3   April 2 6 S 1 

  10 2 S 5    9 5 I 5 

  17       16 8 S 4 

  24       23 5 S 4 

         30 4 S 5 

 May 1 4  4   May 7 6 S 5 

  8 4  3    14 4 F 2 

  15 6  4    21 2 S 4 

  22 3  4    28 3 S 4 

  29 5  3        

 June 5 4  5   June 4 3 S 5 

  12 6  7    11 3 S 4 

  19       18    

  26 3  2    25 7 S 5 

 July 3 3  5   July 2 1 S 2 

  10       9 5 I 5 

  17 5  2    16 5 S 4 

  24 4  1    23 1 S 5 

  31 3  5    30    

 August 7 3  5   August 6 4 F 3 

  14 3  5    13 7 S 2 

  21 3  5    20 6 S 3 

  28 3  2    27 3 I 3 

 September 4 4  7   September 3 3 I 3 

  11 2  3    10 3   

  18 5  4    17 3 F 2 

  25 5  3    24 2 S 8 

 October 2 4  6   October 1 4 S 5 

  9 5  4    8 5 S 3 

  16 2  2    15 5 I 5 

  23 4  5    22 4 F 2 

  30 2  4    29 4 F 3 
 

Total number of successes (S)  = 18  Total number of successes (S) = 18 

Total number of Failures (F)  = 5  Total number of Failures (F) = 5 

Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 4  Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 5 

Total  = 27  Total = 28 
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Lamul  Wongananda 

2011   Pretest  Posttest  2012   Pretest  Posttest 

 April 3 4 S 5   April 2 4 S 5 

  10 3 S 5    9    

  17 5 S 2    16    

  24 4 F 3    23 5 S 3 

         30    

 May 1 1 S 5   May 7    

  8 6 F 7    14    

  15 3 I 3    21 8 S 7 

  22 2 S 4    28    

  29           

 June 5 4 F 2   June 4    

  12 3 S 5    11    

  19       18    

  26 6 S 3    25 4 F 2 

 July 3 5 S 1   July 2    

  10 3 I 3    9 5 F 6 

  17       16 3 S 6 

  24       23 4 S 6 

  31 5 S 4    30 2 S 4 

 August 7 2 S 6   August 6    

  14 8 S 5    13 4 F 3 

  21       20 6 S 4 

  28 5 S 3    27 3 S 6 

 September 4      September 3 3 F 2 

  11 2 I 2    10 2 I 2 

  18 2 S 4    17 5 S 4 

  25 4 F 3    24 6 S 4 

 October 2 5 I 5   October  4 S 5 

  9 4 F 2    8 6 S 4 

  16       15 4 F 3 

  23       22 1 I 1 

  30 3 F 2    29 5 F 6 
 

Total number of successes (S)  = 13  Total number of successes (S) = 12 

Total number of Failures (F)  = 6  Total number of Failures (F) = 5 

Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 4  Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 2 

Total  = 23  Total = 19 
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Patamaporn  Bunyapala 

2011   Pretest  Posttest  2012   Pretest  Posttest 

 April 3 3 S 4   April 2 3 S 4 

  10 2 S 3    9 2 I 2 

  17 5 F 6    16 2 S 3 

  24       23 4 S 5 

         30 6 S 5 

 May 1 3 I 3   May 7 5 S 3 

  8 7 S 2    14 4 F 3 

  15 3 S 4    21 4 S 7 

  22 7 S 0    28 3 S 7 

  29 5 I 5        

 June 5 5 S 4   June 4 4 F 2 

  12 2 S 7    11 5 F 6 

  19 4 F 2    18 4 S 5 

  26 4 F 3    25    

 July 3 5 S 4   July 2 7 S 3 

  10 5 S 4    9 4 S 6 

  17 2 S 6    16 3 F 1 

  24 2 S 5    23 4 I 4 

  31 4 F 3    30 5 S 3 

 August 7 3 S 8   August 6 3 S 4 

  14 4 F 3    13 3 F 2 

  21 7 F 5    20 7 S 2 

  28 5 S 7    27    

 September 4 5 S 3   September 3 4 F 3 

  11 3 S 5    10 7 F 8 

  18 7 S 2    17    

  25 3 S 4    24 5 S 1 

 October 2 3 S 4   October 1 7 S 4 

  9 1 S 5    8 3 S 4 

  16       15 4 S 5 

  23 2 S 7    22 7 S 4 

  30 5 I 5    29    
 

Total number of successes (S)  = 20  Total number of successes (S) = 16 

Total number of Failures (F)  = 6  Total number of Failures (F) = 8 

Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 3  Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 2 

Total  = 29  Total = 26 
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Simaaporn Wonganunda 

2011   Pretest  Posttest  2012   Pretest  Posttest 

 April 3      April 2 7 F 6 

  10       9    

  17 3 F 2    16 4 S 5 

  24       23 2 S 5 

         30    

 May 1 2 S 5   May 7    

  8       14 5 S 1 

  15       21 6 F 5 

  22 5 I 5    28    

  29           

 June 5 4 F 1   June 4 4 F 3 

  12 0 S 5    11 5 S 4 

  19 3 F 2    18 4 S 5 

  26       25    

 July 3 2 S 3   July 2    

  10       9 5 S 4 

  17       16 5 I 5 

  24 2 S 4    23 5 F 6 

  31       30    

 August 7 5 F 6   August 6 7 S 3 

  14 5 S 4    13    

  21       20 4 S 6 

  28       27 4 F 2 

 September 4 3 I 3   September 3    

  11 6 S 3    10    

  18       17    

  25 7 I 7    24 5 S 3 

 October 2      October 1 7 S 2 

  9 3 I 3    8    

  16       15    

  23 3 F 2    22 3 S 4 

  30        4 F 3 
 

Total number of successes (S)  = 6  Total number of successes (S) = 11 

Total number of Failures (F)  = 5  Total number of Failures (F) = 6 

Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 4  Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 1 

Total  = 15  Total = 18 
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Jesdaa Saarawohn 

2011   Pretest  Posttest  2012   Pretest  Posttest 

 April 3 3 S 5   April 2 5 S 3 

  10 6 S 4    9    

  17 2 I 2    16    

  24       23    

         30 2 S 5 

 May 1 4 I 4   May 7    

  8 2 S 3    14    

  15 5 S 3    21 5 S 4 

  22       28 4 F 2 

  29 6 F 5        

 June 5 4 S 5   June 4 3 F 1 

  12       11    

  19 3 S 5    18 6 S 3 

  26 6 F 6    25    

 July 3 2 S 7   July 2 6 S 3 

  10 4 F 0    9    

  17 3 I 3    16    

  24 5 S 4    23 2 S 6 

  31 6 F 6    30    

 August 7 1 I 1   August 6 5 F 6 

  14 6 F 5    13 5 F 5 

  21 2 S 3    20 5 S 4 

  28 3 S 4    27 2 S 5 

 September 4 5 F 7   September 3 2 S 6 

  11       10    

  18 3 S 4    17    

  25 4 F 3    24 4 F 2 

 October 2 3 S 4   October 1    

  9 3 F 2    8    

  16       15    

  23 4 F 2    22 6 S 3 

  30 4 I 4    29    
 

Total number of successes (S)  = 12  Total number of successes (S) = 10 

Total number of Failures (F)  = 9  Total number of Failures (F) = 5 

Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 5  Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 0 

Total  = 26  Total = 15 
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Boonom Silaaat 

2013   Pretest  Posttest  2014   Pretest  Posttest 

 April 7 5 F 6   April 6    

  14 1 S 5    13    

  21       20    

  28 6 F 6    27    

 May 5      May 4    

  12 3 S 5    11    

  19 3 S 4    18    

  26 4 F 3    25    

 June 2      June 1    

  9 4 I 4    8    

  16 2 S 7    15    

  23 5 S 2    22    

  30 6 S 4    29    

 July 7      July 6    

  14 5 S 4    13    

  21 8 F 7    20    

  28 6 S 4    27    

 August 4      August 3    

  11 2 S 8    10    

  18 3 F 2    17    

  25 3 S 6    24    

         31    

 September 1 5 F 6   September 7    

  8 3 S 6    14    

  15 5 S 4    21    

  22       28    

  29           

 October 6 5 S 4   October 5    

  13 3 S 7    12    

  20 7 5 3    19    

  27 4 F 2    26    
 

Total number of successes (S)  = 15  Total number of successes (S) = 17 

Total number of Failures (F)  = 7  Total number of Failures (F) = 6 

Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 1  Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 2 

Total  = 23  Total = 25 
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Prariyagon  Viriyasathaporn 

2013   Pretest  Posttest  2014   Pretest  Posttest 

 April 7 4 F 2   April 6    

  14 2 F 1    13    

  21       20    

  28       27    

 May 5      May 4    

  12       11    

  19       18    

  26       25    

 June 2      June 1    

  9       8    

  16       15    

  23       22    

  30       29    

 July 7      July 6    

  14       13    

  21       20    

  28       27    

 August 4      August 3    

  11       10    

  18       17    

  25 2 S 4    24    

         31    

 September 1 2 I 2   September 7    

  8 3 S 6    14    

  15 5 S 4    21    

  22 5 S 3    28    

  29 2 S 3        

 October 6 4 I 4   October 5    

  13 1 S 3    12    

  20 2 S 5    19    

  27 3 S 4    26    
 

Total number of successes (S)  =  Total number of successes (S) =  

Total number of Failures (F)  =  Total number of Failures (F) =  

Total number of indiscrimination (I) =  Total number of indiscrimination (I) =  

Total  =  Total =  
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Lamul  Wongananda 

2013   Pretest  Posttest  2014   Pretest  Posttest 

 April 7      April 6    

  14 5 F 6    13    

  21 3 S 7    20    

  28 5 S 3    27    

 May 5 5 F 6   May 4    

  12       11    

  19 6 S 4    18    

  26 2 S 4    25    

 June 2 2 S 5   June 1    

  9 4 S 3    8    

  16 4 S 6    15    

  23 6 F 5    22    

  30 5 S 2    29    

 July 7 4 F 2   July 6    

  14 3 F 2    13    

  21 1 S 5    20    

  28       27    

 August 4 6 S 2   August 3    

  11 4 F 2    10    

  18 4 F 3    17    

  25 7 S 3    24    

         31    

 September 1      September 7    

  8 3 S 4    14    

  15 4 I 4    21    

  22 7 F 6    28    

  29 5 F 6        

 October 6 3 S 4   October 5    

  13 3 S 4    12    

  20 4 F 3    19    

  27       26    
 

Total number of successes (S)  = 14  Total number of successes (S) =  

Total number of Failures (F)  = 10  Total number of Failures (F) =  

Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 1  Total number of indiscrimination (I) =  

Total  = 25  Total =  
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Patamaporn  Bemyapala 

2013   Pretest  Posttest  2014   Pretest  Posttest 

 April 7 6 F 5   April 6    

  14 6 S 1    13    

  21 3 F 1    20    

  28 8 F 8    27    

 May 5 6 S 2   May 4    

  12 4 S 7    11    

  19 4 I 4    18    

  26 5 S 2    25    

 June 2 1 S 3   June 1    

  9 2 S 5    8    

  16 5 S 3    15    

  23 4 F 2    22    

  30 3 S 5    29    

 July 7 4 F 3   July 6    

  14 1 S 5    13    

  21 3 S 5    20    

  28 4 S 5    27    

 August 4 3 S 8   August 3    

  11 5 F 7    10    

  18 5 S 4    17    

  25 4 I 4    24    

         31    

 September 1 3 F 2   September 7    

  8 5 S 2    14    

  15 6 S 4    21    

  22 5 S 4    28    

  29 3 S 4        

 October 6 4 F 3   October 5    

  13 0 S 3    12    

  20 3 S 6    19    

  27 5 F 5    26    
 

Total number of successes (S)  = 19  Total number of successes (S) =  

Total number of Failures (F)  = 9  Total number of Failures (F) =  

Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 2  Total number of indiscrimination (I) =  

Total  = 30  Total =  
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Simaaporn Wongananda 

2013   Pretest  Posttest  2014   Pretest  Posttest 

 April 7 4 S 6   April 6    

  14       13    

  21 2 S 4    20    

  28       27    

 May 5 3 F 5   May 4    

  12 5 S 4    11    

  19 4 I 4    18    

  26 3 I 3    25    

 June 2      June 1    

  9       8    

  16 6 S 3    15    

  23       22    

  30 4 F 3    29    

 July 7 4 S 7   July 6    

  14 1 S 2    13    

  21 5 F 6    20    

  28 3 I 3    27    

 August 4 7 F 5   August 3    

  11       10    

  18 2 S 6    17    

  25 4 F 2    24    

         31    

 September 1      September 7    

  8 3 I 3    14    

  15 2 S 5    21    

  22 4 S 5    28    

  29           

 October 6 4 S 5   October 5    

  13 2 S 7    12    

  20 5 S 3    19    

  27 4 I 4    26    
 

Total number of successes (S)  = 12  Total number of successes (S) =  

Total number of Failures (F)  = 5  Total number of Failures (F) =  

Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 5  Total number of indiscrimination (I) =  

Total  = 22  Total =  
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Jesdaa  Saarawohn 

2013   Pretest  Posttest  2014   Pretest  Posttest 

 April 7 6 S 2   April 6    

  14       13    

  21 5 S 3    20    

  28 3 S 5    27    

 May 5 3 S 4   May 4    

  12 5 S 4    11    

  19       18    

  26       25    

 June 2      June 1    

  9       8    

  16 3 I 3    15    

  23       22    

  30 2 S 4    29    

 July 7 4 F 1   July 6    

  14       13    

  21 4 S 5    20    

  28 5 S 1    27    

 August 4 2 S 4   August 3    

  11       10    

  18 2 S 4    17    

  25       24    

         31    

 September 1 4 S 5   September 7    

  8 5 F 5    14    

  15 5 S 4    21    

  22 3 I 3    28    

  29 4 I 4        

 October 6 5 F 6   October 5    

  13 4 S 5    12    

  20 4 F 3    19    

  27 5 S 4    26    
 

Total number of successes (S)  = 14  Total number of successes (S) =  

Total number of Failures (F)  = 4  Total number of Failures (F) =  

Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 3  Total number of indiscrimination (I) =  

Total  = 21  Total =  
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Wannaa Chantong 

2013   Pretest  Posttest  2014   Pretest  Posttest 

 April 7 4 F 1   April 6    

  14 2 S 6    13    

  21 3 I 3    20    

  28 1 S 2    27    

 May 5 3 S 4   May 4    

  12 3 S 4    11    

  19 3 S 5    18    

  26 4 I 4    25    

 June 2 4 F 3   June 1    

  9       8    

  16 3 I 3    15    

  23 5 S 4    22    

  30 3 S 5    29    

 July 7 0 S 5   July 6    

  14 2 S 10    13    

  21 5 F 6    20    

  28 4 S 6    27    

 August 4 7 F 6   August 3    

  11 3 S 4    10    

  18 4 S 5    17    

  25 3 S 5    24    

         31    

 September 1 4 F 3   September 7    

  8 3 F 1    14    

  15 3 S 4    21    

  22 1 S 7    28    

  29 3 S 6        

 October 6 4 F 2   October 5    

  13 4 S 5    12    

  20       19    

  27       26    
 

Total number of successes (S)  = 17  Total number of successes (S) =  

Total number of Failures (F)  = 7  Total number of Failures (F) =  

Total number of indiscrimination (I) = 3  Total number of indiscrimination (I) =  

Total  = 27  Total =  
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The analysis 

 The dice is constrained to move within the throwing cup. If there is no throwing cup the 
dice will be thrown to reach its highest position above the ground then the gravitational force will 
take over the dropping motion and the dice will drop randomly. Thus dropping the throwing cup 

constraint in our analysis will not change the random motion of the dice. 
 The 4 group data give enough suggestive existence of psychokinesis. We will use the 
psychokinetic influence in our analysis. We will also show that we recover the usual physics 

laws. In addition we can go deeper in some fields of physics and a new way to deal with global 
catastrophes is demonstrated.  
 If the height of the throwing dice is H then the energy given by the gravitational field is 
Eg = mgH if m is the mass of the dice. If Ep is the energy given by the psychokinetic influence, 

then the total energy given to the dice is 
   E = Eg + Ep       (1) 
 In the equation (1) we don’t know how the phychokenetic influence is given to the dice, 

but we can change the equation(1) to make us see the situation better as follows: 
E = Eg + hvp       (2) 

 h is the Plank constant. The equation  shows clearly that the psychokinesis influences 

the frequency(vp) to generate the motion. 
 If an observer observes the throwing dice, he cannot distinguish when the throwing dice 
is biased. The forces by gravity and psychokinesis seem to stem from the same origin. 
Moreover, Eg can be written as Eg = hvg, where vg the corresponding frequency given by the 

gravity. Then the equation(2) can be written as 
E = hvg + hvp  = hv      (3) 

 The equation(3) suggests that we look at the gravity as a form of psychokinesis. If this is 

the case so do the other interactions (Mathematically we have to assume that there exist the 
unseen potential frequency point sources spreading out all over in space). All interactions give 
very consistent and definite influences as if they are generated by a precise machine. We will 

assume that there is such the machine and call it complex dynamical machine. We will call this 
model motion picture model of physics laws. Now we can try and see if the model work better 
than the existing explanation of the physics laws. In fact, it works so well that we have a deeper 
understanding of some unexplainable physics laws.  

vp is the frequency the human mind give off to control his surrounding environment. 
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An Electromagnetic Wave Has a Wave Carrier and The

Corresponding New Physics Laws.

P. Vorasingha

238 Lukmuang Road, Trat 23000, Thailand

Abstract

It is shown mathematically that an electromagnetic wave has a wave carrier which is called super

normal fluid. When the super normal fluid is present in the surrounding; length contraction, and

time dilation turn to be conductivity of space, and susceptibility of time respectively. Then it is

pointed out that each of stable physical systems is associated with a definite set of frequencies. The

conductivity of space, susceptibility of time, and definite set of frequencies form a trilogy which

determines the stability of a physical system.

A source of light creates its first photon by pulling one cycle of light frequencies out of the unseen

potential frequency point source, and an appropriate amount of the super normal particles. The

photon disappears at the place where it was created and a new photon is created to replace it as

if the wave front moves with the constant velocity c. Thus the velocity of light is the same in all

inertial frames.

In the trilogy description, all interactions has carriers created by the trilogy of the interaction.

There is only one case: the electromagnetic repulsion, where its carriers are the same as those of

the quantum electrodynamics.

The global catastrophes are the result of the human wrong thinking patterns. A human destruc-

tive thinking attitude is defined.

1
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nuclear spin-orbit force was introduced1 about fifty years ago but a complete theo-

retical understanding has been cited but never be sighted. There are many nuclear models,

for example, Skyrme-Hartree-Fock method, relativistic mean field theories, and the quark

model which describe only some parts of reality, and explain some aspects of the nuclear

structure.

The theoretical explanation of the shell model given by P. F. A. Klinkenberg was reported

to the Research Committee2,3 Ramkhamheang University in 2001 but the work leaves out

many detail calculations and connections to the current experimental evidence which are

necessary for a general reader. This series of papers aims to correct the shortcomings. The

series consists of the existence proof of the electromagnetic wave carrier which is this paper,

a pictorial approach to quantum theory, the general theory of quantum mechanics, and

motion picture model.

The fluid that was assumed to fill up the space and was the electromagnetic wave carrier

was the ether so that the velocity of light

c =
1√
µ0ǫ0

,

is a constant velocity. ǫ0 and µ0 are the permitivity, and permeability of the free space

respectively. In 1887, the Michelson-Morley experiment4 denied the existence of the ether.

Later a modern ether5 was introduced and again it has been abandoned6. An electromagnetic

wave carrier was not incorporated in Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity7 (hereafter

STR). For the clarity of the mathematical proof it will be assumed that the space is empty

in the sense that there is no medium for the electromagnetic wave to start our argument.

To be more specific, a monochromatic plane wave8

A = A0 exp
i(k·r−ωt), (1)

has to move through the space by itself. k = n̂(ω/c) = n̂(2π/λ) is the wave number and n̂

is a unit vector along the direction of the propagation of the wave.

In 1900, Plank introduced the idea that electromagnetic radiation gives quanta of energy9.

The idea has been developed, so that the electromagnetic wave in (1) would also represent

a particle-like energy package—a photon— whose energy is

E = hν = h̄ω, (2)

2
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and whose momentum is

p = h̄k, (3)

h̄ = h/2π and ω = 2πν. Since the photon momentum is know exactly, by the uncertainty

principle, its position cannot be specified. Form (2) the photon mass is

m =
hν

c2
. (4)

The photon has only one frequency, to change the frequency means to create a new photon.

In section II, a potential frequency source is defined, an existence theorem of the elec-

tromagnetic wave carrier— the super normal fluid—is proven mathematically. Then the

propagation of light is explained. Each cycle of light frequencies is pulled out of a potential

frequency source to create one photon. The photon disappears at the place it is created

and a new cycle of frequency is drawn out of the potential frequency source to create a new

photon as if the wave front has the constant velocity c, and Einstein second postulate7 is no

longer necessary.

Analysis of a photon and a pair creation suggest that at least there should be four kinds

of the super normal particles, they are the particle-like, binding, mobile, and mutational

super normal particles.

In section III, the analysis of the photon creation, shows that the travelling electro-

magnetic frequency is created from the super normal fluid. Then time dilation and space

contraction, which have been accepted as the phenomena with no further causes—the kine-

matical effects—need new interpretations because the space is no longer empty. Moreover

length contraction is also observed when the light ray is bent at the boundary between two

different transparent media. For example, a slab of glass having parallel surfaces is placed

on the surface of a table to cover a given spot. The spot will be shallower than its real depth

by and observer who observes the spot through the upper surface of the slab. The difference

between contraction in geometrical optics and STR comes from the difference between the

surrounding objects. In geometrical optics two different media cause the observed contrac-

tion while in STR the super normal fluid in the space housing any two inertial frames with

relative velocity v between them is the cause of the observed length contraction. With this

observation length contraction, and time dialtion are replaced by the conductivity of space

(hereafter conductivity), and susceptibility of time (herafter susceptibiltiy).

3
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Then it is shown that for an ordinary particle (hereafter a particle) its ranges of conduc-

tivity, and susceptibility are one to zero, and one to infintiy respectively. Since a particle is

a group of obstructed super normal particles. Therefore the conductivity, and susceptibility

ranges of the super normal particles must be wider and there can be many sets of them

according to the differences of their ranges. For simplicity it will be assumed that there is

only one set of the super normal particles whose conductivity, and susceptibility ranges are

zero to infinity.

Having observed that a photon creation is determined by the juxtaposition of three num-

bers, they are the conductivity, susceptibility, and frequency. The three numbers form a

trilogy which will be represented by the symbol [C, S, F ]. The trilogy of a stable physical

system is [C, S, F ] = [ 1
γ
, γ,the corresponding frequency(ies)] γ = (1−v2/c2)−1/2. The proton,

electron, stable nuclei, ground state hydrogen atom, and solar system are among the exam-

ples. For unstable systems, the ∆++, compound nucleus, excited hydrogen atom, unstable

gravitational system, and particles in a weak interaction are the examples. The trilogy of

the unstable physical system is [C, S, F ] = [ 1
γ
, τ
T
γ,the corresponding frequency(ies)], where

τ is the physical system mean life, and T is the age of the universe.

Since there is no free quark, so the quark does not have a trilogy, Then the quark is only

a unit of the super normal fluid arrested to form a more stable particle. A particle which

has quarks as its constituents must contain at least two quarks.

In the electromagnetic and gravitational interactions the attraction mechanism is pro-

duced by two sets of frequencies drawn from potential frequency sources for the given two

different charges or two masses. The set of frequencies form tiny photons for the two differ-

ent charges and form gravitons for the two mass and pull them together for each pair. In the

repulsion mechanism the two sets of created tiny photons cause the repulsion. An example

of the electromagnetic interaction: the attraction and annihilation between an electron and

a positron is demonstrated explicitly.

In the strong and weak interactions unstable particles are the carriers of the interactions.

The global catastrophes are the result of human destructive thinking patterns. The

human thinking can create sets of unseen frequencies. A human mind is a potential frequency

source.

4
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II. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE CARRIER

Let us show that the electromagnetic wave carrier exists by looking at the following

thought experiment. Two observers stand at A and B (FIG. 1). O is the middle point of both

CD and AB. Both observers produce identical monochromatic trains of electromagnetic

waves whose wavelengths equal to CD but 180 degrees out of phase. AB equals an integral

multiple of the monochromatic wavelength, AB >> CD. The length CD can also be an

integral multiple of the wavelength as long as there is a complete destructive interference on

CD. The two observers produce the two trains of the electromagnetic waves simultaneously,

the length of each train of the electromagnetic wave is CD and let them move along AB

towards each other.

Suppose each train wave has n cycles with frequency ν = 1
T
, T is the period of the wave.

Then each cycle of the electromagnetic wave will have the energy

E = hν. (5)

The total energy is

Et = 2nhν, (6)

and the total photon mass is

mt =
2nhν

c2
. (7)

The two train waves reach each other and continue to overlap until there are two cycles left,

one cycle on C side, and another on D side both are approaching O. Then there are two

A BC DO

FIG. 1: The observers A and B produce two identical trains of monochromatic waves whose

wavelengths equal to CD with 180 degrees out of phases, one for each observer. AB equals an

integral multiple of the wavelength. AB >> CD. O is the middle point of both AB and CD. The

photons produced by A and B never go across CD.

5
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photons left, one on the C side and another on the D side, even though the exact locations

are not known. If the two train waves continue to move, then the last two cycles will vanish

after another T seconds. So the photons vanish at the point where they are created. To

make this point clear, let the two observers produce two train waves whose wavelength (λ)

equals to CD. Chose AB = 3λ then there is no photon across CD, the photon does not

move, it is annihilated where it is created.

At the beginning the total photon mass is mt =
2nhν
c2

. When the two train waves overlap

completely there is no photon left, and the space is empty. The conservation of energy is

violated. When the two train waves pass each other, the total photon mass mt = 2nhν
c2

appears out of the empty space. The conservation of energy is violated again. This cannot

be true, the space must be filled with a medium which is the electromagnetic wave carrier.

Let us call the medium super normal fluid and a fine grain of the super normal fluid is a

super normal particle.

To understand the existence and the motion of the electromagnetic wave carrier, we have

to make a new understanding of a light source. We will assume that the space is filled

with unseen frequency point sources which generate unseen frequencies whose ranges are

from zero to infinity. We will call these unseen frequency point sources potential frequency

sources (a human mind is also a potential frequency source). When the potential frequency

source captures a group of super normal particles with appropriate proportion a particle is

created or an existing particle is put into motion (a dice can be controlled by this type of

frequency, a session of mediation helps our experimentalist improves his ability to create the

correct frequencies to control the dice).

When a monochromatic light source is lit, it picks an unseen monochromatic frequency

out of a potential frequency source. When the unseen monochromatic frequency picks up an

appropriate group of the surrounding supper normal particles it turns to be the monochro-

matic electromagnetic frequency as if such the frequency is created by the monochromatic

light source.

Each cycle of the electromagnetic wave creats one photon whose mass equals hν
c2
, where

ν is the frequency of the electromagnetic wave. Moreover, after overlapping completely

the two train waves reappear. This time their frequencies are not created by the original

monochromatic train wave producers but the super normal fluid medium and the potential

frequency source create the new wave one by one. This should be the way the light wave

6
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propagates which is not the same as the wave propagation in a normal fluid. This kind of

the light wave propagation can exhibit the Michelson-Moreley ether non-existence. When

one cycle of the monochromatic electromagnetic frequency creates on photon, the photon

is annihilated at the place where it was created. Then a new cycle of the monochromatic

electromagnetic frequency creates a new photon which is exactly like the annihilated photon

but this time it is created at the place in a given inertial frame so that the monochromatic

wave front moves with the constant velocity c. Therefore the number of the annihilated

photons equal the number of the newly created photons but a single photon will have no

trajectory, and Einstein second postulate7 is no longer necessary. If left alone the super

normal fluid is not detectable physically.

Next let us show a way to classify the super normal particles. Since a photon is a

temporary package of a group of super normal particles, then we can learn some basic

properties of a super normal particle from the photon.

Firstly, the photon of frequency ν has the corresponding mass hν/c2. Thus one kind of

the super normal particles should contributes to the photon mass. This is a particle-like

property. Then this type of the super normal particles should be called the particle-like

super normal particles.

Secondly, a photon gives off a bundle of energy. Then one kind of the super normal

particles should bind the fine grains of the particle-like super normal particles into a package.

Thus this type of the super normal particles should be called the binding super normal

paricles.

If a photon is energetic enough. The photon can create an electron-positron pair in a

collision with an atomic nucleus. When the pair of particle-antiparticle comes into contact,

they annihilate each other. Therefore only two types of the super normal particles will not

be enough for the pair annihilation. There should be the super normal particles which will

cancel the role of the particle-like super normal particles in the pair annihilation. So it should

be called the mobile super normal particles. The fourth kind of the super normal particles

will cancel the role of the binding super normal particles, thus they produce changes, they

should be called the mutational super normal particles. A photon will have these four

kinds of the super normal particles. When a pair creation takes place each type of the super

normal particles will be splitted into two equal parts, one part will go with the newly created

particle while another goes with its anti-particle. When a pair annihilation takes place, they

7
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(the four kinds of the super normal particles) will be arranged so that the pair that can

cancel each other, one from the particle while another from its anti-particle, contacts each

other. Thus a particle is a permanent package of the super normal particles while a photon

is the intermediate package which is created temporarily so that the particle creation or

annihilation are possible. To broaden the concept of the super normal particles they can be

defined more generally as follows:

1. A super normal particle which exhibits particle-like property is a particle-like super

normal particle. The function of the particle-like super normal particles in a particle is

to give its rigidity. If the particle is composed of a large number of localized particle-

like super normal particles it will be massive

2. A super normal particle which exhibits binding property is a binding super normal

particle. The binding super normal particle gives a definite form to a newly created

elementary particle. The ability to form a helium nucleus out of two protons and two

neutrons in such a way that every helium nucleus is identical, the ability to maintain

definite probability function of an electron in an atom, and the ability to keep its size

and shape to have a very precise charge of an individual proton are the functions of the

groups of the localized binding super normal particles in the helium nucleus, electron,

and proton respectively.

3. A super normal particle which exhibits mobile property is a mobile super normal

particle. The mobile super normal particles gives momentum to a newly created

elementary particle. In a pair production, each mobile super normal particle carries

its own momentum. When these mobile super normal particles are grouped together to

be a part of the newly created particle, their momenta are added vectorially the same

way as a common vector addition. After the particle creation the resultant vectorial

sum of the mobile super normal particle momenta turns to be the paricle momentum.

4. A super normal particle which exhibits mutable property is a mutational super normal

particle. This is a specific function of our conventional energy concept. For example,

the energy which causes the change of the electronic energy states in an atom, from

one energy state to another, is an example of the localized mutational super normal

particles.

8
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III. CREATION AND STABILITY OF A PHYSICAL SYSTEM

From the previous section, the space is no longer empty but filled with the unseen po-

tential frequency point sources and the super normal fluid. Then the motion in a free space

turns to be the motion in the super normal fluid and Lorentz transformation needs a new

interpretation.

If S and S ′ are two inertial systems whose space-time coordinates of an event P are given

by (x, y, z, t) and (x′, y′, z′, t′) respectively. The coordinates (x, y, z, t) of a vector r are found

by measuring the lengths of the projections of the coordinate vector r on the Cartesian axes

by means of standard measuring sticks at rest in S, while the time t is read on a standard

clock which is also placed at rest in S. In STR there is no need to distinguish between the

frame of reference and the coordinate system. The space-time coordinates (x′, y′, z′, t′) in

S ′ are found in the same way as the space-time coordinates in S i.e. by means of standard

measuring sticks and a standard clock at rest in S ′.

For convenience, it will be assumed that the Cartesian axes in S and S ′ are parallel to

each other and that S ′ is moving with velocity v relative to S in the direction of the positive

x-axis. At the time t = t′ = 0 the origin O′ of S ′ coincides with the origin O of S. Then the

two sets of the space-time coordinates are transformed as follows

x′µ = Lµ
νx

ν , (8)

where x0 = ct, x1 = x, x2 = y, x3 = z, β = v/c, γ = (1− v2/c2)−1/2 and

‖L‖ =





















γ −βγ 0 0

−βγ γ 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1





















, (9)

Einstein summation convention is assumed. This is the restricted Lorentz transformation11.

For simplicity, choose the vector OP to lie in the plane ox0 and ox1 of the inertial system S

to represent the event P then the vector OP′ will represent the same event is S ′ (FIG.2(a)

and FIG.2(b)), the matrix ‖L‖ can be viewed either actively as the operator acting on the

vector OP and changing it to be the vector OP′ (FIG.2(a)) or passively as the operator

rotating the coordinate system S and changing it to be the coordinate system S ′ (FIG.2(b)).

9
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(a.) (b.)

FIG. 2: (a) ‖L‖ rotates the vector OP and changes it to be the vector OP
′, this is the active

interpretation of ‖L‖. (b) ‖L‖ rotates components of the vector OP and change the components

OQ and OR to be OQ′ and OR′ respectively, this is the passive interpretation of ‖L‖.

The active view of ‖L‖ will lead to the well known length contraction, and time dilation7,12,

while the passive view will lead to the conductivity, and susceptibility respectively.

At the time when STR4 was developed, it had been shown that there is no ether. Thus

Einstein chose the length contraction and the time dilation to be the phenomena which their

causes could not be traced further, they were kinematical effects.

Now the space is proven to be filled with the super normal fluid. Therefore the active

veiw is no longer true, the length contraction is replaced by the conductivity while the time

dilation is replaced by the susceptibility.

To facilitate the coming calculation, the exact definitions of conductvity and susceptibiltiy

are given as follows:

Conductivity of space

Let A and B be any two points on o′x′ (FIG.3). The coordinates in S ′ of A and B are

x′A and x′B respectively. Hitherto, the rest length of AB in S ′ is

l′ = x′B − x′A. (10)

10
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y' S

x 'x,

'

FIG. 3: S′ is moving with velocity v relatives to S in the direction of the positive x-axis.

Similarly, the rest length l of AB in S can be defined as the difference between simultaneous

coordinate values of A and B in S. Then by (8)

l = xB − xA =
1

γ
(x′B − x′A) =

l′

γ
. (11)

According to the active interpretation, the moving length contracts, but in the passive

interpretation the super normal fluid in the surrounding space makes the length seems to

be contracted.

From (11) the conductivity between the two inertial systems S and S ′ is defined as follows:

the conductivity =
l

l′
=

1

γ
= (1− v2/c2)1/2. (12)

Susceptibility of time

For the time dilation the situation is more abstract, an observer at rest with respect to S ′

(FIG.4) will observe that S is passing him with the velocity −v = (−v, 0, 0). There are two

clocks placed at rest with respect to S at D and E on ox. A clock C ′ at rest with respect

to S ′ is placed at a point x′C′ on o′x′. At the time t′ = t′D in S ′ the clock C ′ coincides with

the clock at D. An observer at rest in S reads the time t = tD from the clock at D. At the

later time t′ = t′E in S ′ the clock C ′ coincides with the clock E in S, the same observer at

rest in S reads the time tE from the clock at E. Using the inverse Lorentzt transformation

11
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of (8), we find that

∆t = tE − tD = γ(t′E − t′D) = γ∆t′, (13)

∆t′ is a proper time. From the active interpretation of the operator ‖L‖, the time interval

of the moving clock dilates. But from the passive interpretation there is a change in the

surrounding super normal fluid to make the content in a certain time duration change

(FIG.5). Then we can define the susceptibility between two inertial systems S and S ′ as

follows:

The susceptibility =
∆t

∆t′
= γ = (1− v2/c2)−1/2. (14)

It is observed that the conductivity (12) and the susceptibility (14) are conditions that

the super normal particles must have if they will exist as particles. Therefore (12) and (14)

are the matter conditions of the super normal fluid.

Hitherto, the susceptibility of a stable particle is given by (14). What is the susceptibility

of an unstable particle? To answer this question, let the age of the universe be T which will

be assumed to be the mean life of a stable particle. Let the mean life of an unstable particle

be τ . Then the susceptibility of the unstable particle is τ
T
γ. From (12) and (14) the product

of conductivity and susceptibility of the stable particle is

1

γ
× γ = 1, (15)

O O'

D E

v

Sy

z z'

y' S

x 'x,

'

C'

t' = t
D
'

FIG. 4: An observer at rest at C ′ in S′ will see the clocks at D and E passing him with the velocity

−v = (−v, 0, 0).
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FIG. 5: Interpretations of time dilation both in the active viewpoint and in the passive viewpoint.

(a.) The relative velocity between S and S′ is zero, ∆t = ∆t′. (b.) The relative velocity between

S and S′ is 3c/5, the time interval changes. This is the active viewpoint. (c.) The relative velocity

between S and S′ is 3c/5, the content of the time interval changes. This is the passive viewpoint.

while the same product of the unstable particle is

1

γ
× τ

T
γ =

τ

T
≪ 1. (16)

For a particle, its conductivity range starts from one (the particle is at rest with respect

to the observer) to zero (the velocity of the particle approaches the velocity of light) while

its susceptibility range starts from one to infinity. Since the particle is an obstructed group

of the super normal particles, the conductivity and susceptibility ranges of the super normal

particles should be wider and there should be several sets of the super normal particles

according to the differences of their conductivity and susceptibility ranges. To make the

theory simple, choose the conductivity and susceptibility ranges to start from zero to infinity

and assume that there is only one set of the super normal particles.

Trilogy

In the following discussion, the original unseen frequency is picked out from a potential

frequency source. When a physical system is observable the unseen frequency turns to be

the measurable frequency.

13
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Let us go back to observe the photon creation, the photon is annihilated at the place

where it is created. Let the photon frequency be ν then the photon period is 1/ν. Let T

be the age of the universe, then the photon conductivity is one while its susceptibility is

1/(Tν). Hitherto, the photon creation is determined by the juxtaposition of three numbers

namely the conductivity (1), susceptibility (1/Tν), and frequency (ν). The three numbers

form a trilogy so that the super normal fluid is arrested and turned to be a photon which is a

physical system. Let us explore further, if this is also true with other physical systems. Let

the set of conductivity, susceptibility, and frequency be represented by the symbol [C, S, F ].

Let us begin with a stable physical system. Take a hadron and wait long enough it will

decay into some collections of the protons, electrons, photons, and neutrinos.

If m and p are the rest mass and particle momentum of a stable particle respectively.

Then

E = hν = (m2c4 + p2c2)1/2, so that

ν =
(m2c4 + p2c2)1/2

h
.

Therefore the frequency range of the stable particle is from ν = mc2/h to ν = ∞. From (12),

and (14) the conductivity and susceptibility of the stable particles are 1/γ and γ respectively.

Let m be the mass of one of the following particles: a proton, electron, and stable nucleus.

Then

[C, S, F ] for a stable particle =

[

1

γ
, γ,

(m2c4 + p2c2)1/2

h

]

. (17)

The ground state hydrogen atom

Let us choose the ground state hydrogen atom as the example of a stable electromagnetic

interaction. Since the proton and electron in the hydrogen atom is loosely bound, they

retain their trilogies. Then to define the ground state hydrogen atom only the ground state

ionization frequency is needed. The frequency can come either from the direct measurement

in a laboratory or the quantum mechanical computation. The later is chosen, the ground

state energy is10

E = − e4

2(4πǫ0)2
me

h̄2
.

Then the corresponding frequency is

ν =
|E|
h

=
e4

2(4πǫ0)2
me

h̄2h
=

e4me

8ǫ02h3
. (18)

14
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For a nonrelativistic energy hydrogen atom γ = 1/γ = 1, then the ground state hydrogen

atom trilogy is

[C, S, F ] = [1, 1, ν =
e4me

8ǫ02h3
]. (19)

The cause of motion is the accompanied mobile super normal particles.

The solar system

The solar system is chosen as the example of a stable gravitational system. The sun and

its planets are loosely bound, so they retain their trilogies.

Stability form the veiwpoint of classical mechanics is given in details by H. Goldstein11.

The general relativistic effect14 which causes only a small periherion shift will be neglected.

Let G,m, and m2 be the gravitational constant, mass of a planet, and mass of the sun

respectively. Then by the third of Kepler’s law11, the planet period (∆) is given by

∆ =
2πa3/2

√

G(m+m2)
≈ 2πa3/2√

Gm2

, (20)

where a is the semi-major axis of the planet. Then the frequency of revolution of the planet

m is

ν =

√
Gm2

2πa3/2
. (21)

Since the sun moves slowly, the conductivity and susceptbility of the center of mass of our

solar system are both one. Let νs be the spin of the planet. Then the planet trilogy is given

by

[C, S, F ] = [1, 1, ν = the frequency of the planet, and νs = the spin ]

= [1, 1,

√
Gm2

2πa3/2
, νs]. (22)

Let us look at an unstable physical system, its susceptibility is τ
T
γ, then its trilogy is

expected to be [ 1
γ
, τ
T
γ, ν]. Let us investigate various important illustrations.

∆++

Since 1952 E. Fermi and his group at Chicago university began collecting data on the

scattering of charged pions from hydrogen atoms. They found a peak at 1236 Mev. with the

15
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width approximately 100 Mev. and the pion energy is ≈ 200 Mev.15.

Let E and e denote energy, P and p denote linear momenta, and the subscripts p and

π denote proton and pion respectively. Let (P 0, P 1, P 2, P 3) = (E
c
, Px, Py, Pz) denote four-

momenta, g00 = −g11 = −g22 = −g33 = 1, gαβ = 0, when α 6= β, so that P α = gαβPβ

(Einstein summation condition is applied). S and S ′ are the two inertial frames defined at

the beginning of this section (before(8)), then by (9)
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. (23)

In S, let E = eπ + ep, Px = pxπ + pxp, and the dynamical variables in S ′. are defined in

the same way. Choose S, and S ′ to be the laboratory frame, and the center of mass frame

(P ′

x = 0) respectively. Then from (23)

P ′

x = 0 = γ
(

−βE
c
+ Px

)

, which yeilds

β =
Pxc

E
. (24)

Then the velocity of the center of mass is

v =
Pxc

2

E
=

pxπc
2

eπ +mpc2
, pxp = 0. (25)

In order to find pxπ use M2c4 = E2 − P 2
xc

2, M = mπ +mp. substitute the variables M,E,

and Px yeild

(mπ +mp)
2c4 = (eπ + ep)

2 − pxπ
2c2, pxp = 0. (26)

Use the following values of the variables in (26)

mπ = 140 Mev. /c2 = 24.89× 10−29 kg

mp = 938 Mev. /c2 = 166.76× 10−29 kg

1236 Mev. = 197.76× 10−12J

eπ = 200 Mev. = 23× 10−12J

mpc
2 = 150.08× 10−12 J

Then (26) yeilds

pxπ =
5.825× 10−11

c
kg-m/sec

16
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Use pxπ value in (25) given

v = 0.32c,

then

β =
v

c
= 0.32,

γ =
1√

1− β2
= 1.05. (27)

Go back to use the Lorentz invariance

E ′2

c2
− P ′

x
2
=
E ′2

c2
=
E2

c2
− P 2

x =
E2

c2
− E2β2

c2
,

then

E ′ =
E

γ
=

1236

γ
= 1177Mev. = 188.34× 10−12 J = hν ′.

The frequency in the center of mass frame is

ν ′ =
E ′

h
= 2.85× 1023 cycles/sec . (28)

∆++ mean life is estimated from the uncertainty relation

∆E∆t = h,∆E = 100 Mev. ,

∆t =
h

∆E
=

6.6× 10−34

16× 10−12
≈ 4× 10−23 sec. (29)

This is the mean life in the laboratory frame. Let τ be the mean life in the center of mass

frame, then

τ =
4× 10−23

γ
sec. (30)

This gives the ∆++ trilogy as

[
1

γ
,
τ

T
γ, ν ′] = [

1

1.05
,
4× 10−23

T
, 2.85× 1023 cycles/sec ]. (31)

It should be pointed out here that the definite frequency ν ′ is given neither by a known

physical law nor by a physically known origin. It comes from a potential frequency source.

When a pair of pion and proton are put together with correct frequency to have the correct

trilogy, then ∆++ is formed.

17
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Compound nucleus

The current compound nucleus model assumes that an incident particle a enters a target

nucleus A. Both a and A loose their identities and become a compound nucleus C∗. As an

example, let us look at the reaction

a+ A −→ C∗ −→ γ + C. (32)

This is a compound radiative capture reaction, C∗ is in an excited state. Specifically, let

us look at16

27Al(p, γ)28Si. (33)

The incident proton energy is 1.26 Mev., the last proton binding energy is 11.59 Mev. the

resonance is found at 12.8 Mev. . The width of the peak is approximately 100 eV. The

excited energy (12.8 Mev.) is approximately the sum of the incident proton energy and

the last proton binding energy. Neither the incident proton nor the 27Al target retains its

identity. The compound nucleus is a new physical system at rest. Its mean life can be

estimated from the uncertainty relation

∆t∆E ≈ h,

∆t ≈ 6.6× 10−34

100× 1.6× 10−19
≈ 4× 10−17 sec.

Instead of giving the frequency of the excited 28Si as in the ∆++ case, it is more informative

to give the frequency of the resonant energy which is given by

hν = 12.8× 106 × 1.6× 10−19 J. ,

ν = 3.1× 1021 cycles/sec .

Then the compound nucleus trilogy at 12.8 Mev. resonance is

[
1

γ
,
τ

T
γ, ν] = [1,

4× 10−17

T
, 3.1× 1021 cycles/sec ]. (34)

Like ∆++, the compound nucleus 28Si is formed by the correct trilogy (34). ν is the frequency

given by a potential frequency source.

18
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FIG. 6: Gravitational scattering

An excited atom

Two previous examples are strong interaction. Let us choose a specific example, a hy-

drogen atom, for the electromagnetic interaction. There are resonances in the principal

series10. Let us assume that the mean life of a specific energy level is τ . The mean lives in

other excited states are much shorter, they can be neglected. Let ν be the frequency the

electron emits in order to be in the ground state. Let us also assume that the atom is in

gentle motion, then γ ≈ 1 and the conductivity and susceptibility are both one. The excited

hydrogen atom trilogy can be given as follows:

[C, S, F ] =
[1, τ

T
, ν] for a resonant excited state ,

[1, 0, ν] for a normal excited state .
(35)

The hydrogen atom frequencies (up to small corrections) are predictable by Dirac theory.

Currently, it is believed that frequencies in atoms are predictable by the extended Coulomb

potentials. It is pointed out here that this is a conicidence. We are showing that the

frequencies for all physical systems come from the same principle, the correct trilogies. This

is the common law which leads to the creation of all physical systems.

An unstable gravitational system

Let θ be the angle between the scattered and incident directions, ψ be the angle between

the direction of the incoming asymptote and the periapsis direction, and rm is the shortest
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distance between the particle and targe. Then

θ = π − 2ψ. (36)

When θ > 2π, the incident particle orbits the target. Let the orbiting frequency be ν and the

particle spends the time τ in orbits before it leaves the target. Suppose the target is much

heavier than the incident particle and stationary. Then the conductivity and susceptibility

of the center of mass are one. The system trilogy is

[C, S, F ] = [1,
τ

T
, ν]. (37)

Particles in weak interaction17

Let us observe a reaction of the weak interaction

n −→ p+ e− + ν̄e. (38)

The neutron is an unstable particle whose mean life is 898 seconds15. p and e− are stable

particles whose trilogies are given earlier in (17). ν̄e is a lepton. For a stationary neutron

its trilogy is

[C, S, F ] = [1,
898

T
, ν =

mnc
2

h
]. (39)

There is a similarity between the electromagnetic interaction and weak interaction. In

the excited hydrogen atom, a photon emission with appropriate energy is needed to bring

the atom to the ground state which is a stable trilogy. The neutron can be thought of as

an excited state of the proton-electron pair. When ν̄e is emitted with the correct energy the

proton and electron pair can also form the ground state hydrogen atom. This observation

should be applicable for some bigger nuclei. Let ν̄ be the antineutrino frequency, then the

corresponding antineutrino trilogy is

[C, S, F ] = [1, 1, ν̄]. (40)

Since the antineutrino is a particle, thus it is made of four kinds of the super normal particles.

Naturally, the antineutrino (and neutrino) are bigger than a super normal particle. Thus

all the particles in the weak interaction have the known trilogies.
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Hitherto all the particles and physical systems made from the four interactions namely,

strong, electromagnetic, gravitational, and weak interactions have definite trilogies: [ 1
γ
, γ, ν]

for a stable one and [ 1
γ
, τ
T
γ, ν] for an unstable one. Thus the trilogy is the physical law which

predicts the existence and stability of all particles and physical systems.

The quark model18

As an application of the trilogy, let us examine the properties of quarks. Just as the peri-

odical table could be explained once it was understood that the atom possessed a structure.

The ordering brought about by the eightfold way suggested that the particle is made up

of constituents. In 1964, Murray Gell-Mann at the California Institute of Technology, and

George Zweig in Geneva, Switzerland independently suggested the three original quarks, up,

down, and strange. Currently three more are added, they are the charmed, bottom, and

top. The experimental searches for quarks yeild the following evidence.

1. There is no free quark19.

2. The quark phenomena appear when a physical system is energetic18 enough.

3. A positron, proton, deuteron and all stable nuclei at rest have almost spherical charges.

By evidence number (1) there is no free quark means that the quark does not have a trilogy.

By evidence number (2) when a physical system is energetic enough its loose the original

trilogy. It will break down allowing the quarks inside to make new groups of quarks. By

evidence number (3) a quark does not hold its own charge when it is not energetic. If the

quarks held their own charges inside a nucleon, the deuteron would be half charged and

half neutral and other nuclear charges, for example 4He, should not be spherical symmetric.

From the evidence mentioned it is enough to suggest another picture of the quarks. A quark

should be a unit of arrested super normal fluid which makes up a more stable particle. So

some elementary paricles, for example mesons, are captured super normal fluid in quarkian

units.

There are other evidence of the quarkian units which requires quantum mechanical ex-

planation. The topics will be postponed until the quantum theory is developed20.
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FIG. 7: The attractive force between an electron and a positron. The electron can give a photon

to the left yet the same photon can hit at the right and forces the positron to move towards the

electron. This is the quantum electrodynamics explanation.

IV. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC AND GRAVITATIONAL FORCES

We will look at the force between an electron and a position because in classical com-

putation of both electromagnetic and gravitational force, they are computed the same way.

In quantum electrodynamics, the acceptable explanation of the attractive force describes a

photon not by a localized orbit but by a wave extended over a wide region. In Fig.7, the

electron emits a photon to the left and because of its wave property the photon appears on

the right of the positron causing the necessary attraction.

In our trilogy description, the present of both the electron and the positron makes the

system able to select two sets of frequencies from potential frequency sources: one for the

electron another for the positron. The two sets of frequencies pick up appropriate super

normal particles and turn them to be two sets of small super normal particle packages or

two tiny sets of photons. The two sets of the tiny photons push the electron-positron pair

towards each other. They are so tiny that they are non detectable. We will assume that

the motions are slow and the system is non-relativistic. Finally the two particles touch and

there is an annihilation. The total energy split and release two final photons. This is the

attraction mechanism.

For a pair of electrons in quantum electrodynamics, the photons that participate in the

exchange mechanicsm are the carriers of the Coulomb force. In the exchange mechanism

each electron sends out a succession of photons which are captured by the other electron.

These photons are called virtual photons and their emissions violate energy conservation:

the energy after emission exceeds the energy before emission by the photon energy plus the

recoil energy of the electron. It is believed that such the energy conservation violation is

hidden from view by the uncertainty principle: the virtual photon last only a short time.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 8: (a) At the beginning the distance between the electron and the positron is infinity. (b)

Finally the electron and the positron touches each other and the annihilation takes place.

In our trilogy formalism, the present of the two electrons requires two sets of frequencies

to make the correct trilogy. Each set of frequencies collect up super normal particles to turn

themselves to be tiny photons to cause the repulsion. These is no energy violation and the

rest of the process is the same as those described by the quantum electrodynamics.

For the gravitational force the present of two masses needs two sets of frequencies to make

the correct trilogy. The rest of our argument is the same as that of the electron-positron

pair and “a tiny photon”created is called graviton.

Let us end this section by the explicit calculation of the electron-positron Coulomb in-

teraction.

We will assume that an electron and a positron move towards each other slowly so that

the force between them is always electrostatic Coulomb interaction. The classical radii (r0)

of both the electron and the positron are both r0 = 2.8× 10−15 meter. At the beginning the

distance between them is infinity. They move towards each other and stop when they touch

each other then the annihilation takes place. Both of them have the same charge 1.6×10−19

Coulomb with opposite signs. Thus the force between them when they are at the distance

r away from each other is

F =
1

4πǫ0

|q1q2|
r2

, (41)

1

4πǫ0
= 9.0× 109

Newton (meter)2

(Coulomb)2

Then the total energy of the system when the electron touches the positron is

Ee =
1

4πǫ0

∫ 2r0

∞

|q1q2|
r2

dr

= − 1

4πǫ0

e+e−

2r0
(42)
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The amount of energy is

Ee =
9.0× 109 × (1.6)2 × 10−38

2× 2.8× 10−15

= 4.4114× 10−14 Joules.

The energy releases by the annihilation is Ea = 2mec
2 where me is the electron (positron)

mass. Then Ea = 2mec
2 = 2 × 9.11 × 10−31 × (3 × 108)2 = 1.64 × 10−13 J. This gives the

total energy E = Ea + Ee = 20.81× 10−14 J.

Since E = hν, h is Plank constant and ν is the frequency thus

ν =
E

h
=

20.81× 10−14

6.626× 10−34
= 3.14× 1020Hertzs (43)

And the frequency of an individual photon is 1.57 × 1020 Hertz. The total energy is the

sum of the energy of the released photons.

V. THE STRONG AND THE WEAK FORCES

For the strong interaction between protons and neutrons the carriers of the interaction

are the pions and some other mesons. The resultant interaction give a stable system, for

example in the equation (33)

27Al(p, γ)28Si

The evidence that protons, neutrons, and pions composite bodies are made out of quarks

should be accepted with caution. Since there is non free quark, thus quark should be a unit

of masses that make up protons, neutrons and pions. Quark has no trilogy.

The carriers of the weak interaction are the charged W+ and W− boson and the neutral

Z0 boson. The decay of a neutron is

n −→ p+W− −→ p+ e− + ν̄e.

Please note that for the strong and weak forces we use the words the strong and weak

interactions, the carriers of the interactions do not exert forces. Moreover the photon and

the graviton are taken from the surrounding super normal fluid while the pions, mesons, W+

boson, W− boson and Z0 boson are ordinary unstable particles. The carriers of the strong

and the weak interactions help bring the stable final particles.
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The acceptance that the four interactions are the results of the exchange particles are

not a proven evidence. The evidence we have in physics so far only seems to point into this

direction. If they are true, they are only a special case of the proposed new understanding:

the trilogy. The frequencies taken from the surrounding potential frequency sources will

make up these exchange particles. It is also possible that the mobile super normal particles

can select other forms of expression to cause any of the four interactions.

VI. THE GLOBAL CATASTROPHES

With our better understanding of the laws of motions we can get better understanding

of the global catastrophes. If we look at the earth trilogy (22) which is

[C, S, F ] = [1, 1,

√
Gm2

2πa3/2
, νs].

We expect a little change between a century ago and the present time. There should be

no catastrophe or few of them but there many catastrophes instead. We also observe that

human thinking patterns a century ago are much different from the present day. The change

of the human thinking patterns should be the major cause of the global catastrophes. For

example there are more volcano eruptions today than a few decades ago.

We can divide the frequencies generated from the human minds into two groups. The

group that helps a man to live comfortably with his surrounding which will be called con-

structive frequencies. The constructive frequency helps an obstruction of life such as an

accident to happen at the time that it causes no harm to the constructive frequency pro-

ducer or prevents the accident to happen (In our experiment we both prevent the rainfall

and cause the rainfall to come at the time we allow it to fall). On the contrary the destruc-

tive frequency brings obstruction into its producer way of life. Too many hurricanes and

earthquakes, too much snow, too warm climate, unusual rainfall and flood are examples of

global catastrophes. The criteria we use in our experiments are the following attitudes.21

Abstain from killing, stealing, sextually misconduct, verbally misconduct, and intoxication

and drugs

Today a man developes more destructive frequencies and we observe more global catas-

trophes than they should be. When several men produce the destructive frequencies, they
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produce undesirable environment. As an example, the origin of a hurricane, a strong wind

builds up until it is a hurricane. On the contrary if several men produce constructive fre-

quencies. Their minds have a better control of their environment. When the hurricane spot

happens, it will be washed out easily.

VII. CONCLUSION

If the space is empty a monochromatic electromagnetic plane wave has to carry an energy

package equal to hν for each cycle of the wave. When two equal train waves are arranged so

that there is a complete destructive interference, then the conservation of energy is violated.

The source of the monochromatic frequency and the medium for the electromagnetic wave

— the potential frequency source and the super normal fluid — have to be introduced to

have the conservation of energy and the monochromatic wave front moves with the constant

velocity c. The dual properties: the wave aspect and the particle aspect of the electro-

magnetic wave are the results of the potential frequency source and the surrounding super

normal particles.

There are four kinds of the super normal particles, they are the particle-like, binding,

mobile, and mutational super normal particles. Since the space is no longer empty the

length contraction, and time dilation are replaced by the conductivity, and susceptibility

respectively. For a stable physical system the product of the conductivity and susceptibility

is equal to one.

Creation and stability of a physical system are described by a new concept: the trilogy

which is also a new way to describe the four interactions. The trilogy can be thought of as a

unified theory of the four interactions. The trilogy describes all the known physical system.

Various illustrational examples of both stable and unstable physical systems from all four

interactions are shown to have trilogies. When the neutrino trilogy is demonstrated, the

super normal particle is shown to be smaller than the neutrino. Neither of them can be

detected by the Michelson-Moreley interferometer. Since there is no free quark, then the

quark does not have a trilogy. Moreover, the quark does not hold its own charge when it

is left alone inside a nucleon, the quark evidence appears when the physical system which

contains the quark is energetic. These observations lead to the conclusion that the quark is

not a particle but a unit of the arrested super normal fluid that cannot be alone. At least
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two quarkian units are needed to make a more stable particle.

The space is full of super normal particles and all frequencies which are necessary for

all observable motions. When left alone the super normal particles and the frequencies do

not mix in the correct proportion to express themselves as physical particles. When an

observable cycle of light wave appears, the cycle of the light wave from a potential frequency

source and the correct amount of super normal particles (four kinds of them) are drawn from

the surrounding super normal fluid as if the cycle of the light wave i.e. a photon is made

by a light source. The photon disappears at the place it was created and a new photon is

created as if the wave front moves with the constant velocity c in all inertial frames. The

surrounding super normal fluid in the surrounding space does not have any influence on

the new wavelength when compared to the disappeared wavelength. Thus no contraction is

observed. The Einstein second postulate is no longer necessary.

In quantum electrodynamics the cause of attraction between an electron and a positron

is described by a wave extension of the electron.

In the trilogy description the pair of electron and positron pick up two sets of frequencies

and turn them to be two set of tiny photons to push the electron and the positron towards

each other.

For a pair of electron in quantum electrodynamics each electron sends out virtual photons

to cause repulsion. The emission of the virtual photons violets the energy conservation which

is hidden from view by the uncertainty principle. In the trilogy description the two electron

makes two sets of tiny photons to cause the repulsion. There is no energy violation and the

rest of process is the same as that of the quantum electrodynamics.

In the gravitation force, the set of two mass pulls two set of frequencies to create gravitons.

The carriers of the strong and weak forces do not exerts forces thus we use the words

the strong and weak interactions. The carriers of the electromagnetic and gravitational

interactions are taken from the surrounding super normal fluid while the carriers of the

strong and weak interactions are unstable particles.

The global catastrophes are the results of human thinking patterns: the harmful thinking

which involve killing, stealing, sextually misconduct, verbally misconduct, intoxicants and

drug.

In our convention derivation of physics laws we start from the forces then we compute

the energy and obtain the frequency. But we go in the opposite direction in this approach.
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The frequency is picked out from a potential frequency source then a trilogy is formed to

describe the resultant physical system.
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habit then either he looses his meditative ability or his meditative ability decreases. A successful

practitioner of meditation will have similar attitude.
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A Pictorial Approach to Quantum Theory

P. Vorasingha

238 Lukmuang Road, Trat 23000, Thailand

Abstract

In the neutrino-nucleon scattering the reaction ν̄e+p→ e++n is explained in the hardon model

by the reaction ν̄e + u → e+ + d which violates the Coulomb law, where ν̄e, p, e
+, n, u and d are

the electron antineutrino, proton, prositron, neutron, up quark, and down quark respectively. If

the quarks do not hold their own charges when they are at rest so that the proton has its charge

evenly distributed on the surface and ν̄e has one pair of ±e charges on top of each other, then

the reaction ν̄e + p → e+ + n can be explained with the conservation of the Coulomb law. As a

consequence of the explanation mentioned, the electron will have its charge evenly distributed on

its surface so that the probability |ψn(x)|
2, where ψn(x) is the hydrogen wave function, can explain

the probability to detect the electron as a whole particle at the point x only. In the hydrogen atom,

it is shown that the electron charge forms a thin surface facing the proton surface charge while the

core part of the electron is totally outside. The electromagnetic field between the electron, and

proton surfaces gives the energy eigenvalues equivalent to the Dirac relativistic theory when the

electron negative surface forms an ellipse. The small shifts of the ellipse semi major axis explain all

radiative corrections and other corrections to the eigenvalues. Thus all the eigenvalues known in

the conventional quantum theory for hydrogen can be explained in this new picture of the hydrogen

atom without a photon exchange. Then the photon exchange is only the sufficient condition for

the electromagnetic interaction.

When this new approach to the quantum theory is applied to the SLAC electron deep inelastic

scattering, it is demonstrated that the electron never penetrates the proton surface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The first picture of the hydrogen atom was given by N. Bohr in his attempt to explain

the spectral series of hydrogen1. When the electron is in one of its quantized orbits i.e. a

stationary state, it is in the correct trilogy2, no electromagnetic radiation is emitted. The

Bohr atom is similar to the solar system where the sun is replaced by a nucleus and all the

planets are replaced by the electrons.

The second picture of hydrogen atom was given by Schrödinger. The solution of the

Schrödinger equation3 is the wave function ψ(x1, x2, . . . , xn) where |ψ(x1, x2, . . . , xn)|
2 is the

probability to find one electron at x1, one at x2, etc. . If (−e) is the electron charge then

(−e)|ψ|2 will represent the charge distribution of the electron. The classical orbit of the

electron in the ground state cannot be specified. The orbital angular momentum operator

helps specify the splits of the principal quantum number energy levels.

In 1925 S. Goudsmit and G. Uhlenbeck1 introduced the electron spin operator to help

explain the fine structure. Later in 1928 Dirac showed that the spins follow naturally if

the wave function is extended to satisfy the requirement of special relativity. The orbital

angular momenta and spins help to specify the frequencies of the hydrogen atom as well as

the frequencies of the planets, but in different ways. The former are the frequencies in the

quantum theory while the later are the frequencies in the classical theory. Each of them

bring the physical systems to the allowed trilogies.

The purpose of this paper is to give a different approach to explain the quantum theory of

the hydrogen atom which is identical to the results from the conventional quantum theory

explained above. This is allowed when we accept that a physical system is defined by a

trilogy. Different ways to look at a quantum system give more information.

In section II, it is observed that the explanation of the neutrino-nucleon scattering

ν̄e + p→ e+ + n, (1)

is explained in the hardon model by the spin flip equation

ν̄e + u→ e+ + d, (2)

where ν̄e, p, e
+, n, u and d are the electron antineutrino, proton, prositron, neutron, up quark

and down quark respectively. Every particle in Eq.(2) is assumed to be a point particle.
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Then the Coulomb law is violated in Eq.(2) because u, and d have (2/3)e charge and (−1/3)e

respectively. The violation of the Coulomb law in this way is practically acceptable in strong

interaction. If it is assumed that ν̄e is composed of one +e charge on top of one −e charge,

where +e charge is one prositron charge and −e charge is one electron charge but much

lighter. Thus Eq.(1) will lead to the spin flip equation without the Coulomb law violation.

Then the real ±e charges of a particle, for example an electron, will have a small mass and

the −e charge is spread evenly on its surface. This result agrees with the observation made

in the previous paper2.

In section III, there are two equivalent interpretations of the probability density for a

given volume inside the hydrogen atom. The first interpretation gives the probability to

detect the whole electron in the given volume. This is the Bohr’s veiwpoint3. The second

interpretation gives the percentage of the electron charge and mass which fills up the given

volume. When the knowledge that the electron charge is distributed evenly on the surface

is applied, the second interpretation is no longer valid.

In section IV, when the negative charge of the electron forms a spherical thin surface

around the nucleus, the eigenvalues of the principal quantum numbers are determined. When

the fine structure term is added, the electron surface turns to be an elliptical surface. The

Lamb shift will correspond to a small change of the elliptical semi major axis while in the

conventional quantum mechanics the Lamb shift is the result of the emission and reabsorp-

tion of a virtual photon. Moreover, all the radiative correction contributions can be replaced

by the small shifts of the semi major axis. To be exact, all the correction contributions cause

changes in the surrounding electron volume and the small shifts of the semi major axis are

a convenient unit to measure such the changes. Thus the electromagnetic interaction need

not be mediated by photons.

Finally the SLAC deep inelastic scattering is discussed. It is shown that one GeV electron

cannot penetrate the proton surface. Then in this pictorial approach to quantum theory the

electron deep inelastic scattering has nothing similar to the Rutherford scattering.

II. THE NEUTRINO-NUCLEON SCATTERING

In 1956 C.I. Cowen Jr., and F. Reines4 set up an experiment at Savannah River nuclear

reactor which produced as many as 1018 antineutrinos per second. For a typical energy

3
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An energy package of one antineutrino cycle.
The sphere represents a proton.

FIG. 1: An energy package of one cycle of an antineutrino plane wave which has just enough energy

to have the negative charge shell sit on top of the proton positive charge shell while the positive

charge shell of the antineutrino is sitting on top of the negative charge shell from the outside. The

probability of this event is low which agrees with the result of the Cowen and Reines experiment.

of 1 Mev. the cross section of the reaction Eq.(1) is less than 10−43 cm2. In the hadron

model Eq.(1) is replaced by Eq.(2) which is the isospin flip equation with the Coulomb law

violation. The detail discussion of the violation is given as follows:

If ν̄e is taken as a neutral point particle. At most it can do is to take away (+2/3)e charge

from the up quark then Eq.(2) is false. Next let us assume that ν̄e is made of one +e charge

on top of one −e charge. Since the up quark has only (+2/3)e charge, it will not be able to

pull one −e charge out of ν̄e, and Eq.(2) will be false again.

In order to have the conservation of the Coulomb law for Eq.(1), let us assume that the

quarks at rest do not hold their own charge2, so that the proton has a spherical +e charge

shell and the charge is evenly distributed on the surface. One cycle of the antineutrino has

a pair of ±e charges on top of each other. When the antineutrino has a correct energy, the

proton is surrounded by the correct size of the antineutrino energy package (FIG.1), so that

the negative charge grains of the antineutrino are pulled to be on top of the positive charge

grains of the proton while the positive charge grains of the antineutrino are surrounding on

the outside. If the antineutrino energy is sufficient for the outside positive charge grains of

the antineutrino to make a prositron which is also a stable trilogy. The prositron is formed

and the negative charge grains of the antineutrino will turn the proton target to be the

resultant neutron. By this way, both Eq.(1) and the Coulomb law are satisfied. In this

4
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FIG. 2: The hydrogen nucleus is placed at O. The radius of the sphere is a0: the Bohr radius. A

is the region inside while B is the region outside.

picture of quantum mechanics there is no point scattering between the antineutrino and the

up quark to make the isospin flip. Since the quark cannot be alone, instead of Eq.(2) the

isospin flip equation should be written as

ν̄e + uud→ e+ + udd, (3)

with the understanding that the proton charge is always distributed evenly on the spherical

surface.

Then there is an important implication. By the Coulomb repulsion the charges of an

elementary particle and a nucleus should always be evenly distributed on their surfaces if

they are left alone. The real masses of ±e charges are small. A pair of ±e charges on top

of each other makes up an(a) anti(neutrino). These will be the pictures of the elementary

particles and nuclei taken in this pictorial approach.

III. THE PROBABILITY DENSITY OF THE ELECTRON IN THE HYDROGEN

ATOM

In conventional quantum mechanics, if ψn is a given wavefunction for either nonrelativistic

or relativistic orbital electron of the hydrogen atom. Normally, the charge is assumed to

distribute so that ψ∗

nψn will also represent the charge distribution. Then the electron charge

density is −eψ∗

nψn = −e|ψn|
2.

The hydrogen ground state wavefunction is

ψ100 =

(

2

a
3/2
0

)

exp−r/a0 Y00(Ω) (4)
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a0: the Bohr radius5, so the probability density is

ψ∗

100ψ100 = |ψ2
100| =

4

a30
exp−2r/a0 |Y00|

2. (5)

Let the nucleus be at the origin O and the space be devided into two regions by the

spherical shell of radius a0, A is the region inside while B is the region outside the sphere.

Then the probability to find the electron in region A is

∫ a0

0
r2

4

a30
exp−2r/a0〈Y00|Y00〉dr ≈ 0.6. (6)

The probability to find the electron in region B is 0.4. The two probability numbers have

two equivalent mathematical interpretations but two different physical meanings. The first

interpretation: Suppose we have two identical electron detectors, one for region A and

another for region B. If we detect the electron simultaneously and repeatedly many times

enough, we will find that on the average of 100 measurements we will detect the electron

in region A 60 times and in region B 40 times. We detect the electron as a whole and

there is no restriction to the form of the electron charge distribution. So the electron charge

density need not be the result of the probability density from the electron wavefunction.

An experiment can be carried out directly to confirm the prediction (the experiment is a

little more complicated than the tunnel effect) because we can detect the whole electron.

This is the Bohr’s veiwpoint3. There is no weakness in this interpretation. The second

interpretation: 60% of the ground state electron is in region A while another 40% of the

same electron is in region B. The electron probability density is the consequence of the

wavefunction. With many experiments enough the two interpretations should give the same

result. From the second interpretation the electron charge density is

−e|ψ100|
2 =

−4e

a30
exp−2r/a0 |Y100|

2. (7)

There are two reasons against this interpretation. Firstly, at the lim r → 0.

−e|ψ100|
2 =

−4e

a30
|Y100|

2.

Then the negative charge cloud touches the proton surface where one +e charge is evenly

distributed. By the implication of the Coulomb law, the proton should gradually pull all

the negative charge cloud to form a neutron. This process does not occur. Secondly, the

original electron has its charge evenly distributed on the surface. When the electron moves

6
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The nucleus
The first Bohr radius

The Bohr radiusn
th

FIG. 3: The Bohr’s surface, the electron in a quantized orbit spreads out evenly around the nucleus.

Its negative charge forms a thin spherical shell facing the nucleus.

closer to the proton, the electron charge shell should wrap around the proton surface instead

of being mixed and turned to be a charge cloud. Because of these two reasons, the second

interpretation is discarded.

IV. A NEW PICTURE OF THE HYDROGEN ATOM

A. Bohr’s surface

If |n〉 is a given wavefunction for an orbital electron of the hydrogen atom, the average

value of the radius r is

〈r〉 = 〈n|r|n〉. (8)

Normally, 〈r〉 is a0 multiplied by a constant (for simplicity l = 0, l > 0 is included in Dirac’s

surface). Because of the spherical symmetry of 〈r〉 and the Coulomb attraction between the

electron and the nucleus, the negative charge of the electron should form a thin spherical

surface facing the nucleus. This is always true as long as the electron is detected as a whole

particle required by the electron probability function.

Let r0, r1 and rn (FIG. 3.) be the radii of the proton, the first Bohr radius, and the nth

Bohr radius respectively. Since the electron surrounds the nucleus spherically, therefore the

system is a spherical capacitor. The energy of the field inside the capacitor is

EF =
∫ ǫ

2
E2dv, (9)

EF is the energy of the electrostatic field, ǫ is the permitivity between the capacitor plates,

and

E =
Q

4πǫr2
, Q is the nuclear charge . (10)

7
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Use Eq.(10) in Eq.(9)

EF =
∫

ǫ

2

(

Q

4πǫr2

)2

4πr2dr,

=
∫ Q2

2× 4πǫr2
dr. (11)

If the electron is in the first Bohr orbit, e is the proton charge, the hydrogen atom will

keep the energy,

E1 =
∫ r1

r0

e2

2× 4πǫr2
dr,

=
e2

2× 4πǫ

(

1

r0
−

1

r1

)

. (12)

Then for the electron in the nth Bohr radius, the hydrogen will keep the energy

En =
∫ rn

r0

e2

2× 4πǫr2
dr

=
e2

2× 4πǫ

(

1

r0
−

1

rn

)

. (13)

When the electron moves from the nth Bohr orbit to the first Bohr orbit, the hydrogen atom

will radiate the amount of energy,

En − E1 =
e2

2× 4πǫ

(

1

r0
−

1

rn
−

1

r0
+

1

r1

)

=
e2

2× 4πǫ

(

1

r1
−

1

rn

)

. (14)

Similarly, the energy radiated when the electron moves from the nth
i Bohr orbit to the nth

f

Bohr orbit is

Eni
− Enf

=
e2

2× 4πǫ

(

1

rnf

−
1

rni

)

. (15)

Since rn = n2a0

a0 = 4πǫ0h̄
2/(e2m) : the first Bohr radius , (16)

use Eq.(16) in Eq.(15) we get

Eni
− Enf

=
e2

2× 4πǫa0

(

1

n2
f

−
1

n2
i

)

=
e4m

2× (4π)2ǫǫ0h̄
2

(

1

n2
f

−
1

n2
i

)

. (17)

8
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If the non-charge part of the electron is totally outside the electron charge shell, then the

space inside the concentric spherical capacitor is a vacuum, ǫ = ǫ0, let α = e2/4πǫ0h̄c :fine

structure constant, then

Eni
− Enf

=
e4m

2× (4πǫ0)2h̄
2

(

1

n2
f

−
1

n2
i

)

=
α2mc2

2

(

1

n2
f

−
1

n2
i

)

. (18)

Equation (18) is the same as the Bohr radiation energy of the hydrogen atom. For the

orbital electron the core is turned inside out then the electron charge forms the spherical

charge shell facing the nucleus. In the equation (18), if we replace the electron mass (m) by

the electron reduced mass (µ), we will have the nonrelativistic quantal radiation condition

for the hydrogen atom, even though the approaches to quantization are different.

B. Dirac’s surface

In Dirac’s relativistic theory5–7 the discrete energy levels of the hydrogen atom are given

by

En,j = mc2
[

1 +
α2

(n− ǫj)2

]

−1/2

,

ǫj = j +
1

2
−

{

(

j +
1

2

)2

− α2

}1/2

, (19)

n is the principle quantum number, and j is the electron total angular momentum. Then

En,j = mc2
[

1−
α2

2n2
−

α4

2n4

(

n

j + 1
2

−
3

4

)

+ . . .

]

. (20)

The second term in Eq.(20) corresponds to rn = a0n
2 of the Bohr’s surface. The third

term gives the fine structure which will be discussed in this section. The rest will be ne-

glected. To get the Dirac’s surface we will set z-axis along the j-direction. The Dirac’s

surface will be an ellipsoidal surface with the major axis along the positive z-axis while the

positive x-axis and y-axis are equal, both of them are the semi minor axes (FIG.4).

For the sphere inside the ellipsoid, x2+y2+z2 = a2 = r2n , for the ellipsoid x2/a2+y2/a2+

z2/b2 = 1. Use spherical coordinate, x = r sin θ cosφ, y = r sin θ sin φ, and z = r cos θ then

x2 + y2+ z2 = r2. Since (x2+ y2)/a2+(z2)/b2 = (r2 sin2 θ)/a2+(r2 cos2 θ)/b2 = 1, therefore

9
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x
y

z

θ

o
φ

FIG. 4: Dirac’s surface, oz is the semi major axis while both ox and oy are the semi minor axes.

oz = b, and ox = oy = a = rn.

r2 =
a2b2

b2 sin2 θ + a2 cos2 θ
=

b2
[

(b2 − a2) sin2 θ
]

/a2 + 1
. (21)

The semi major axis b = a +∆r = rn +∆r can be derived as follows:

the energy inside the ellipsoidal surface − the energy inside the spherical

sufrace with the radius rn

= the fine structure term. (22)

With the aid of Eq.(20), Eq.(22) can be rewritten as

∫ 2π

0
dφ
∫ π

0
sin θdθ

∫ r

a
r2dr

ǫ0E
2

2
=
α4mc2

2n4

(

n

j + 1
2

−
3

4

)

, (23)

E = Q/4πǫ0r
2, let ρ = cos θ , the left hand side of Eq.(23) is,

I = 2π
∫ 1

−1
dρ
∫ r

a
r2dr

ǫ0Q
2

2(4πǫ0r2)2
,

I = −
Q2

4× 4πǫ0

∫ 1

−1
dρ
∫ r

a
d(1/r)

=
Q2

4× 4πǫ0

∫ 1

−1
dρ
(

1

a
−

1

r

)

,

and by Eq.(21)

I =
Q2

4× 4πǫ0

∫ 1

−1
dρ





1

a
−

1

b

{(

b2 − a2

a2

)

sin2 θ + 1

}1/2


 . (24)

10
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Eq.(24) can be developed further, sin2 θ = 1 − ρ2. Let A2 = (b2 − a2)/a2. Then, with

enough algebra,

I =
Q2

4× 4πǫ0

∫ 1

−1
dρ





1

a
−
A

b

(

A2 + 1

A2
− ρ2

)1/2


 . (25)

Let B2 = (A2 + 1)/A2 , then Eq.(25) yields

I =
Q2

4× 4πǫ0

∫ 1

−1
dρ
[

1

a
−
A

b

(

B2 − ρ2
)1/2

]

. (26)

To evaluate
∫ 1
−1 dρ(B

2−ρ2)1/2, let ρ = B sin ζ , therefore dρ = B cos ζdζ , then
∫

dρ(B2−ρ2)1/2

=
∫

B2 cos2 ζdζ . Use elementary integration,

∫

dρ(B2 − ρ2)1/2 =
1

2

[

B2 sin−1(ρ/B) + ρ(B2 − ρ2)1/2
]

,

then

∫ 1

−1
dρ(B2 − ρ2)1/2 =

1

2

[

B2 sin−1
(

ρ

B

)

+ ρ(B2 − ρ2)1/2
]
∣

∣

∣

∣

1

−1

= B2 sin−1
(

1

B

)

+ (B2 − 1)1/2.

Use the result in Eq.(26)

I =
Q2

4× 4πǫ0

[

2

a
−
A

b

{

B2 sin−1
(

1

B

)

+ (B2 − 1)1/2
}]

. (27)

Since B2 = (A2+1)/A2, (B2−1)1/2 = 1/A, B = (A2+1)1/2/A, use these relations in Eq.(27)

I =
Q2

2a× 4πǫ0
−

Q2

4b× 4πǫ0

[

1 +

(

A2 + 1

A

)

sin−1 A

(A2 + 1)1/2

]

. (28)

A2 = b2−a2

a2
, (A2 + 1)1/2 = b

a
, A = (b2−a2)1/2

a
,

A
(A2+1)1/2

= (b2−a2)1/2

b
= [1− (a2/b2)]1/2 :small number ,

so that
[

(A2 + 1)1/2

A

]

sin−1

[

A

(A2 + 1)1/2

]

=

[

1−
a2

b2

]

−1/2

sin−1

[

1−
a2

b2

]1/2

= 1.

b = a+∆r, use these relations in Eq.(28)

I =
Q2

2a× 4πǫ0
−

Q2

4(a+∆r)× 4πǫ0

(

1 +
b

a

)

=
Q2

2a× 4πǫ0
−

Q2

4a× 4πǫ0

(

1−
∆r

a

)(

2 +
∆r

a

)

=
Q2

2a× 4πǫ0
−

Q2

4a× 4πǫ0

(

2−
∆r

a

)

,

11
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(∆r)2 term is neglected, then

I =
Q2∆r

4a2 × 4πǫ0
=

e2

4πǫ0

∆r

4a2
=
αh̄c∆r

4a2
. (29)

Since a = rn = a0n
2, and a0 = (4πǫ0h̄

2)/(me2), use these relation in Eq.(29)

I =
αh̄c∆r

4n4a20
,

I =
αh̄c∆re4m2

4n4 × (4πǫ0)2h̄
4 =

α3m2c3∆r

4n4h̄
.

Then by Eq.(23)
α3m2c3∆r

4n4h̄
=
α4mc2

2n4

[

n

j + 1
2

−
3

4

]

, (30)

which yields

∆r =
2h̄α

mc

[

n

j + 1
2

−
3

4

]

. (31)

b = rn +∆r, the semi major axis is

b = a0n
2 +

2h̄α

mc

[

n

j + 1
2

−
3

4

]

. (32)

With the semi major axis b and the semi minor axis a, we define the Dirac’s surface. Then we

see that the absorption and the radiation of the hydrogen atom are the results of the motions

of the Dirac’s surface. If the surface moves towards the nucleus the energy is radiated out

of the atom while the energy is absorpted by the atom if the surface moves away from the

nucleus.

C. The Lamb shift

In Dirac’s relativistic theory, the energy of the hydrogen atom is given by Eq.(20)

En,j = mc2
[

1−
α2

2n2
−

α4

2n4

(

n

j + 1
2

−
3

4

)

+ . . .

]

,

2s
1/2

2p
1/2

1058 MHz

FIG. 5: The 2s1/2 level is shifted up by 1058 MHz.

12
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i

i

m

FIG. 6: Initially the electron is in state i. It emits one virtual photon, its state changes to be in

state m. When the virtual photon is reabsorped the electron is in the state i again.

so that the 2s1/2 and 2p1/2 energy levels will be equal because they have the same quantum

numbers n and j

E2,1/2 = mc2
[

1−
α2

8
−
α4

32

(

2−
3

4

)

]

,

= mc2
[

1−
α2

8
−

5α4

128

]

. (33)

In 1947, W.E. Lamb and E.C. Retherford8 found that the 2s1/2 level is shifted up about

1000 MHz. The currently accepted value is 1057.85 MHz.9

The theoretical nonrelativistic calculation for the level shift was done by Bethe10 which

yeilded 1040 MHz. for the level shift frequency. The major cause of the level shift was the one

virtual photon exchange (FIG.6.). The development of covariant calculations were compiled

by J. Schwinger11. The more recent treatment of the subject can be found in Milonni9.

We will give special attention to the fact that the major contribution to the level shift is

one virtual photon exchange. When the quantum electrodynamics12 was fully developed, it

lead to the belief that the electromagnetic interaction is mediated by photon exchanges. In

our picture of the hydrogen atom, the energy is the electromagnetic field which is enclosed

between the proton and electron surfaces. The level shift of the 2s1/2 state will cause a small

volume change in the ellipsoidal surface which will correspond to a small shift of the semi

major axis. From Eq.(30) we can add the small energy changes as follows:

α3m2c2∆r

4n4h̄
=

α4mc2

2n4

(

n

j + 1/2
−

3

4

)

+ hν, (34)

∆r =
2h̄α

mc

(

n

j + 1/2
−

3

4

)

+
4n4h̄

α3m2c3
hν,

∆r =
2h̄α

mc

(

n

j + 1/2
−

3

4

)

+∆r2. (35)

13
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where ∆r2: a small change of the semi major axis which is due to the Lamb shift,

∆r2 =
4n4h̄

α3m2c2
hν,

= 7.04× 10−15 m. (36)

There is no photon exchange. In fact, all the radiative corrections and all other corrections

will contribute to small shifts of the semi major axis. Photon exchanges are unnecessary.

Then there are two approaches to describe the hydrogen atom trilogies. The first begins

with Dirac’s relativistic theory which contains the macroscopic concepts of orbital angular

momentum and spin. Then other corrections, for examples, radiative corrections, nuclear

motion, etc. are added. It should be called the macroscopic analog approach. The second

approach, which is introduced in this work, begins with the Bohr’s surface and Dirac’s

surface. Then all other corrections are added and determined via small shifts of the semi

major axis. The two approaches are identical but there is no photon exchange in the second

approach. Thus the photon exchange is a sufficient condition for the Coulomb interaction

but not a necessary condition.

D. The quark model

The quark model was discussed without quantum mechanics in the first paper2 of this

series. Now the new picture of the hydrogen is given. Let us look at the deep inelastic

scattering at SLAC13.

In our model, the incident electron is not a point particle. When it is accelerated by

a strong field. The negative charge on the electron surface is pulled and turned to be the

head part which is small. The noncharged part will form a long tail. Thus the electron

forms a rod-like particle with the least length is 2πa0 (the circumference of the first Bohr

radius). The length can be as long as the 100(2πa0) (the circumference of the 10th Bohr

radius). When the charge +e is distributed evenly on the surface of the spherical proton,

it exerts the pressure equals to e2/(32π2ǫ0r
4) N/m2, where r is the proton radius in meter.

The pressure is 4.427N/fermi2.

To estimate the force the electron exerted on the proton surface. Let the electron energy

be 1 GeV. Then form the relation14

m2c4 = E2 − p2c2,

14
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the electron momentum was p = 0.5 × 10−18 kg-m-sec−1 . Let the electron travel with the

speed of light. The length of the electron rod was approximately the circumference of the

first Bohr radius (≈ 3.324× 10−10 m). Then the time used by the electron to hit the proton

surface is

∆t =
3.324× 10−10

3× 108
≈ 1.1× 10−18 sec.

The force exerted on the proton surface is

∆p

∆t
=

0.5× 10−18

1.1× 10−18
≈ 0.5 N,

where ∆p was the momentum change from 0.5 × 10−18 kg-m-sec−1 to zero. The force was

too weak to enter the proton surface. In the real situation, the energetic electron should

give off a photon before it hits the proton and the electron rod should be longer than the

value estimated. The two additional reasons should weaken the force given by the electron.

The more important reason is that the proton has quarkian units of the super normal

fluid as its constituents and one quarkian unit cannot be free. No matter how much force we

give to the proton, it cannot be broken. It will continue to absorb energy until it cannot be

in the proton trilogy. The proton will turn to be a group of particles with allowed trilogies.

Thus in this pictorial approach to the quantum theory the SLAC deep inelastic scattering

has nothing comparable to the Rutherford scattering.

In mpm, the electron negative surface surrounds the proton surface when a hydrogen atom

is in its ground state. When the electron absorbs a photon and imerges as the photoelectric

electron its negative surface must be torn temporarily before it turns to be the spherical

outer surface of the photoelectric electron. This easily torn surface can happen if the electron

negative surface is large when it becomes a rod-like particle. Such the electron can move

through a proton target easily. Its negative surface can be torn temporarily and turns to

be a single thin even negative surface again by the field propulsion among the fine grains

of the negative charge. Only a small amount of the electron energy is given to the proton

target. The energy loss of the incident electron should be in the order of the work function

in Einstein’s photoelectric equation which is negligible in the high energy experiment. This

event will be like a point electron moves through the vacuum inside the proton.

It can also happen that a group of electrons with identical energy wrap around or hit the

proton targets in exactly the same manner so that a group of identical compound nucleus -

like intermediate particles with the same trilogy are made. Later these intermediate particles

15
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break and give off the same pattern of breaking as if a point electon hit a point quark inside

the proton.

V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

By giving a precise position of the electron negative charge surface, is the uncertainty

principle violated? No, it is not, the precise position of the electron negative charge surface

is given with respect to the position of a given proton. It is a theoretical value the same

as the Bohr radius a0. When an actual measurement is preformed then the uncertainty

principle is applied.

In section II, the way the antineutrino gives its negative charge to the proton should be

similar to the process in pair productions. An energetic photon is scattered off a heavy

nucleus then the pair product takes place. The difference is that the nucleus does not keep

the negative charge but the negative particle of the pair takes it.

In section III, it should be noted that so far there is no experiment to measure a fraction

of an electron, therefore the direct evidence of the charge distribution of the electron is not

known. What is known is the implication from the experiments which detect the electron

as a whole particle and none denies the picture that the electron can be the particle whose

charge is distributed evenly on its spherical surface when it is left alone.

In section IV, the new picture of the hydrogen atom shows that the hydrogen quantum

states i.e. the hydrogen trilogies can be reached via two different approaches. Then the

electromagnetic interaction need not be mediated by photons. The dependence between

quarkian units of the proton indicates that inside the proton is not empty. According to

the proposed trilogical principle the quarkian units inside the proton are tied together and

there is no mediating particle needed.

The development of the macroscopic analog approach3 has been modified classical pictures

which are mathematically interwoven. The pictorial approach has been developed from the

trilogical principle2: all physical systems have their correct trilogies. Both approaches give

identical result. in the next paper, it will be shown that the trilogical principle is also good
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for the nuclear spin-orbit force.
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Abstract

In the conventional quantum theory, an electromagnetic potential plays two roles: it provides

eigenstates for particles to be filled in and the particle eigenvalues. From the eigenvalues the

potential provides the observed radiating energy. In the general theory of quantum mechanics

these two roles are seperated. For a given quantum system, the energy radiated is captured from

its surrounding super normal fluid. For an eigenstate in the nucleus, the gravitational interaction

provides the place while the electromagnetic interaction selects its appropriate angular momentum,

energy, etc. of the chosen nucleon to fill in the place. The gravitational energy is too small to

make any contribution for the radiation. The nucleons of the nucleus is protected by a very strong

positive charge shell. When the matter wave equation is Lorentz invariant it describes an excited

state of the electromagnetic potential and a bound state of the two potentials. By this way, when

a correct trilogy is given the solution to the nuclear spin orbit force problem is obtained.

1
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the two previous papers1,2 it has been demonstrated that when a correct trilogy is

given a physical system is described correctly. The new insight encompasses not only the

problems which have been solved by the conventional quantum mechanics, but also the

problems which have been partially understood or have not been understood, for example,

the compound nucleus, and ∆++ etc. . Now it is ready to solve the nuclear spin-orbit force

problem. Before getting deep into the problem with the new method, let us reveiw the

current theoretical standing of the problem.

If the evidence that all the nuclear charges are almost spherically symmetric1, that the

electron never entered the proton surface in the SLAC deep inelastic experiment2, that

a photon exchange is only a sufficient but not necessary condition for the electromagnetic

interaction2, and that the Coulomb law is violated in the explanation of the nuetrino-nucleon

scattering by the parton model can be neglected, then there is a beautiful extension of the

macroscopic analog approach: the quantum chromodynamics3 (QCD). The theory gives

the explanation why the quarks are not free but it is still a long way to solve the nuclear

spin-orbit force problem.

In the conventional quantum mechanics, stationary states of an atom are calculated from

a classical Coulomb potential with the assumption that at these various stationary states

the macroscopic behavior of the electron in a Coulomb potential ceases i.e. the electron

does not radiate even though it is accelerated, and that the electron radiation is quantized

when it changes from a higher excited state to a lower one. It is assumed tacitly that the

Coulomb potential provides both the eigenstate (the place where the electron should be) and

the eigenvalue (the energy we observe when the electron radiates). We will use the language

of the conventional quantum mechanics to facilitate our communication. To explain—for

example the electron radiation etc. from the trilogy context—has been done in the first

paper1. To try to be explicit will give the unnecessary complication.

We will begin by giving necessary postulates to construct a quantum theory that is good

for both atomic and nuclear structure in section II. A method to compute trilogies for stable

nuclei is also given. Then we will look at the nuclear excited states to point out a set of

atomic quantal energy levels (the energy levels that behave as if their energy are drawn

from their Coulomb potentials) in section III. In section IV we will work out the bound

2
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FIG. 1: A nucleus is assumed to have a spherical shape.

states of a nucleus where both the electromagnetic and gravitational potential4 are used to

provide the nucleon eigenstates. Finally, the relativistic wave equation for spin 1/2 particles

is given in section V. Trilogies and outward Coulomb pressure on the spherical charge shells

of seclected nuclei are given in Appendix I and II respectively. In Appendix III and IV

detailed calculations of the shell model are given. The result agrees with the nuclear shell

structure as given by Klinkenberg5.

Then an important question arises: what is the unseen agent that sets the trilogies for

all physical systems? Let us call the unseen agent the complex dynamical machine which is

made of the super normal particles and the potential frequency sources. Detailed explanation

of the complex dynamical machine will be given in the next paper of this series.

II. POSTULATES OF QUANTUM THEORY

Postulate 1: A nucleus is a group of arrested super normal particles. The group of super

normal particles is arrested when the trilogy1—given by the complex dynamical machine—is

satisfied. That is to say the correct frequency is drawn from a potential frequency source.

Let S and S ′ be two inertial systems whose space-time coordinates of an event P are given

by (x, y, z, t) and (x′, y′, z′, t′) respectively. The nucleus has a spherical shape with radius

R at rest in S ′ while S ′ is moving in the positive x-axis direction of S with the velocity v

(FIG.1). The nucleus is stable so that its conductivity and susceptibility can be defined as

follows:

the conductivity =

(

1−
v2

c2

)1/2

, (1)

3
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O
N1 N2

2
L = λ

X

FIG. 2: The first shortage distance between a pair of nucleus and its antiparticle before annihilation

is one half wavelength of the photon out-going frequency after the annihilation.

the susceptibility =

(

1−
v2

c2

)−1/2

. (2)

For the frequency of a given nucleus, we will make an exaggerated assumption that all

nuclei and their anti-particles can be created from high energy electromagnetic radiation.

This assumption is unnecessary but it points out clearly that the structure of a nucleus is

determined by an outside agent: the complex dynamical machine. All interactions, found

in nature, are only means to help a physical system to gain stability. As it will be seen in

this paper that there is no single force that binds a nucleus together, but the combination

of interactions help a nucleus to have the structure—designed by the complex dynamical

machine—so that it can be stable.

Instead of trying to compute the frequency of a given nucleus by observing creation

processes, we look at the annihilation processes, especially the cases which are similar to

the case of gentle moving positron observed by Sedah6. A nucleus is moving toward its

antiparticle gently, an annihilation takes places, then two photons of equal energy move

away from each other. One photon moves forward in the same direction of the nucleus

while the other moves backward. We will also assume that the annihilation process takes

place where the nucleus and its antiparticle have the shortest distance possible for each

given pair. The characteristic trilogy, namely, the conductivity, the susceptibility, and the

frequency that tells the stability of a given nucleus can be estimated as follows.

Let N1 and N2 be the centers of the nucleus and its antiparticle respectively (FIG.2). At

the beginning the two particles are at rest at an infinite distance away from each other, then

they are allowed to move along OX axis toward each other. Their centers of masses is fixed

at the origin O. We will neglect gravitational interaction. When they are at a distance L

4
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from each other just before the annihilation takes place, the complex dynamical machine

builds two identical trains of transverse waves moving with the velocity of light in opposite

directions. The two train waves are 180 degrees out of phase so that the shortest distance

possible of L is one half wavelength (when the two particles are on top of each other they are

completely annihilated). Let Z, m and v be atomic number, nuclear rest mass, and nuclear

final velocity respectively. When the two particles are at infinity away from each other,

E = 2mc2 : the total energy, (3)

c is the velocity of light. We will neglect the effect of the vector potential, so that at the

moment just before the annihilation the energy is given by,

2mc2
√

1− v2

c2

− 2mc2 −
Z2e2

4πǫ0L
= 0, (4)

ǫ0 is the permitivity of the free space. We can use the following iterative process to estimate

the wavelength. In the first step, we can compute the equivalent wavelength of the rest mass

hν =
hc

λ
= mc2, so that

λ =
h

mc
=

2L

n
, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (5)

Substitute L into (4) to estimate the corresponding susceptibility

2mc2
√

1− v2

c2

− 2mc2 −
Z2e2

4πǫ0

2mc

nh
= 0,

or
1

√

1− v2

c2

= 1 +
Z2e2

4πǫ0h̄c

1

2πn
= 1 +

αZ2

2πn
. (6)

We can go back to improve our λ estimation by adding the correction.

hν = mc2 + correction

= mc2 +







mc2
√

1− (v2/c2)
−mc2







=
mc2

√

1− (v2/c2)
. (7)

Substitute (6) into (7)

hc

λ
= mc2

[

1 +
αZ2

2πn

]

λ =
2πh̄

mc
[

1 + αZ2

2πn

] =
2L

n
. (8)

5
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Use the new L in (4), then

2mc2
√

1− (v2/c2)
− 2mc2 −

Z2e2

4πǫ0

mc

πh̄n

[

1 +
αZ2

2πn

]

= 0, (9)

or

1
√

1− (v2/c2)
=

e2

4πǫ0h̄c

Z2

2πn

[

1 +
αZ2

2πn

]

+ 1

= 1 +
αZ2

2πn
+

[

αZ2

2πn

]2

. (10)

We can improve our wavelength until we have the final value

λ =
2πh̄

mc
[

1 + αZ2

2πn
+
(

αZ2

2πn

)2
+ . . .

]

=
2πh̄

mc

[

1−
αZ2

2πn

]

=
2L

n
, n is adjusted so that

αZ2

2πn
< 1. (11)

Substitute (11) into (4), we arrive at

2mc2
√

1− (v2/c2)
− 2mc2 −

Z2e2

4πǫ0h̄c

mc2

nπ
[

1− αZ2

2πn

] = 0,

and the final susceptibility before annihilation is

1
√

1− (v2/c2)
= 1 +

Z2α

2πn
[

1− αZ2

2πn

] . (12)

The corresponding conductivity is

√

1− (v2/c2) =
2πn

[

1− αZ2

2πn

]

Z2α + 2πn
[

1− αZ2

2πn

] , n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (13)

In Appendix I, selected trilogies for stable nuclei are given.

Postulate 2: In the process when the super normal fluid is arrested, the probability of an

event in an ideal situation is given by the square of the probability amplitude which satisfies

the corresponding trilogy.

Frequency is one of the three constituents that form the trilogy when a particle is defined1.

It was discovered that the frequency which gives the probability amplitude when a subatomic

particle is detected is not totally like a sound wave. Here we want to point out an additional

property which will be needed to understand our super normal particle concept. Let us make

6
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x1 x2

O

x

FIG. 3: x1x2 = c(t2 − t1)

a specific example. Suppose a given photon is detected at x1 at the time t1 on OX axis

(FIG.3). The apparent photon conductivity is zero and the uniform light beam is pointing

toward the positive x-axis direction. There will be a photon detected at x2 at the time t2

if x1x2 = c(t2 − t1). as if the photon at x1 has the velocity c. The super normal particles

detected at x1 do not move. A potential frequency source gives the identical frequency to

collect the identical super normal particles so that an identical photon is detected at x2 at

the time t2 as if the photon at x1 has the velocity c.

Postulate 3: The arrested super normal particles which form the charge and the magnetic

moment of the given nucleus (antiparticle) form a thin shell at the outermost shell of the

nucleus (antiparticle). The core of the nucleus (antiparticle) is devided into shells with its

outermost shell attached to the charge shell by the binding super normal particles, similar

to the attachment between the white meat of the coconut and the outer coconut shell.

With this postulate, when there is no internal motion. The total angular momentum of a

nucleon in the outermost shell will have its highest value because the binding super normal

particles will push the core’s outermost shell to the farthest distance away from the center

of the nucleus (antiparticle). It has been observed that nuclei with even numbers of protons

and neutrons are bound more tightly. It is believed that this phenomenon is the result of

the pairing energy. Here we have the aforementioned different explanation, i.e. two like

nucleons make two motionless shells attached to each other and then they are attached to

the charge shell.

The outer charge shell alone can withstand (see Appendix II) the outward coulomb pres-

sure of almost as much as 25 Newton/(fermi)2. It gives protection to the inner nucleons

of the bound eigenstates as if those inner nucleons are tightened together with very strong

forces. In fact, these nucleons are tightened together with the forced-quantized gravitational

interaction (see bound states). We note before finishing up this postulate by the observa-

tion that the postulate makes computations in atomic physics much simpler than the current

acceptable methods. A cut off can always be introduced at the center of the nucleus.

7
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FIG. 4: A nucleus and its antiparticle turn to be two short identical cylinders, with their opposite

charges at the approaching surfaces, before annihilation.
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The nucleus 

The  vacuum between the two interacting particles
where the super normal fluid is arrested 

The electron core 

-

FIG. 5: The charge layer of the lighter particle always wraps around the opposite charge shell

of the heavier particle, the core of the lighter particle is always pulled inside out, and the super

normal fluid is arrested between the opposite charge layers.

Postulate 4: When an annihilation between a nucleus and its antiparticle takes place,

the two particles will turn to be two short identical cylinders with opposite charges at their

approaching surfaces (FIG.4). When the pair of interacting particles come close enough

to each other the charges are neutralized. Then there are pairs of super normal particle

exchanges as follows: the group of mobile super normal particles from the anti-particles will

carry away the group of particle-like supernormal particles in the nucleus and vice versa,

while the group of mutational super normal particles destroys all the binding function of the

nucleus and vice versa. Then the nucleus and its anti-particle, the two groups of arrested

super normal particles, turn to be part of the super normal fluid in space again.

When the pair of the interacting particles are not the particle and antiparticle pair, but a

pair of two opposite charge particles with different masses. For example, an electron-proton

pair which forms a hydrogen atom. The lighter negative layer electron will wrap around the

positive shell of the heavier proton and their charges are neutralized (FIG.5). Since their

8
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The inside of the neutron
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of the neutron
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FIG. 6: The energy is drawn into both the vacuum between the nucleus and the negative side of

the neutron, and into the neutron itself.

masses are different, the pairs of the super normal particles with opposite functions can not

set each other free and the core of the lighter electron is pulled inside out. By this way an

atom absorbs super normal fluid from the surrounding vacuum and radiates it quantally2. At

resonances, a nucleus also absorbs the super normal fluid with a more complicated process.

Postulate 5: Instead of being created instantaneously by the high energy electromagnetic

radiation, a nucleus can be built up gradually from lighter nuclei by a neutron or a proton

capture. As it has been observed8, there can be neutron resonances when a thermal neutron

occupies an excited state. At the resonance, the neutron is polarized so that the negative

charge is pulled inside facing the nucleus while the positive charge is on the outside. The

neutron absorbs energy from the surrounding super normal fluid into the space between the

positive shell of the nucleus and the negative charge of the neutron facing the nucleus (like

an atom) and into the neutron itself while the neutron turns to be two spherical shells with

the nucleus as its core (FIG.6). Later there can be a gamma decay etc. A new nucleus is

formed. The proton capture is possible theoretically (but the probability of such an event

should be very small). An energetic proton must have precise energy to reach a definite

distance which is close enough to a neutron-rich nucleus, while the nucleus must release an

electron to be at the same place and in time, so that a neutron-like particle can be formed

out of the electron-proton pair and a resonance can occur.

Postulate 6: There are two roles of interaction(s) in the current formalism for a quantal

system which can occur simultaneously or seperately.

1. The given interaction(s) provide(s) eigenstates to fill particles in, for example, the

9
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Neutron negative charge shell
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FIG. 7: Just before the neutron capture, the induced charge at the neutron inner surface must be

equal to an electron charge.

Coulomb interaction and a particle spin provide eigenstates for the hydrogen atom.

2. The given interaction(s) provide(s) some or all energy when a particle moves from one

eigenstate to another. An example of the interaction which provides energy only is

the Lamb shift. In this theory, the interaction(s) do(es) not provide the energy, but

it tells how the energy is drawn from the surrounding super normal fluid. So that

quantities which correspond to the energy transfers, for example, a particle radius in a

given potential need not be a real radius, but gives a correct amount of energy drawn

from the surrounding super normal fluid.

Postulate 7: Steps to fill a neutron into a given nucleus. We will make the following

reaction as our specific example: 3Li
6 + n→3 Li

7 + γ

Step 1

A neutron wraps around a given nucleus with its negative charge density at its inner

surface facing the nucleus. Just before the neutron capture, the energy absorbed from the

surrounding super normal fluid is emitted, and the induced charge of the neutron inner

surface must be equal to an electron charge to neutralize one proton charge exactly (FIG.7).

Step 2

The fine grain mobile super normal particles of the negative charge punch fine holes

through the positive shell of the nucleus evenly. So that the arrested super normal fluid

which is the core of the outer neutron can flow inside. The newly arrived negative charge

and the neutron core super normal fluid make up an antiproton while the positive shell of

the neutron is left outside as part of the new nucleus positive shell (FIG.8).

10
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FIG. 8: The arrested super normal fluid from the core of the neutron flows inside.
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A local annihilation takes place here

Nuclear positive shell

FIG. 9: A local annihilation takes place at the edge of the nuclear positive shell.

Step 3

A local annihilation takes place between the newly arrived antiproton and a proton at

the inside edge of the nuclear positive shell. There is free super normal fluid and a vacuum

shell as the result of the annihilation (FIG.9). The mobile super normal particles quickly

move the arrested super normal fluid outside the main core (the He4 core in our example)

until all of them attach to the outer shell by postulate 3; leaving a spherical vacuum shell

just outside the main core (the He4 core in our example). For every new neutron added, the

vacuum spherical shell of the same size is always formed at the same place until the region

(region 2 in our example) is filled up (region 2 is filled up at 8O
16); so that the gravitational

potential at the vacuum spherical shell is always the same (except an added constant for

every new neutron but the energy level spacing is always the same).

Step 4

If the resultant addition of a neutron satisfies a nuclear stable trilogy1, the free super

11
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He
4
Core

In a stable newly created nucleus, the added
neutron forms a shell here

FIG. 10: The newly added neutron forms a shell at the vacuum shell next to 2He
4 core where the

gravitation potential is always the same for the region (region 2 in this case).

normal fluid will be arrested to fill up the newly created empty spherical shell. The arrested

super normal fluid is equal to the addition of a neutron mass and a proton core mass.

Hitherto, a new neutron shell is always created at the same place until the region (region

2 in our example) is filled. The proton core mass and the newly added positive charge at

the outer charge shell will replace the annihilated proton and the added neutron will appear

next to the core (He4 in our example). These various regions are shown in FIG.11. For

stable nuclei, region 2 starts from 2He
4. The core of 2He

4 is always undisturbed (except for

the first neutron addition when part of 2He
4 core must be taken to form a proton for the

local annihilation; after the annihilation the part taken is added back by the newly created

shell and the 2He
4 core will never be disturbed again) until region 2 is filled. This is also

true for other regions. Region 3 begins with 8O
16 and the gravitational potential is always

the same around the 8O
16 core until the region is finished at 20Ca

40. Starting from region

4 the regional ranges of the neutrons and the protons differ: the region 4 of the neutron is

20Ca
40 →30Zn

70 while the region 4 of the protons is 20Ca →40Zr. Region 5 overlaps with

region 6. Then all stable nuclei are taken care of. By postulate 3, each region starts its

eigenstates with the highest orbital angular momentum possible. Selection of the regional

parity is taken from the first nucleon of the region.

Postulate 8: To fill a proton into a given nucleus, the approaching proton will pull an

electron out of the neutron-rich core nucleus to form a neutron-like particle. Then the step

to fill the neutron-like particle will be the same as those of postulate 7. The various regions

for the proton shell schemes are given in FIG.12.
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FIG. 11: The various regions of the neutron nuclear shell schemes [After P.F.A. Klinkenberg]5.

Reproduced, with permission, from the Reviews of Modern Physics, Volume 24, c©1952 by the

American Physical Society.
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FIG. 13: (a.) An electron forms a simple closed surface around the core nucleus in an atom. (b.) A

neutron turns to be two charge shells, then an excited state nucleus is a combination of a quantal

system and a capacitor or two quantal systems.

III. NUCLEAR EXITED STATES: A NONRELATIVISTIC APPROACH

In atomic physics, the excited electron forms a simple closed surface around the given

nucleus but in a nuclear excited state the situation is more complicated. The neutron is

polarized so that its negative surface is facing the core nucleus while the positive surface

wraps around from the outside. Therefore the neutron turns to be a capacitor or another

quantal system with a set of eigenstates by itself. So that the nuclear excited state is a

combination of the quantal system and the capacitor or two quantal systems (FIG.13). We

will approach the problem with the assumption that the outer positive surface of the neutron

is a spherical shell with the charge evenly distributed so that the potential inside due to

the positive spherical charge shell is always a constant. Then we will have a quantal system

composed of the positive core nucleus and the negative simple closed surface at the inner

side of the neutron. We already know the solution of this system. We will use this known

solution as our guideline to understand more about the nuclear excited states.

A. Perturbational computations

We will assume that our Hamiltonian can be devided into two parts

H = H0 +H ′;H0 > H ′, (14)

H0 =
p2

2µ
+ V (r) : the unperturbed Hamiltonian, (15)

15
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H ′ = relativistic correction term + spin-orbit term + hyperfine structure term (16)

= perturbational terms for an excited state.

1. The unperturbed system

H0ψn =

[

−
p2

2µ
+ V (r)

]

ψn = Enψn. (17)

The solution is well-known in the literature9, we will summerize important results, necessary

for our computations.

[

−
h̄2

2µ
∇2 + V (r)

]

ψn(r) = Enψn(r), so that

= (∇2 + k2n)ψn(r) = 0. (18)

The following symbols and abbreviations will be used.

n is the running index for the electromagnetic wave equation.

N is the running index for the gravitational wave equation.

k2n = 2µ
h̄2 [En − V (r)].

µ = the neutron reduced mass.

µZ = the neutron reduced mass for the atomic number Z nucleus.

µA = the neutron reduced mass for the mass number A nucleus. For the case µZ = µA = µ

then µ = µn.

∆ = Ze2

4πǫ0
for the electromagnetic interaction.

∆ = GMmn = GANmmn for the gravitational interaction.

G = gravitational constant.

M = nuclear mass.

mn = neutron mass.

m = unified atomic mass.

AN = M
m
.

an0 = the first Bohr radius which can be either:

ae0 =
4πǫ0h̄

2

e2µn
= the electromagnetic first Bohr radius or

ag0 =
h̄2

Gmpmnµn
= the gravitational first Bohr radius.

16
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The solution of (18) can be written as follows:

ψn(r) = R(r)Y (θ, φ). (19)

Let

∇2
r =

1
r2

∂
∂r

(

r ∂
∂r

)

and

∇2
θ,φ = 1

sin θ
∂
∂θ

(

sin θ ∂
∂θ

)

+ 1
sin2 θ

∂2

∂φ2











. (20)

Using (20) and (18) with enough algebra yeilds:

r2

R
∇2

rR(r) + r2k2n +
∇2

θ,φ

Y
Y = 0, (21)

or
r2

R
∇2

rR(r) + r2k2n = −
∇2

θ,φ

Y
= l(l + 1),

so that
d2

dr2
R +

2

r

d

dr
R +

[

2µEn

h̄2
+

2µ∆

h̄2r
−
l(l + 1)

r2

]

R = 0, (22)

and

∇2
θ,φY = −l(l + 1)Y. (23)

Then

En = −
µZ2e4

(4πǫ0)22n2h̄2
= −

µZ2c2α2

2n2
(24)

= the electromagnetic energy eigenvalue.

or EN = −
µG2M2m2

n

2N2h̄2
= −

µA2
Nc

2α2
N

2N2
(25)

= the gravitational energy eigenvalue.

where

α =
e2

4πǫ0h̄c
= 7.29735× 10−3 ≈

1

137
,

αN =
Gmmn

h̄c
= 5.86518× 10−39.

The solution of (22) is

Rnl(r) =

(

Z

nan0

)3/2 {
4(n− l − 1)!

n(n + l)!

}1/2 (
2Zr

nan0

)l

exp(−Zr/nan0 )L
2l+1
n−l−1

(

2Zr

nan0

)

, (26)

Ls
p(ρ) =

exp (ρ)

p!
ρ−s d

p

dρp
(ρp+s exp (−ρ)),

17
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and the solution of (23) is

Y = Ylm(θ, φ) = am

{

(2l + 1)(l − |m|)!

4π(l + 1)(l + |m|)!

}−1/2

P
|m|
l (cos θ) exp(imφ)

am =











1 m ≥ 0

(−1)m m < 0,
(27)

ψn(r) = Rnl(r)Ylm(θ, φ). (28)

The relativistic correction term and spin orbit term can be added to H0 to obtain H ′
0. Then

H ′
0 has the form (the algebra is given below)

H ′
0 = f(r) + g(r)L · S, (29)

where f(r) and g(r) are functions of r. Let

J = L + S

L · S = J2−L2−S2

2











. (30)

Therefore

H ′
0 = f(r) + g(r)

J2 − L2 − S2

2
. (31)

Let [ ] be a commutation bracket, so that

[L2,L · S] = [S2,L · S] = [J2,L · S] = 0

[L2, J2] = [S2, J2] = [S2, L2] = 0

[Jz, J
2] = [Jz, L

2] = [Jz, S
2] = 0























. (32)

Then one form of our unperturbed wavefunction is

ψn = Rnl(r)|jmls > . (33)

2. The relativistic correction term

The relativistic correction term comes from the relation

E = relativistic energy of a particle

=
m0c

2

(1− v2/c2)1/2
+ V (r). (34)

The factor (1 − v2/c2)1/2 comes from the time dilation in conventional special relativistic

theory10 which has a simple interpretation: a moving clock runs slow. But with the meaning
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given by the author1, the susceptibility, the term is the multiple factor for the amount of the

super normal fluid drawn into the physical system. Where this amount of additional super

normal fluid will be added is not yet given. Thus the correct expression of the term should

be

E = m0c
2 1

|(1− v2/c2)1/2|
+ V (r). (35)

Where | | is the absolute value.

p =
m0v

|(1− v2/c2)1/2|
.

p2 =
m2

0v
2

1− (v2/c2)
, therefore

p2

m2
0c

2
=

v2/c2

1− (v2/c2)
and

p2 +m2
0c

2

m2
0c

2
= 1 +

p2

m2
0c

2
=

1

1− (v2/c2)
or

1

|(1− v2/c2)1/2|
=
∣

∣

∣[1 + (p2/m2
0c

2)]1/2
∣

∣

∣ . (36)

Use (36) in (35)

E = m0c
2
∣

∣

∣[1 + (p2/m2
0c

2)]1/2
∣

∣

∣+ V (r)

= m0c
2 +

p2

2m0
+ V ±

p4

8m3
0c

2
(37)

The last term is known as the relativistic correction term. In the current nonrelativistic

quantum theory, it comes with the minus sign only. In our excited state, it also comes with

the minus sign, but in our bound state it must come with the plus sign which makes its

predictions agree with the available data and our relativistic theory.

For our excited states, the relativistic correction term is −p4/8µ3
nc

2. Use the following

simple approach11,

〈|p4|〉 = 〈njmjls|p
4|njmjls〉

=
∑

n′

〈njmjls|p
2|n′jmjls〉〈n

′jmjls|p
2|njmjls〉

= 4µ2
n

(

E2
n − 2En < V > + < V 2 >

)

. (38)

3. The spin-orbit term

In this theory, the energy comes from the negative surface of the neutron in the excited

orbit. It captures the energy from the surrounding super normal fluid as if the spin one half
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neutron with negative charge −e captures the energy from the magnetic field due to the

nucleus. The spin orbit energy is

∆EL·S =
1

2µ2
nc

2

1

r

d

dr
V (r)L · S, (39)

V (r) = −
Ze2

4πǫ0r
.

We go through the common algebraic routine11 of the nonrelativistic approach.

∆ES.O. = the relativistic correction term + the spin-orbit term

= −
h̄4

µ3
nc

2

(

Z

an0

)4
1

8n4

[

4n

j + 1/2
− 3

]

. (40)

where an0 : neutron first Bohr radius

4. The hyperfine structure term

For the hyperfine term, we adopt J.C. Slater’s formula12

∆Eh.f. =
µ0

4π
γIγn

Z3

n3(an0 )
3

F (F + 1)− I(I + 1)− j(j + 1)

Ij(j + 1)(l + 1/2)
, (41)

γI = the magnetic moment of the nucleus,

γn = (eh̄/2mn) neutron magneton,

I = the nuclear angular momentum,

j = the polarized neutron angular momentum,

l = the polarized neutron orbital angular momentum.

F = J+ I

As one of our examples, we will look at a pair of mirror nuclei: He5 and Li5 (FIG.15).

For a given pair of mirror nuclei the inner surface of the outermost neutron is negative while

the outer proton of the corresponding mirror nucleus will polarize the core nucleus so that

the charge density on the outer surface of the core nucleus is negative (FIG.14.)

There is a gamma ray transistion from an excited state with total angular momentum

3/2+ with energy 16.70 MeV. for He5 and 16.65 MeV. for Li5 (FIG.15). Given the excited

state of He5 we can estimate the corresponding energy of Li5 as follows: the energy of
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FIG. 14: For a pair of mirror nuclei, a neutron in its excited state, its negative charge is always

inside while the proton will induced negative charge distribution on the surface of the core nucleus.

Li5 = 16.70(mp/mn) = 16.67 MeV. . The error of the value given is 16.70 ± 0.020 MeV.13.

Our ground state will be composed of p1/2 and p3/2, their principle quantum number will

be 2. n = 3 is the first excited state and is composed of d3/2 and d5/2. Use these principal

quantum numbers and (24),

hν =
µnZ

2e4

2× (4πǫ0)2h̄
2

[

1

4
−

1

9

]

, (42)

µn = 1.33780× 10−27 kg.

e = 1.60218× 10−19 Coulomb,

ǫ0 = 8.85419× 10−12 F/m,

h̄ = 1.05457× 10−34 Js,

hν = 1.77853× 10−15 J,

= 0.01110 MeV.

The result is small when compared to 16.70 MeV. of the energy observed. The majority

of the energy radiated comes from inside the excited neutron. Next we look at the fine

structure splitting

∆Es.o. = −
h̄4

µ3
nc

2

(

Z

an0

)4
1

8n4

[

4n

j + 1/2
− 3

]

. (43)

For Li5 we observe 3/2+ and 5/2+ levels both at the energy 20.0 ± 0.5 MeV. (FIG.15).

If the energy inside the excited neutron is constant. The neutron will radiate energy as if

it is a negative neutron with one electron charge radiating the energy from the Coulomb
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FIG. 15: Energy levels of 2He
5 and 3Li

5. Reproduced from Nuclear Physics, vol. 78, T. Lauritzen,

and F. Afzenberg-Selove, Energy levels of light nuclei (VII), p. 19, c©1966, with permission

from Elsevier.13

potential of the given nucleus. Then the neutron will generate atomic quantal energy levels:

the energy levels of the one electronic charge neutron in the given Coulomb potential.

In Li5 3/2+ and 5/2+ levels should not be the same. The energy difference should be

within the error of the observed energy. Let us see that it is true

h̄4 = 1.23682× 10−136 an0 = h̄24πǫ0
e2µn

= 3.60329× 10−14

µn = 1.33780× 10−27 kg. c2 = 8.98755× 1016

µ3
n = 2.39427× 10−81 (Z/an0 )

4 = 0.09491× 1056

n = 3

Then

j = 5/2, ∆Es.o. = −8.41858× 10−21 J.

j = 3/2, ∆Es.o. = −3× 8.41858× 10−21 J.
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The energy splitting is 1.68375 × 10−20 J. = 10.50893 × 10−8 MeV. . The error is ±0.5

MeV., then the energy difference is within the error limit.

We conclude that at d3/2, the neutron-as a capacitor-absorbs the energy approximately

16.69 MeV. while at d5/2 the same capacitor absorbs the energy about 19.99 MeV. Since

the two surfaces of the neutron form two concentric spherical surfaces. The potential at a

distance r between the surfaces is −e/(4πǫr) as if the negative charge is at the center. The

potential difference between the two surfaces is e
4πǫ

(1/r1 − 1/r2). If ǫ is a constant

e = CV, V is the potential difference

e = C
e

4πǫ

[

1

r1
−

1

r2

]

C =
4πǫ

(1/r1 − 1/r2)
, (44)

r1 = r0A
1/3 = 1.2× 41/3 × 10−15 = 1.90488× 10−15 m., for 2He

4,

1/r1 = 0.52797× 1015 m−1

r2 = r0A
1/3 = 1.2× 51/3 × 10−15 = 2.05197× 10−15 m., for 2He

5,

1/r2 = 0.48732× 1015 m−1

1

r1
−

1

r2
= 0.03763× 1015 m−1

C =
4πǫ

0.03763
× 10−15. (45)

The energy stored in the capacitor is

∫ e

0

q

C
dq =

1

2

e2

C
= 16.69× 1.602× 10−13J., for d3/2 excited state,

C =
(1.60218)2 × 10−38

2× 16.69× 1.602× 10−13
= 0.04800× 10−25 farad.

Then for this pair of mirror nuclei He5 and Li5, the neutron (for He5) and the neutron-

like particle (for Li5) have two definite eigenvalues at approximately 16.69 MeV. and 19.99

MeV. There is almost an eigenvalue at 2p1/2 (FIG.15). Both the neutron and the neutron-like

particle have spin 1/2 . The occurrence of 3/2+ at both 16.65 MeV. and 20.0 MeV. suggests

that the atomic quantal eigenstates are independent of the neutron and the neutron-like

particle quantal systems. More specifically, for a given definite value of quantal energy in

a neutron or a neutron-like particle, a set of atomic quantal eigenvalues can be generated.
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How many such atomic quantal eigenvalues will be chosen is given by the trilogy from the

complex dynamical machine. Then from (45)

4πǫ× 10−15

0.03763
= 0.04800× 10−25

ǫ =
0.04800× 0.03763× 10−10

4π

= 1.43733× 10−14

ǫ0 = 8.85419× 10−12: permitivity of the free space. This is an extreme case.

So far we have been guessing the principal quantum number n. Since the neutron has

the spin 1/2, if we can find a core nucleus with spin 1/2 we may find spin-spin interaction

if the orbital angular momentum is zero. We will assume that the spin-spin interaction

is independent of the energy absorbed as a capacitor by the neutron. Because the size of

the neutron should not change by that amount of the energy absorbed. We look at14 the

reaction 14Si
29(n, γ)14Si

30 There is a split at 0+level, 3.79 MeV. and 1+ level, 3.77 MeV. an

inverted split. The split is the result of the outer most neutron of 14Si
29 which behaves as

if it is a single particle with the proton charge moving in a nuclear orbit while the addition

neutron in 14Si
30 excited state behaves as if it has the negative charge density at the inner

surface and the positive charge density at the outer surface. The total negative charge is

one electron charge and is frozen so that the probability of its tangential motion is zero

while the neutron must have spin one half. So the probability for the tangential motion to

the surface necessary for the spin must come from the positive charge outside only. This

makes the split invert. This is a semi classical explanation of the inverted split which is

easier to understand. In this theory, the energy is provided by the motion of the positive

surface of the neutron in the excited orbit. We use the independent particle model, so that

the magnetic moment of the nucleus γI = γn = eh̄/2mn = 5.04383× 10−27, from (41)

∆Eh.f. =
µ0

4π
(γn)

2 Z3

n3(an0 )
3

[

F (F + 1)− I(I + 1)− j(j + 1)

Ij(j + 1)(l + 1/2)

]

, an0 =
h̄24πǫ0
e2µn

Z = 14 (an0 )
3 = 26.41581× 10−42

an0 = 2.97821× 10−14 m.

n =?

µ0 = 4π × 10−7

∆Eh.f. =
10−7 × 25.44026× 10−54 × 2744

n3 × 26.41581× 10−42

[

F (F + 1)− 3/4− 3/4

1/2× 1/2× 3/2× 1/2

]

. (46)
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For F = 0, 0+ state

∆Eh.f. = −
21141.30026× 10−19

n3

When the sign is inverted

∆Eh.f. for 0
+ is

2.11413× 10−15

n3

Then, ∆Eh.f. for 1
+ is −0.70471×10−15

n3

Finally, the splitting energy is

∆E = ∆Eh.f.0+ −∆Eh.f.1+

∆E =
2.81884× 10−15

n3
= 0.02× 1.602× 10−13

n3 =
2.81884× 10−2

0.02× 1.602
= 0.87979

n ≈ 1

Then from (24)

En = − µnZ2e4

2×(4πǫ0)2h̄
2n2 , µn = 1.61859× 10−27 kg.

E1 = −4.73831 MeV. E2 = −1.18458 MeV.

E3 = −0.52648 MeV. E4 = −0.29614 MeV.

E5 = −0.18953 MeV. E6 = −0.13162 MeV.

E7 = −0.09670 MeV.

We have the energy level split at n = 1, l = 0, we should expect to see the same thing at

n = 2, l = 0.

n = 1, l = 0, F = 0, 0+ level,

∆Eh.f.0+ = 2.11413× 10−15J. = 0.01320 MeV.. (47)

n = 1, l = 0, F = 1, 1+ level,

∆Eh.f.1+ = −0.70471× 10−15 J. = −0.00440 MeV., (48)

E1 +∆Eh.f.0+ = −4.72511 MeV.. (49)

n = 2, l = 0, F = 0, 0+ level,

∆Eh.f.0+ =
2.11413× 10−15

8
= 0.26427× 10−15 J. = 0.00165 MeV.

E2 +∆Eh.f.0+ = −1.18458 + 0.00165 = −1.18293 MeV.. (50)
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FIG. 16: 0+ and 1+ split of 14Si
30 and atomic quantal energy levels. Reproduced from Nuclear

Physics A, vol. 105, P. M. Endt, and C. Van Der Leun, Energy levels of Z=11–21 nuclei (IV),

p. 169, c©1967, with permission from Elsevier.
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|E1 +∆Eh.f. − (E2 +∆Eh.f.)| at 0
+ level = 3.54218MeV.. (51)

Therefore 0+ level of n = 2 should be at

the equation (51) + 3.79 = 7.33218 MeV.. (52)

We observe 0+ at 7.435±10 which is about 0.1 MeV. missing. There should be 1+ nearby

which has never been observed. The split should be 0.02
8

= 0.0025 MeV. This small energy

split should be one reason for the unobservable splitting.

Next we see the prediction at E3,

|E2 − E3| = 0.65810MeV. (53)

From (52), E3 should be at

7.33218 + 0.65810 = 7.99028 MeV. (54)

We observe 2+ level (d-state) at 7.899 MeV. (Table 30.2)14. Again we have approximately

0.1 MeV. error.

When n ≥ 3 contributions from the fine structure and the hyperfine structure splittings

come in kiloelectronvolt magnitude or less which are negligible.

We continue to find the atomic quantal energy levels and reach the following results:

Our computed results Table 30.1 and 30.214

The principal quantum:n MeV. Jπ MeV. Jπ

1 3.77 1+ 3.77 1+

1 3.79 0+ 3.79 0+

2 7.33 7.44 0+

3 7.99 7.90 2+

4 8.22 8.28

5 8.33 8.33

6 8.39 8.41

7 8.42 8.54 (?)

Table III.1 Some excited state atomic quantal energy levels of 14Si
30. Adapted from Nuclear Physics

A, vol. 105, P. M. Endt, and C. Von Der Leun, Energy levels of Z=11–21 nuclei (IV), p.168,

170, c©1967, with permission from Elsevier14.
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These atomic quantal energy levels occur when the energy inside the neutron is almost

constant and an atomic quantal energy is radiated as a result of the given neutron going

from a higher atomic quantal energy level to a lower one.

There is another isotope of 14Si which has 0+ bound state: 14Si
28. The core nucleus is

14Si
27, we look at the reverse of the reaction Si28(γ, n) Si27. 14Si

27 is an isotope of 14Si
29.

Therefore, the excited state energy levels differ slightly from those of 14Si
29. From (24)

En = −
µnZ

2e4

2(4πǫ0)2h̄
2n2

, µn = 1.61458× 10−27

E1 = −4.72659 MeV. E2 = −1.18165 MeV.

E3 = −0.52518 MeV. E4 = −0.29541 MeV.

E5 = −0.18906 MeV. E6 = −0.13129 MeV.

E7 = −0.09646 MeV.

From 14Si
30, we find the level n = 1, l = 0, 0+ at 3.786±6 MeV. with ∆Eh.f. = 0.01320 MeV..

Therefore, the E1 level without ∆Eh.f of n = 1, l = 0 should be at

3.786− 0.01320 = 3.77280 MeV. . (55)

Since E1 of 14Si
30 is −4.73831 MeV. ≡ E30

1 and E1 of 14Si
28 is −4.72659 MeV. ≡ E28

1

|E30
1 −E28

1 | = 0.01172 MeV. (56)

Both 14Si
29 and 14Si

27 have the same electrostatic potential, then from (55) and (56)

n = 1, l = 0 for 14Si
28 should be at 3.77280− 0.01172 = 3.76108 MeV.

From the energy level of 14Si
27,

|E1 − E2| = 3.54494MeV.. (57)

Therefore n = 2, l = 0 should be at 7.30602 MeV. We can continue this way and reach

the following results:
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FIG. 17: The atomic quantal energy levels of 14Si
28. Reproduced from Nuclear Physics A, Vol. 105,

P. M. Endt, and C. Von Der Leun, Energy levels of Z=11–21 nuclei (IV), p.136, c©1967, with

permission from Elsevier14

.
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Table 28.714

n MeV. MeV. Jπ

1 3.76108

2 7.30602 7.410 2+(s)

3 7.96249 7.932 2+(s)

4 8.19226 8.260 1−(p)

5 8.29861 8.328

6 8.35638 —

7 8.39121 8.411

8.543

Table III-2: Some excited state atomic quatal energy levels of 14Si
28, the third column comes

from Table 28.714 and FIG.17. Adapted from Nuclear Physics A, vol. 105, P. M. Endt, and

C. Van Der Leun, Energy levels of Z=11–21 nuclei (IV), p. 135, c©1967, with permission from

Elsevier14.

For n = 1, 14Si
27 has 5+/2 spin, there is no energy level in FIG.17. which is comparable.

For n = 3 we observe 7.932 MeV. with 2+ total angular momentum. This level should be

the same as n = 3, 7.899 MeV. with 2+ total angular momentum of 14Si
30 (FIG.16). There

is no corresponding observed energy level for n = 6. The spacing is narrow in this region.

Contribution from fine structure and hyperfine structure splittings come in kiloelectron-

volt magnitude or less which are negligible.

There should be some nuclei, in some specific conditions that their excited neutrons do

not absorb energy from the super normal fluid. The neutrons generate pure atomic quantal

energy levels as if each neutron has one electronic charge. Such nuclei are atomic quantal

nuclei.

With these atomic quantal energy levels in the nuclear excited states, the atomic quantum

theory is only a special case i.e. the case with only one negative surface of the electron to

capture the super normal fluid instead of the negative and the positive surface of the neutron

in its excited states.

We can proceed to find in other nuclei their principal quantum numbers of atomic quantal

energy levels. Then all the atomic quantal energy levels in the nuclear excited states can

be found. This is a substructure of the nuclear excited states which can be extended to be
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infinitely many, at least theoretically. We can use them as reference energy levels to look

for other trilogies of the rest of the excited states.

IV. NUCLEAR BOUND STATES: A NONRELATIVISTIC APPROACH

The interaction which always exists through out the formation of a new nucleus by a neu-

tron addition is the gravitational interaction. When the neutron is polarized in the excited

state the electromagnetic interaction dominates the formation. The gravitational interaction

is neglected but it is still there. It gets stronger and begins to superpose itself as part of the

whole motion when the neutron is closed to the nucleus. When the gravitational interaction

is strong enough, it makes the negative surface of the neutron move as if the surface is moved

from the (n + 1)th excited state to the nth excited state by the electromagnetic interaction

while the gravitational energy changes from the (N + 1)th state to the N th state. To make

the explanation more explicit, let us go to the unpertubed energy level, from (24) and (25),

for the electromagnetic interaction

En = −
µnZ

2e4

2 × (4πǫ0)2h̄
2n2

,

for the gravitational interaction

EN = −
µnG

2M2m2
n

2h̄2N2
.

The explanation above can be written concisely,

EN+1 −EN = En+1 −En. (58)

In each region, after the local annihilation, there is a spherical vacuum shell around the

core nucleus of the region. In this spherical vacuum shell the gravitational potential is always

the same until the region is filled up. To be more specific in region III (FIG.11). The region

starts from 8O
16 until 20Ca

40. The gravitational potential provides the 6 spaces for d5/2,

then 2 spaces for s1/2, and 4 spaces for d3/2 to be filled orderly, while the electromagnetic

interaction gives the angular momentum of the adding neutron. The angular momenta of

F 19, Ne19 andNa23 should be 5/2+ but the real values are 1/2+, 1/2+, and 3/2+ respectively.

The outer angular momenta are filled instead of the inner ones. The available data indicate

large quadrupole moments of the core nuclei in all cases. So that the adding neutron shell is
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not spherically symmetric. Because of the gravitational potential which provide the spaces

is not the same as the electromagnetic potential which provide the real angular momenta

the value of an angular momentum at a given eigenstate can be different from what would

be predicted by a single field, like in the atomic cases.

We have learned how the gravitational interaction provides the spaces for a new neucleon

to be added (for a proton, one electron must be pulled out of the core nucleus). Next we

will see, how the electromagnetic interaction provides a momentum to a given nucleon. Let

us choose N = 3 so that (use 8O
16 as the core nucleus). From (24) and (25),

En+1 −En = µzZ
2c2α2

[

1

n2
−

1

(n+ 1)2

]

= µAA
2
Nc

2α2
N

[

1

N2
−

1

(N + 1)2

]

= EN+1 −EN

(n + 1)2n2

2n+ 1
=

µzZ
2α2

µAA2
Nα

2
N

N2(N + 1)2

2N + 1

The leading term on the left hand side is n3

2
, µz ≈ µA, Z and AN are the same dimension,

N = 3, α2 ≈ 10−5, and α2
N ≈ 10−77. n3 ≈ 1072 so that n ≈ 1024 which is a large number.

Then in general

n3 =
µzZ

2α2

µAA
2
Nα

2
N

2N2(N + 1)2

2N + 1
. (59)

Therefore, l ≈ 1024 but only d5/2, d3/2 and s1/2 can be accepted. We will concentrate on

the addition of a neutron. For the proton addition, we use the following reaction

ZX
A + p→Z+1 Y

A + neutron-like particle. (60)

A. Perturbational Computations

The unperturbed system is given in section III from (17) to (33). The perturbational

terms are composed of the spin-orbit term where the neutron spin interacts with its own

orbital angular momentum, the relativistic correction term which enhances the spin-orbit

term, and the spin-spin term which comes from the charges of the two surfaces of the neutron

itself interacting with each other as if the interaction were between two spinning neutrons,

one with a proton charge and another with an electron charge.

For the spin-orbit term, the negative charge of the neutron inner surface is frozen, so

that its probability for tangential motion is zero. Then the contribution for the neutron spin
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must come from the probability of tangential motion which is due to the positive charge of

the neutron outer surface. Then from (39)

∆EL·S = −
1

2µ2
nc

2

1

r

dV (r)

dr
L · S (61)

where V (r) = − Ze2

4πǫ0r
.

This time the relativistic correction must have the plus sign (+p4/8µ3
nc

2) so that

〈Hb
1〉 = ∆Es.o. = the relativistic correction term + the spin-orbit term

= +
h̄4

µ3
nc

2

[

Z

an0

]4
1

8n4

[

4n

j + 1/2
− 3

]

. (62)

For the spin-spin term, the negative surface, even though it does not have the probability

for its tangential motion but it still has such the probability relative to the tangential motion

of the positive charge on the outside surface of the neutron. So that, to the positive charge

outside, the negative surface acts as if there is a negative charge neutron at the center of

the nucleus with the magnetic moment µn−
. This µn− interacts with the positive surface

outside as if it interacts with a positive charge neutron with the magnetic moment µn+. The

vector potential of µn− at the µn+ is

A = −
µ0

4π
∇×

µn−

r
. (63)

So that the magnetic field at µn+ is

B = ∇×A = −
µ0

4π
∇×∇×

µn−

r
, (64)

µ can be interpreted as a quantum operator, then

µn+ = γnσp and µn− = γnσe, (65)

where σp and σe are the Pauli’s spin matrices for the proton and the electron, γn = (eh̄/2mn).

We can write the spin-spin Hamiltonian as follows

Hs.s = −µn+ ·B =
µ0

4π
(γn)

2
σp ·

[

∇(σe · ∇)− σe∇
2
] 1

r

=
µ0

4π
(γ2n)

[

(σp · ∇)(σe · ∇)− σp · σe∇
2
] 1

r
. (66)

Use the relation (σp · r̂)(σe · r̂) = (σp · î)(σe · î) = (σp · ĵ)(σe · ĵ) = (σp · k̂)(σe · k̂), then

(σp · ∇)(σe · ∇) = 1
3
(σp · σe)∇

2. Use this relation in (66)

Hs.s. = −
2

3
×
µ0

4π
(γn)

2
[

(σp · σe)∇
2
] 1

r
.
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But ∇21/r = −4πδ(r), so

Hs.s =
2

3
µ0(γn)

2(σp · σe)δ(r). (67)

We can evaluate the expectation value of Hs.s by using the unperturbed wave function (33)

ψn(r) = Rnl(r)|jmjls >

〈|Hs.s|〉 = |ψn(0)|
2 2

3
µ0(γn)

2 < (σp · σe) > . (68)

l = 0

From (26)

|Rn0|
2 = 4(Z/nan0)

3.

From

∫

d3rψ∗
n(r)δ(r)ψn(r) =

∣

∣

∣ψn(0)
2
∣

∣

∣

= 〈Rnljmjls|δ(r)|Rnljmjls〉 = |Rn0|
2|Y00|

2〈Xsm|Xsm〉

= |Rn0|
2|Y00|

2

= 4

[

Z

nan0

]3
1

4π
=

1

π

[

Z

nan0

]3

. (69)

Use (69) in (68), 〈σp · σe〉 = [2s(s+ 1)− 3]

〈|Hs.s|〉 =
2

3π

[

Z

nan0

]3

µ0(γn)
2[2s(s+ 1)− 3], (70)

∆Es.s.=0 = −
2

π

[

Z

na0n

]3

µ0(γn)
2, (71)

∆Es.s=1 =
2

3π

[

Z

na0n

]3

µ0(γn)
2. (72)

So, for our bound states

H = H0 +H ′, (73)

H0 =
p2

2µn
+ V (r)

H0ψn = Enψn











(74)

ψn is given by (33).

H ′ = Hb
1 +Hs.s, (75)

Hb
1 = the relativistic correction term + the spin-orbit term,

Hs.s = the spin-spin term,
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〈Hb
1〉 is given by (62) and 〈Hs.s〉 is given by (68), (71) and (72).

Parity of each region is determined by the first nucleon in the region. Let the unperturbed

wave function be

φn(r) =
∑

l

[alRn,l(r)Yl,m(θ, φ) + al−1Rn,l−1(r)Yl−1,m(θ, φ)] , (76)

where l is the first nucleon orbital angular momenta

φn(−r) =
∑

l

[

(−1)lalRn,l(r)Yl,m(θ, φ) + (−1)l−1al−1Rn,l−1(r)Yl−1,m(θ, φ)
]

,

whether (−1)l is plus or minus depends on l being even or odd.

For the even parity conservation, φn(r) = φn(−r) which means

al−1 = 0. (77)

We can do the same with odd parity, then

φn(r) =
∑

l

alRn,l(r)Yl,m(θ, φ), (78)

with the l’s either odd or even, but not both.

In regions III, V, and VI of the proton shell schemes ∆Es.o.’s of the original core nuclei

are too small to cover all energy levels. New core nuclei are introduced to give the bigger

∆Es.o. splittings to fill up part of or all energy levels. This is the Fou’s anamoly (after C.M.

Fou who helped us correct the wrong p-split in region VI).

V. RELATIVISTIC WAVE EQUATION FOR SPIN 1/2 PARTICLES

The new meaning for the wave function Ψ—the wave function describes the probability

for the whole particle to be detected as a point mass but not the probability of the charge

distribution—enables us to understand both atomic and nuclear quantal phenomena on the

same footing. The purpose of relativistic treatment of a particle is to make the theory

invariant under Lorentz transformation so that it can describe a nuclear bound state which

is the result of two potentials by a single matter-wave equation. We will use Dirac Equation

as our prototype.
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A. Modified Dirac equation

Let Yjlm
15 be spherical harmonic spinors, then

Yjlm = 〈l
1

2
jm|m−

1

2
,
1

2
〉Yl,m−1/2(Ω)







1

0





+ 〈l
1

2
jm|m+

1

2
,−

1

2
〉Yl,m+1/2(Ω)







0

1





 , (79)

Yl,m±1/2(Ω) is the spherical harmonics, m is the magnetic quantum number of j, 〈l 1
2
jm|m∓

1
2
,±1

2
〉 are the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, and

∫

Y∗
jlmYj′l′m′dO = δjj′δll′δmm′ . (80)

Let H be the Dirac Hamiltonian

H = cα · (p− eA) + βmc2 + eV (r). (81)

α =







0 σ

σ 0





 , β =







I 0

0 −I





 , σ : Pauli spin matrices. (82)

Let Ψ be the four-component wave function, then

HΨ = EΨ. (83)

We can also write Ψ as a bispinor

Ψ =







Φ

χ





 . (84)

Then (83) gives us










c







0 σ · p

σ · p 0





+mc2







I 0

0 −I





+ V (r)







I 0

0 I























Φ

χ





 = E







Φ

χ





 . (85)

Collecting terms in (85) yield two equations

(E −mc2 − V )Φ = cσ · pχ

(E +mc2 − V )χ = cσ · pΦ











. (86)

This is a centrally symmetric field15, we can seek the wave function of the stationary states

in the form

Ψ =







Φ

χ





 =







f(r)Yjlm

i(1+l−l′)g(r)Yjl′m





 , (87)
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where l = j ± 1/2, l′ = 2j − l, so that l − l′ = ±1, and

Yjl′m = i(l−l′)(σ · r̂)Yjlm. (88)

Then from (87) and (88)

σ · pχ = i(1+l−l′)σ · pg(r)Yjl′m = −i(σ · p)(σ · r)
g

r
Yjlm. (89)

since (σ · p)(σ · r) = p · r+ iσ(p× r), p = −ih̄∇, ∇ · r = 3, and r · ∇g
r
= −g

r
+ g′, g′ = dg

dr
.

Use these relations in (89)

σ · pχ =
[

−h̄
(

g′ +
2

r
g
)

−
g

r
σ · L

]

Yjlm,L = r× p. (90)

σ · L = 2L · s = j2 − l2 − s2 = h̄2 [j(j + 1)− l(l + 1)− 3/4]

= h̄2











j − 1/2, if l = j − 1/2

−j − 3/2, if l = j + 1/2.
(91)

To simplify (91), let K be an integer except zero, and

K = −(j + 1/2) = −(l + 1), for j = l + 1/2;

K = +(j + 1/2) = l, for j = l − 1/2.

Then

σ · L = −h̄2(1 +K). (92)

Use (92) in (90) and enough algebra

σ · pχ = −h̄

{

g′ +

[

(2− h̄)− h̄K

r

]

g

}

Yjlm. (93)

From the first equation of (86), use Φ = f(r)Yjlm

(E −mc2 − V )f(r)Yjlm = cσ · pχ = −ch̄

{

g′ +

[

(2− h̄)− h̄K

r

]

g

}

Yjlm. (94)

After enough algebra,

g′ +

[

(2− h̄)− h̄K

r

]

g +
1

ch̄
(E −mc2 − V )f = 0. (95)

For another equation of (86)

σ · pΦ = σ · pf(r)Yjlm. (96)
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From (88)

Yjlm = i(l
′−l)(σ · r̂)Yjl′m, (σ · r̂)2 = I. (97)

This time we define K as follows:

K = −(l′ + 1), for j = l′ + 1/2;

K = l′, for j = l′ − 1/2.

Use (96), (97) and above relations, the equation (E +mc2 − V )χ = cσ · pΦ yields

f ′ +

[

(2− h̄) + h̄K

r

]

f −
1

ch̄
(E +mc2 − V )g = 0. (98)

In relativistic units, c = h̄ = 1, for our centrally symmetric potential V = −∆
r
where

∆ = Zα for the Coulomb potential and ∆ = ANαN for the gravitational potential. α, AN

and αN are defined in (18) and (25), then (95) and (98) can be rewritten as

rf ′ + (1 +K)f − (E +m)rg −∆g = 0, (99)

rg′ + (1−K)g + (E −m)rf +∆f = 0. (100)

Let λ = (m2 −E2)1/2, γ = (K2 −∆2)1/2, ρ = 2λr

f = (m+ E)1/2 exp(−ρ/2)ργ−1(F1 + F2)

g = −(m−E)1/2 exp(−ρ/2)ργ−1(F1 − F2).

limρ→0 exp(−ρ/2)ρ
γ−1 = limρ→∞ exp(−ρ/2)ργ−1 = 0. Use these relations in (99) and (100).

Except at the two limits of ρ

ρ(F1 + F2)
′ + (γ +K)(F1 + F2)− ρF2 +∆

(

m− E

m+ E

)1/2

(F1 − F2) = 0, (101)

ρ(F1 − F2)
′ + (γ −K)(F1 − F2) + ρF2 −∆

(

m+ E

m−E

)1/2

(F1 + F2) = 0. (102)

At the limits ρ → 0 and ρ → ∞ additional conditions must be added for the equations

to have meaningful physical interpretations. The sum and difference of (101) and (102) and

enough algebra yield

ρF ′
1 +

(

γ −
E∆

λ

)

F1 +
(

K −
m∆

λ

)

F2 = 0 (103)

ρF ′
2 +

(

γ +
E∆

λ
− ρ

)

F2 +
(

K +
m∆

λ

)

F1 = 0 (104)
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From γ = (K2 −∆2)1/2

γ2 = K2 −∆2 = K2 +
∆2(E2 −m2)

(m2 −E2)
= K2 +

E2∆2 −m2∆2

λ2
.

Then

γ2 − E2∆2/λ2 = K2 −m2∆2/λ2. (105)

Solve for F1 from (104), differentiate F1 once, use the results in (103). Then with the aid

of (105)

ρF ′′
2 + (2γ + 1− ρ)F ′

2 −
(

γ + 1−
E∆

λ

)

F2 = 0. (106)

Again, we start form (103), find F2, repeat the whole process, and arrive at

ρF ′′
1 + (2γ + 1− ρ)F ′

1 −
(

γ −
E∆

λ

)

F1 = 0. (107)

The set of equations (106) and (107) is a confluent hypergeometric differential equation

ρy′′ + (c− ρ)y′ − ay = 0, 16 (108)

whose solutions are

y1 = 1 + aρ
c1!

+ a(a+1)ρ2

c(c+1)2!
+ . . . = F (a; c; ρ)

y2 = ρ1−cF (1 + a− c; 2− c; ρ)











, (109)

c = 2γ + 1 can be greater than one, y2 is not acceptable when ρ→ 0. Then the solutions of

the differential equation are the degenerate hypergeometric function,

F1 = AF
(

γ − E∆
λ
,−2γ + 1, ρ

)

F2 = BF
(

γ + 1− E∆
λ
,−2γ + 1, ρ

)











. (110)

As |ρ| → ∞ F (a; c; ρ) has the asymptotic form16

F (a; c; ρ) ≈
Γ(c)

Γ(c− a)
(−ρ)−a

[

1 +
a

ρ
(c− a− 1) + . . .

]

+
Γ(c)

Γ(a)
exp(ρ)ρ(a−c)

[

1 +
(a− c)(a− 1)

ρ
+ . . .

]

. (111)

To keep (111) finite, we allow Γ(a) → ∞ so that

a = −nr = γ −
E∆

λ
= 0,−1,−2, . . . , (112)
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use the relations λ2 = m2 − E2, and γ = (K2 −∆2)1/2 in (112), after enough algebra.

E

m
=

1
√

1 + ∆2

[(K2−∆2)1/2+nr]
2

, (113)

since nr = 0, 1, 2, . . . let η = nr + |K| = nr + j + 1/2, then η = 1, 2, 3, . . .. If ǫj =

|K| − (K2 −∆2)1/2, then (K2 −∆2)1/2 + nr = (η − ǫj), so

E

m
=

[

1 +
∆2

(η − ǫj)2

]−1/2

= 1−
1

2

∆2

η2
−

1

2

∆4

η4

{

η

(j + 1/2)
−

3

4

}

. (114)

For the Dirac equation ∆ = (Ze2/4πǫ0) and for the gravitational interaction ∆ = GMmn.

In addition we can put the gravitational energy and the electromagnetic relativistic correc-

tion together by choosing

∆2 = ∆g + i∆e

∆g = (GMmn)
2, and ∆e = (Ze2/4πǫ0)

2











. (115)

So that (114) gives

E

m
= 1−

1

2

(∆g + i∆e)

η2
−

1

2

(∆2
g −∆2

e + 2i∆g∆e)

η4

[

η

j + 1/2
−

3

4

]

.

Let Re(E
m
) = E

m
= 1− 1

2
∆g

η2
− 1

2

(∆2
g−∆2

e)

η4

[

η
j+1/2

− 3
4

]

. Since ∆e >> ∆g drop ∆2
g

E

m
= 1−

1

2

∆g

η2
+

1

2

∆2
e

η4

[

η

j + 1/2
−

3

4

]

. (116)

For a bound state η → N , the principal quantum number for the gravitational interaction

in the second term, while η → n, the principal quantum number of the Coulomb potential

in the third term
E

m
= 1−

1

2

∆g

N2
+

1

2

∆2
e

n4

[

n

j + 1/2
−

3

4

]

. (117)

Put h̄ and c back, m = mn

E = mnc
2

[

1−
G2M2m2

n

2N2h̄2c2
+

1

2

(Ze2/4πǫ0)
4

n4(h̄4c4)

{

n

j + 1/2
−

3

4

}]

= mnc
2 −

G2M2m3
n

2N2h̄2
+

h̄4

m3
nc

2

(

Z

an

)4 1

2n4

{

n

j + 1/2
−

3

4

}

. (118)

an = h̄24πǫ0
mn

and n is estimated from (58).

Next we normalize the wavefunction. Use (112) and (110) in (103)

lim
ρ→0

(

γ −
E∆

λ

)

A+
(

K −
m∆

λ

)

B = 0
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B = −

(

γ − E∆
λ

)

A
(

K − m∆
λ

) . (119)

The normalized condition is

〈Ψ|Ψ〉 = 1 =
∫ ∞

0

(

|f |2 + |g|2
)

r2dr =
1

(2λ)3

∫ ∞

0

(

|f |2 + |g|2
)

ρ2dρ, (120)

f = (m+ E)1/2 exp(−ρ/2)ργ−1
[

AF
(

γ −
E∆

λ
, 2γ + 1, ρ

)

+BF
(

γ + 1−
E∆

λ
, 2γ + 1, ρ

)]

, (121)

g = −(m−E)1/2 exp(−ρ/2)ργ−1
[

AF
(

γ −
E∆

λ
, 2γ + 1, ρ

)

−BF
(

γ + 1−
E∆

λ
, 2γ + 1, ρ

)]

. (122)

By the condition (112): nr =
(

E∆
λ

− γ
)

= 0, 1, 2, . . ., the hypergeometric series (109) gets

truncated and turns to be a generalized laguerre polynomial17

F (γ − (E∆/λ), 2γ + 1, ρ) = F (−nr, 2γ + 1, ρ)

=
nr!Γ(2γ + 1)

Γ(2γ + nr + 1)
L2γ
nr
(ρ). (123)

In another hypergeometric function,

γ + 1−
E∆

λ
= 0,−1,−2, . . . = −nr + 1 = −n′

r, so that

n′
r = nr − 1. (124)

Therefore

F
(

γ −
E∆

λ
+ 1, 2γ + 1, ρ

)

= F (−n′
r, 2γ + 1, ρ)

=
n′
r!Γ(2γ + 1)

Γ(2γ + n′
r + 1)

L2γ
n′

r
(ρ). (125)

Use (123) and (125) in (121) and (122), then substitute for B by (119),

f = A(m+ E)1/2 exp(−ρ/2)ργ−1

[

nr!Γ(2γ + 1)

Γ(2γ + nr + 1)
L2γnr(ρ)

+
nr

(K −m∆/λ)

n′
r!Γ(2γ + 1)

Γ(2γ + n′
r + 1)

L2γ
n′

r
(ρ)

]

, (126)

g = −A(m−E)1/2 exp(−ρ/2)ργ−1

[

nr!Γ(2γ + 1)

Γ(2γ + nr + 1)
L2γnr(ρ)

−
nr

(K −m∆/λ)

n′
r!Γ(2γ + 1)

Γ(2γ + n′
r + 1)

L2γ
n′

r
(ρ)

]

. (127)
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By orthogonality condition the cross terms which contain Lnr and Ln′

r
vanish when we

integrate to normalized the wavefunction. We neglect such terms, then

|f |2 = |A|2(m+ E) exp(−ρ)ρ2γ−2





{

nr!Γ(2γ + 1)

Γ(2γ + nr + 1)

}2
∣

∣

∣L2γ
nr
(ρ)
∣

∣

∣

2

+

{

nr

K − (m∆)/λ

}2 {
n′
r!Γ(2γ + 1)

Γ(2γ + n′
r + 1)

}2
∣

∣

∣L2γ
n′

r
(ρ)
∣

∣

∣

2



 , (128)

|g|2 = |A|2(m− E) exp(−ρ)ρ2γ−2





{

nr!Γ(2γ + 1)

Γ(2γ + nr + 1)

}2
∣

∣

∣L2γ
nr
(ρ)
∣

∣

∣

2

+

{

nr

K − (m∆)/λ

}2 {
n′
r!Γ(2γ + 1)

Γ(2γ + n′
r + 1)

}2
∣

∣

∣L2γ
n′

r
(ρ)
∣

∣

∣

2



 . (129)

From the normalization condition (120) becomes

|A|2

2λ3

∫ ∞

0
exp(−ρ)ρ2γ



(m+ E)

{

nr!Γ(2γ + 1)

Γ(2γ + nr + 1)

}2
∣

∣

∣L2γ
nr
(ρ)
∣

∣

∣

2

+(m+ E)

{

nr

K − (m∆)/λ

}2 {
n′
r!Γ(2γ + 1)

Γ(2γ + n′
r + 1)

}2
∣

∣

∣L2γ
n′

r
(ρ)
∣

∣

∣

2

+(m− E)

{

nr!Γ(2γ + 1)

Γ(2γ + n′
r + 1)

}2
∣

∣

∣L2γ
nr
(ρ)
∣

∣

∣

2

+(m− E)

{

nr

K − (m∆)/λ

}2 {
n′
r!Γ(2γ + 1)

Γ(2γ + n′
r + 1)

}2
∣

∣

∣L2γ
n′

r
(ρ)
∣

∣

∣

2



 dρ = 1. (130)

Use Rodrigues’s formula18

L(α)
n (x) =

exp(x)

n!
x−α dn

dxn
(exp(−x)xα+n) =

1

n!

n
∑

j=0

(−1)n+j xn−jn!(n+ α)!

j!(n− j)!(n+ α− j)!
. (131)

Therefore

∫ ∞

0
exp(−ρ)ρ2γ

∣

∣

∣L2γ
nr
(ρ)
∣

∣

∣

2
dρ =

1

(nr!)2

∫ ∞

0

n
∑

j=0

(−1)nr+jρ(nr−j)

×
nr!(nr + 2γ)!

j!(nr − j)!(nr + 2γ − j)!

dnr

dρnr
(ρnr+2γ exp(−ρ))dρ.(132)

For j > 0 the power of ρ in front is less than nr. These terms contribute nothing when they

are integrated. Thus the only term left is the term j = 0. After enough algebra,

∫ ∞

0
exp(−ρ)ρ2γ

∣

∣

∣L2γ
nr
(ρ)
∣

∣

∣

2
dρ =

(nr + 2γ)!

nr!
. (133)
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Use (133) in (130)

|A|2m2∆(2γ!)2nr!

2λ4[(m∆/λ)−K](2γ + nr!)!
= 1

A =
λ2

m(2γ!)





2
(

m∆
λ

−K
)

(2γ + nr!)!

nr!∆





1/2

. (134)

Use (134) in (119)

B =
λ2(γ − E∆/λ)

m(2γ!)

[

2(2γ + nr)!

nr!∆(m∆/λ−K)

]1/2

. (135)

Use (134) and (135) in (129) and (128),

f

g











= ±
λ2

m

[

2(m±E)(m∆/λ−K)nr!

(2γ + nr)!∆

]1/2

exp(−λr)(2λr)γ−1

×

[

L2γ
nr
(2γr)±

(

2γ + nr

K −m∆/λ

)

L2γ
(nr−1)(2λr)

]

. (136)

The upper signs are for f and the lower signs for g.

VI. DISCUSSIONS

The role of a quantum system changes in this theory. In the conventional quantum

theory—to be specific use the hydrogen atom as an example—a quantum state is the result

of the extended Coulomb potential. Then the associated dynamical variables are quantized.

But in this theory, a quantum system captures the surrounding super normal fluid and

expresses itself so that we detect the quantized dynamical variables. This interpretation

brings several advantages.

Firstly, we recover what can be done with the conventional quantum mechanics. With

the Dirac’s surface, we describe Dirac’s relativistic theory. Radiative and other corrections

will cause a slight deformation of the Dirac’s surface which can be accomplished by the

preturbational method.

Secondly, the description of a several electron atom will depend on how the negative

electron surfaces are joined together. For example, we expect the two negative surfaces

of the ground state orbital electrons to form an ellipsoidal surface in a helium atom. A

more complex atom may have several layers of negative surfaces. Then the electron of the

outermost surface will be loosely bound.
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Thirdly, the nuclear shell structure for stable nuclei5 are completely determined by two

potentials. The gravitational potential provides the space for a nucleon to be filled in while

the electromagnetic potential picks the appropriate angular momentum and eigenvalues. For

an excited state, atomic quantal energy levels provide a substructure.

Thus one angular momentum can have a number of energy levels. Each energy level

comes from a definite amount of energy captured in the neutron with an allowed trilogy.

Fourthly, for unstable particles which are composed of unstable nuclei and elementary

particles we have a new understanding. They are the particles whose trologies are not fit,

they can not be received in time. They draw or release large amounts of the surrounding

super normal fluid in order to reach stable trilogies or turn to be super normal fluid again.

Thus the role of an exchange particle is to help the parent particles to reach their stable

trilogies.

Fifthly, with the new property of a particle, the correct trilogy, there are only four

necessary stable groups of particles which are the building blocks of matter. They are the

proton, electron, photon and the nutrino group. The quarks do not have a trilogy so they

cannot be particles.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In section II, a quantum system is an arrested super normal fluid. Selected trilogies

for stable nuclei are given in Appendix I. Steps to fill a nucleon in a given nucleus are

explained. In the conventional quantum mechanics, operators are defined from dynamical

variables. Then a quantum system is described by Hilbert space. In this theory a set of

trilogies is given, charged surfaces are defined. Then the corresponding matter wave equation

can be set up. In the hydrogen atom, the approach can be done both ways.

In section III, a nonrelativistic matter wave equation for excited states is set up. We treat

relativistic correction, spin orbit, and hyperfine structrue terms perturbationally. Atomic

quantal energy levels in 14Si
30 and 14Si

28 are demonstrated.

In section IV, we use the nonrelativistic approach to find a nuclear bound state. The

quantization condition of the gravitational energy is given. In Appendices III and IV the-

oretical predictions of the nuclear shell schemes as given by Klinkenberg5 are successfully

demonstrated.
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In section V the relativistic wave equation for spin 1/2 particles which successfully sums

up all our nonrelativistic approaches is given.
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APPENDIX I

Selected trilogies for stable nuclei19

The following table lists the selected stable isotopes, L is the shortest distance before anni-

hilation. The range of L is λ/2 ≤ L ≤ 9λ/2.

The first column consists of three subcolumns, they are the atomic number Z, the chem-

ical symbol, and the mass number A for each isotope.

The second column gives the spin and the intrinsic parity (+ or −) of the nucleus.

The third column gives the difference ∆ between the atomic mass of the isotope and

A× (1u), expressed in MeV., 1u = 1.66054× 10−27 kg.

The fourth column gives the initial frequency (νin) from the relation hν = mc2, m is the

nuclear mass at rest.

The fifth column gives the final frequency (νf) before the annihilation from the relation

hν =
hc

λ
=

mc2

1− αZ2/2πn
, n = 1, 2, 3, . . .

The sixth column is the conductivity from the relation

√

1− v2/c2 =
2πn(1− αZ2/2πn)

Z2α + 2πn(1− αZ2/2πn)
.

The seventh column is the susecptibility from the relation

1
√

1− v2/c2
= 1 +

Z2α

2πn(1− αZ2/2πn)
.

The eighth column is the nucleus final velocity before its annihilation.

For each L the trilogies of the first and the last element are given.
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L = λ/2

Z El A Jπ ∆ νin(×1025Hz) νf (×1025Hz) cond. susc. v(×108m/s)

1 H 1 1/2+ 7.289 0.02270 0.02273 0.99884 1.00116 0.14444

2 1+ 13.136 0.04536 0.04542

29 Cu 63 3/2- -65.578 1.41739 60.95168 0.02325 43.00271 2.99711

65 3/2- -67.262 1.46240 62.88700

L = λ

30 Zn 64 0+ -66.002 1.43990 3.01635 0.47737 2.09483 2.63429

66 0+ -68.898 1.48488 3.11057

67 5/2- -67.879 1.50743 3.15781

68 0+ -70.006 1.52990 3.20488

70 0+ -69.561 1.57496 3.29927

41 Nb 93 9/2+ -87.210 2.09257 87.79380 0.02383 41.95502 2.99707

L = 3λ/2

42 Mo 92 0+ -86.809 2.07006 6.52827 0.31709 3.15367 2.84322

94 0+ -88.413 2.11506 6.67021

95 5/2+ -87.709 2.13761 6.74130

96 0+ -88.792 2.16010 6.81224

97 5/2+ -87.542 2.18265 6.88337

98 0+ -88.113 2.20516 6.95436

100 0+ -86.186 2.25026 7.09657

50 Sn 112 0+ -88.658 2.52048 78.37681 0.03216 31.09599 2.99637

114 0+ -90.560 2.56548 79.77616

115 1/2+ -90.034 2.58802 80.47694

116 0+ -91.526 2.61050 81.17621

117 1/2+ -90.399 2.63306 81.87744

118 0+ -91.654 2.65555 82.57689

119 1/2+ -90.068 2.67811 83.27847

120 0+ -91.103 2.70061 83.97808

122 0+ -89.946 2.74568 85.37973

124 0+ -88.237 2.79077 86.78179
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L = 2λ

Z El A Jπ ∆ νin(×1025Hz) νf (×1025Hz) cond. susc. v(×108m/s)

51 Sb 121 5/2+ -89.591 2.72317 11.12436 0.24479 4.08508 2.90671

123 7/2+ -89.223 2.76822 11.30841

58 Ce 136 0+ -86.500 3.06109 131.63535 0.02325 43.00271 2.99711

138 0+ -87.574 3.10611 133.57137

140 0+ -88.088 3.15115 135.50798

142 0+ -84.542 3.19628 137.44880

L = 5λ/2

59 Pr 141 5/2+ -86.026 3.17372 16.57933 0.19143 5.22394 2.94248

65 Tb 159 3/2+ -69.542 3.57954 192.35850 0.01861 53.73828 2.99741

L = 3λ

66 Dy 156 0+ -70.536 3.51195 22.39528 0.15682 6.37688 2.96083

158 0+ -70.418 3.55699 22.68256

160 0+ -69.682 3.60206 22.96993

161 5/2+ -68.064 3.62463 23.11381

162 0+ -68.189 3.64715 23.25742

163 5/2+ -66.389 3.66971 23.40132

164 0+ -65.976 3.69225 23.54502

71 Lu 175 7/2+ -55.171 3.94026 162.67173 0.02422 41.28446 2.99704

176 7- -53.394 3.96283 163.60337

L = 7λ/2

72 Hf 174 0+ -55.851 3.91772 28.00514 0.13989 7.14832 2.96844

176 0+ -54.582 3.96280 28.32737

177 7/2- -52.892 3.98537 28.48867

178 0+ -52.446 4.00790 28.64975

179 9/2+ -50.475 4.03047 28.81109

180 0+ -49.791 4.05301 28.97222

77 Ir 191 3/2+ -36.715 4.30109 264.09898 0.01629 61.40285 2.99753

193 3/2+ -34.544 4.34619 266.86821
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L = 4λ

Z El A Jπ ∆ νin(×1025Hz) νf(×1025Hz) cond. susc. v(×108m/s)

78 Pt 190 0+ -37.331 4.27855 36.64777 0.11675 8.56547 2.97742

192 0+ -36.303 4.32362 37.03383

194 0+ -34.787 4.36870 37.41999

195 1/2- -32.821 4.39127 37.61332

196 0+ -32.671 4.41380 37.80628

198 0+ -29.932 4.45891 38.19269

82 Pb 204 0+ -25.132 4.59417 192.74852 0.02383 41.95502 2.99707

206 0+ -23.809 4.63925 194.63980

207 1/2- -22.476 4.66181 195.58613

208 0+ -21.772 4.68435 196.53181

L = 9λ/2

83 Bi 209 9/2- -18.282 4.70695 42.40296 0.11101 9.00858 2.97939

APPENDIX II

The outward Coulomb pressure on the spherical charge shells of selected nuclei

The Coulomb force is computed from the average coulomb field at the charge shell

and the charge density per (fermi)2 in vacuum. The nuclear radius is 1.2 × 10−15 × A1/3

meter, so that the Coulomb pressure is Z2e2

32π2ǫ0(1.2A1/3)4×10−60 Newton/m2. The force against

any bullet hitting the nucleus is the addition of this Coulomb pressure in vacuum and the

force exerted by the matter inside the nucleus.

The first column gives the atomic number Z, the chemical symbol, and the mass number

A for each isotope.

The second column gives the nuclear radius.

The third column gives the Coulomb pressure.

The Coulomb pressures of stable nuclei, Z = 1, . . . 10 (the first ten elements) and Z =

74, . . . , 83 (the last ten elements) are given. The nucleus which gives the highest pressure is

80Hg
196.
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Z El A radius(fermi) Pressure(Newton/fermi2)

1 H 1 1.20000 4.42688

2 1.51191 1.75681

2 He 3 1.73070 4.09257

4 1.90488 2.78876

3 Li 6 2.18154 3.65431

7 2.29552 2.97538

4 Be 9 2.49610 3.78350

5 B 10 2.58532 5.13694

11 2.66878 4.52391

6 C 12 2.74731 5.80085

13 2.82160 5.21366

7 N 14 2.89217 6.42870

15 2.95945 5.86370

8 O 16 3.02381 7.02723

17 3.08554 6.48155

18 3.14489 6.00594

9 F 19 3.20208 7.07258

10 Ne 20 3.25730 8.15438

21 3.31071 7.64079

22 3.36245 7.18126

74 W 180 6.77546 23.85235

182 6.80046 23.50351

183 6.81289 23.33242

184 6.82528 23.16349

186 6.84992 22.83200

75 Re 185 6.83762 23.62243

187 6.86217 23.28617
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Z El A radius(fermi) Pressure(Newton/fermi2)

76 Os 184 6.82528 24.43249

186 6.84992 24.08284

187 6.86217 23.91128

188 6.87438 23.74184

189 6.88655 23.57450

190 6.89868 23.40921

192 6.92279 23.08465

77 Ir 191 6.91076 23.86170

193 6.93479 23.53257

78 Pt 190 6.89868 24.65749

192 6.92279 24.31562

194 6.94675 23.98196

195 6.95867 23.81812

196 6.97054 23.65623

198 6.99417 23.33816

79 Au 197 6.98238 24.10258

80 Hg 196 6.97054 24.88492

198 6.99417 24.55034

199 7.00593 24.38598

200 7.01764 24.22354

201 7.02932 24.06299

202 7.04096 23.90429

204 7.06412 23.59233

81 Tl 203 7.05256 24.34481

205 7.07564 24.02864

82 Pb 204 7.06412 24.78669

206 7.08713 24.46635

207 7.09858 24.30888

208 7.10999 24.15318

83 Bi 209 7.12137 24.58813
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APPENDIX III: PROTON SHELL SCHEMES

Notations and Abbreviations

EN : the N
th energy level due to the gravitational potential.

En: the n
th energy level due to the electromagnetic potential.

mp: proton mass = 1.67262× 10−27 kg.

mn: neutron-like mass = mp +me = 1.67353× 10−27 kg.

µn: neutron-like reduced mass.

µA: neutron-like reduced mass for the nucleus with the atomic mass A.

µz: neutron-like reduced mass for the nucleus with the atomic number Z.

For the first core nucleus in a region µA = µz = µn.

M : intermediate nuclear mass= mass ofZ+1Y
A in the basic reaction below

me: electron mass = 9.10939× 10−31 kg.

m: unified atomic mass = 1.66054× 10−27 kg.

AN = M
m
: the nuclear mass number

c: speed of light in vacuum = 2.99792× 108m · s−1

αN = Gmmn

h̄c
= 5.86518× 10−39

α = e2

4πǫ0h̄c
= 7.29735× 10−3 ≈ 1

137

µ0 =permeability of free space= 4π × 10−7N · A−2

J=Joule

h̄ =reduced Plank constant= 1.05457× 10−34J · s

γn =neutron-like magneton eh̄/2mn = 5.04804 J·T−1

γn+ =positive neutron-like magneton

γn− =negative neutron-like magneton

an0 =reduced neutron-like first Bohr radius= h̄2

µne2
× 4πǫ0

µ0γn+γn− = 3.20225× 10−59N · A−2 · J2 · T−2

EN = −
µnA2

N c2α2
N

2N2 , (III-1) ∆Es.s=0 = − 2
πn3

(

Z
an
0

)3
µ0γn+γn−, (III-4)

n3 = µzZ2α2

µAA2
N

2N2(N+1)2

α2
N
(2N+1)

, (III-2) ∆Es.s=1 = + 2
3πn3

(

Z
an
0

)3
µ0γn+γn−. (III-5)

∆Es.o. =
h̄4

µ3
nc

2

(

Z
an
0

)4
1

2n3











1/(l + 1)

1/l,
(III-3)
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Basic reaction: ZX
A + p→Z+1 Y

A +mn(neutron-like particle).

Z+1Y
A: intermediate nucleus(compound nucleus).

Mass of Z+1Y
A =mass of ZX

A −me.

All initial and final nuclei are stable.

Region II

4Be
9: core nucleus, 4Be

9 + p→5 B
9 +mn →5 B

10

µn = 1.50519× 10−27 kg. an0 = 3.20255× 10−14 m.

AN = 9.01163

N=2

Use (III-1), . . . , (III-5).

E2 = −4.72405× 10−86 J. ∆Es,s=0 = −1.13055× 10−89 J.

∆Es.o. = 1.74696× 10−89











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J. ∆Es,s=1 = +0.37685× 10−89 J.

n3 = 0.68622× 1073

Level ∆Es.o.(×10−86J.) E2 +∆Es.o.(×10−86 J.) spin E2 +∆Es.o. +∆Es(×10−86 J.)

p1/2 0.00175 -4.72230 s= 1 -4.72192

p3/2 0.00088 -4.72317 s= 0 -4.72430

The results are the same as those of P.F.A. Klinkenberg’s results.

Region III

8O
18: core nucleus, 8O

18 + p→9 F
18 +mn →9 F

19

µn = 1.58479× 10−27 kg. an0 = 3.04173× 10−14 m.

AN = 17.99862

N=3

Use (III-1), . . . , (III-5).

E3 = −8.81819× 10−86 J.

∆Es.o. of 9F
18 is too small to bring down s1/2 level before d3/2 level. 14Si

30 is chosen

because it is the last nucleus whose proton fills up the d5/2 level. The reaction is

14Si
30 + p→15 P

30 +mn →15 P
31.
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µz = 1.61909× 10−27kg. an0 = 2.97729× 10−14 m.

∆Es.o. = 3.48382× 10−88











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J. ∆Es,s=0 = −8.69561× 10−57 J.

n3 = µz

µA

Z2α2

A2
Nα2

N

2N2(N+1)2

(2N+1)
= 2.99816× 1073 ∆Es,s=1 = 2.89854× 10−87 J.

Level ∆Es.o.(×10−85J.) E3 +∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) spin E3 +∆Es.o. +∆Es(×10−85 J.)

s1/2 0.00348 -8.81471 s= 0 -8.90167

d3/2 0.00174 -8.81645 s= 1 -8.78746

d5/2 0.00116 -8.81703 s= 0 -8.90399

So the energy level E3 is from the 3O
18 Core nucleus but ∆Es.o. energy splitting is from

14Si
30 core nucleus. This is the Fou’s anamolies. The results are the same as those of P.F.A.

Klinkenberg’s results.

Region IV

20Ca
44: core nucleus, 20Ca

44 + p→21 Sc
44 +mn →21 Sc

45

µn = 1.63602× 10−27 kg. an0 = 2.94646× 10−14 m.

AN = 43.95493

N = 4; Use (III-1), . . . , (III-5).

E4 = −3.05392× 10−85 J. ∆Es,s=0 = −0.23499× 10−87 J.

∆Es.o. = 1.29092× 10−87











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J. ∆Es,s=1 = +0.07833× 10−87 J.

n3 = 3.14079× 1073

Level ∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) E4 +∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) Spin E4 +∆Es.o. +∆Es(×10−85 J.)

p1/2 0.01291 −3.04101 s = 1 -3.04023

p3/2 0.00646 −3.04746 s = 0 -3.04981

f5/2 0.0043 −3.04962 s = 1 -3.04884

f7/2 0.00323 −3.05069 s = 0 -3.05304

The results are the same as those of P.F.A. Klingkenberg’s results.
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Region V

40Zr
92: core nucleus, 40Zr

92 + p→41 Nb
92 +mn →41 Nb

93

µn = 1.65537× 10−27 kg. an0 = 2.91204× 10−14 m.

AN = 91.84876

N = 5

Use (III-1), . . . , (III-5).

E5 = −8.63523× 10−85 J. ∆Es,s=0 = −1.09978× 10−87 J.

∆Es.o. = 1.24069× 10−86











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J. ∆Es,s=1 = +0.36659× 10−87 J.

n3 = 4.8042× 1073

N = 6

E6 = −5.99669× 10−85 J.

∆Es.o. of 41Nb
92 is good until g7/2 level is filled up. Then it becomes too small. 58Ce

140 is

the last nucleus whose proton fills up the g7/2 level. It is chosen to be the next core nucleus.

This is the Fou’s anamolies. The reaction is

58Ce
140 + p→59 Pr

140 +mn →59 Pr
141.

µz = 1.66156× 10−27 kg. (Z = 59) an0 = 2.90119× 10−14 m.

N = 5

E5 = −8.63523× 10−85 J. (E5 comes from 40Zr
92 core nucleus).

∆Es.o. = 2.44548× 10−86











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J. ∆Es,s=0 = −1.63433× 10−87 J.

n3 = 1.04912× 1074 ∆Es,s=1 = +5.44775× 10−88 J.

N = 6

E6 = −5.99669× 10−85 J. (E6 comes from 40Zr
92 core nucleus).

∆Es.o. = 1.47476× 10−86











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J.

n3 = 1.73993× 1074

In order to have h11/2 level between d3/2 and d5/2 level it is assumed that ∆Es,s=0 is unusu-

ally large. This is an adhoc assumption because no stable nucleii in the range 65 ≤ Z ≤ 77

has the total angular momentum equal to 11/2h̄. Thus the shell model predictions fail. The
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same adhoc assumption will be used for h11/2 level of the neutron scheme and i13/2 levels of

both proton and neutron schemes. Then it will be shown that the dimension of n is correct.

∆Es,s=0 is estimated from this relation.

E6 + ∆Es.o. of 59Pr
140 core nucleus + ∆Es,s=0 of 59Pr

140 core nucleus whose n will be esti-

mated = an energy level between d3/2 and d5/2. Use the values given below.

−5.99669× 10−85 + 0.02458× 10−85 −
1.71461

n3
× 10−13 = −8.55× 10−85

n3 = 6.6512× 1071, the dimension of n is correct. The unusual decrease of n indicates that

58Ce
140 core nucleus is too small for the region VI.

Level Core Nucleus ∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) Spin

E6 +∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) E6 +∆Es.o. +∆Es(×10−85 J.)

h11/2 58Ce
140 0.02458 -5.97211 s = 0 -8.55000

E5 +∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.)

s1/2 58Ce
140 0.24455 -8.42068 s = 0 -8.48408

d3/2 58Ce
140 0.12228 -8.54295 s = 1 -8.5375

d5/2 58Ce
140 0.08152 -8.55371 s = 0 -8.57005

g7/2 40Zr
92 0.03102 -8.60421 s = 1 -8.60061

g9/2 40Zr
92 0.02481 -8.61042 s = 0 -8.62142

The results are the same as those of P.F.A. Klinkenberg’s results.

Region VI

64Gd158: core nucleus; 64Gd158 + p→65 Tb
158 +mn →65 Tb

159

µn = 1.66292× 10−27 kg. an0 = 2.89882× 10−14 m.

AN = 157.92355

N = 6

Use (III-1), . . . , (III-5).

E6 = −17.8089× 10−85 J. ∆Es,s=0 = −3.22943× 10−87 J.

∆Es.o. = 5.31499× 10−86











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J. ∆Es,s=1 = +1.07648× 10−87 J.

n3 = 7.11678× 1073
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N = 7

E7 = −13.08409× 10−85 J.

The Fou’s anamolies begin at f7/2 level, ∆Es.o. of 65Tb
158 is too small. 80Hg is the last

nucleus which fills up d3/2 level. The reaction is

79Au
197 + p→80 Hg

197 +mn →80 Hg
198

µz = 1.66501× 10−27 kg. (Z = 80) an0 = 2.89516× 10−14 m.

N=6

E6 = −17.8089× 10−85 J. (E6 comes from 64Gd158 core nucleus).

∆Es.o. = 8.05129× 10−86











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J. ∆Es,s=0 = −3.98474× 10−87 J.

n3 = 1.07941× 1074 ∆Es,s=1 = +1.32825× 10−88 J.

N=7

E7 = −13.08409× 10−85 J. (E7 comes from 67Gd158 core nucleus).

∆Es.o. = 5.97213× 10−86











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J.

n3 = 1.45520× 1073

To have i13/2 level appears between the p3/2 and f5/2 level use the relation given for the

Region V. E7+∆Es.o. of 80Hg
197 core nucleus +∆Es,s=0 of 80Hg

197 core nucleus whose n will

be estimated = an energy level between p3/2 and f5/2. Use the values given below.

−12.99877× 10−85 −
4.30116

n3
× 10−13 = −17.50× 10−85

n3 = 9.55552× 1071.

The dimension of n is correct
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Level Core Nucleus ∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) Spin

E7 +∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) E7 +∆Es.o. +∆Es(×10−85 J.)

i13/2 79Au
197 0.08532 -12.99877 s = 0 -17.50

E6 +∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.)

p1/2 79Au
197 0.80513 -17.00377 s = 1 -16.99049

p3/2 79Au
197 0.40265 -17.40628 s = 0 -17.44613

f5/2 79Au
197 0.26832 -17.54052 s = 1 -17.52724

f7/2 79Au
197 0.20128 -17.60762 s = 0 -17.64747

h9/2 64Gd158 0.10630 -17.70260 s = 1 -17.69184

h11/2 64Gd158 0.08858 -17.72032 s = 0 -17.75261

The results are the same as those of P.F.A. Klinkenberg’s results.

Region VII

79Au
197; core nucleus, 79Au

197 + p→80 Hg
197 +mn →80 Hg

198

µn = 1.66501× 10−27 kg. an0 = 2.89516× 10−14 m.

AN = 196.96599

N=7

Use (III-1), . . . , (III-5).

E7 = −20.37878× 10−85 J. ∆Es,s=0 = −4.02816× 10−87 J.

∆Es.o. = 0.8139× 10−85











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J. ∆Es,s=1 = +1.34272× 10−87 J.

n3 = 1.06778× 1074

Level ∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) E7 +∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) Spin E7 +∆Es.o. +∆Es(×10−85 J.)

i11/2 0.13565 -20.24313 s = 1 -20.2297

i13/2 0.11627 -20.26251 s = 0 -20.30279

The results are the same as those of P.F.A. Klinkenberg’s results.
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APPENDIX IV: NEUTRON SHELL SCHEMES

Notations and Abbreviations

EN : the N
th energy level due to the gravitational potential.

En: the n
th energy level due to the electromagnetic potential.

µn: neutron reduced mass.

µA: neutron reduced mass for the nucleus with the atomic mass A.

µz: neutron reduced mass for the nucleus with the atomic number Z.

For the first core nucleus in a region µA = µz = µn.

M : nuclear mass

m: unified atomic mass = 1.66054× 10−27 kg.

AN = M
m
: the nuclear mass number

c: speed of light in vacuum = 2.99792× 108m · s−1

αN = Gmmn

h̄c
= 5.86518× 10−39

α = e2

4πǫ0h̄c
= 7.29735× 10−3 ≈ 1

137

µ0 =permeability of free space= 4π × 10−7N · A−2

J=Joule

h̄ =reduced Plank constant= 1.05457× 10−34J · s

γn =neutron magneton = eh̄/2mn = 5.04383× 10−27 J·T−1

γn+ =positive neutron magneton

γn− =negative neutron magneton

an0 =reduced neutron first Bohr radius= h̄2

µne2
× 4πǫ0

µ0γn+γn− = 3.19692× 10−59N · A−2 · J2 · T−2

EN = −
µnA2

Nc2α2
N

2N2 , (IV-1) ∆Es.s=0 = − 2
πn3

(

Z
an
0

)3
µ0γn+γn−, (IV-4)

n3 = µzZ2α2

µAA2
N

2N2(N+1)2

α2
N (2N+1)

, (IV-2) ∆Es.s=1 = + 2
3πn3

(

Z
an
0

)3
µ0γn+γn−. (IV-5)

∆Es.o. =
h̄4

µ3
nc

2

(

Z
an
0

)4
1

2n3











1/(l + 1)

1/l,
(IV-3)

Basic reaction: ZX
A +mn (neutron) →Z X

A+1.
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Region II

2He
4: core nucleus,

µn = 1.33780× 10−27 kg. an0 = 3.60329× 10−14 m.

AN = 4.00260

N=2; Use (IV-1), . . . , (IV-5).

E2 = −0.82969× 10−86 J. ∆Es,s=0 = −0.62636× 10−90 J.

∆Es.o. = 0.49091× 10−90











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J. ∆Es,s=1 = +0.20879× 10−90 J.

n3 = 0.55563× 1073

Level ∆Es.o.(×10−86 J.) E2 +∆Es.o.(×10−86 J.) spin E2 +∆Es.o. +∆Es(×10−86 J.)

p1/2 0.00005 -0.82964 s = 1 -0.82912

p3/2 0.00003 -0.82966 s = 0 -0.82972

The results are the same as those of P.F.A. Klinkenberg’s results.

Region III

8O
16: core nucleus

µn = 1.57557× 10−27 kg. an0 = 3.05952× 10−14 m.

AN = 15.99492

N=3; Use (IV-1), . . . , (IV-5).

E3 = −0.69352× 10−85 J. ∆Es,s=0 = −2.28754× 10−89 J.

∆Es.o. = 5.1703× 10−89











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J. ∆Es,s=1 = +0.76251× 10−89 J.

n3 = 1.59058× 1073

Level ∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) E3 +∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) Spin E3 +∆Es.o. +∆Es(×10−85 J.)

s1/2 0.00052 -0.69300 s = 0 -0.69323

d3/2 0.00026 -0.69326 s = 1 -0.69318

d5/2 0.00017 -0.69335 s = 0 -0.69358

The results are the same as those of P.F.A. Klinkenberg’s results.
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Region IV

20Ca
40: core nucleus

µn = 1.63369× 10−27 kg. an0 = 2.95066× 10−14 m.

AN = 39.96259

N=4

Use (IV-1), . . . , (IV-5).

E4 = −2.52496× 10−85 J. ∆Es,s=0 = −1.84203× 10−88 J.

∆Es.o. = 9.68096× 10−88











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J. ∆Es,s=1 = +0.61401× 10−88 J.

n3 = 3.44069× 1073

Level ∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) E4 +∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) Spin E4 +∆Es.o. +∆Es(×10−85 J.)

p1/2 0.00968 -2.51528 s = 1 -2.51467

p3/2 0.00484 -2.52012 s = 0 -2.52198

f5/2 0.00323 -2.52173 s = 1 -2.52112

f7/2 0.00242 -2.52254 s = 0 -2.52438

The results are the same as those of P.F.A. Klingkenberg’s results.

Region V

32Ge72: core nucleus

µn = 1.65176× 10−27 an0 = 2.91838× 10−14 m.

AN = 71.92208

N=5

Use (IV-1), . . . , (IV-5).

E5 = −5.29212× 10−85 J. ∆Es,s=0 = −5.35962× 10−88 J.

∆Es.o. = 4.7088× 10−87











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J. ∆Es,s=1 = +1.78654× 10−88 J.

n3 = 5.00611× 1073

N=6

(h11/2 which should be in region VI appears between d3/2 and g7/2 of region V, we use

∆Es.o. from 32Ge72 core).
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E6 = −3.67508× 10−85 J. n3 = 8.30244× 1073

∆Es.o. = 2.65837× 10−87











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J.

Level ∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) Spin

E6 +∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) E6 +∆Es.o. +∆Es(×10−85 J.)

h11/2 0.00443 -3.67065 s = 0 -5.27000

E5 +∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) E5 +∆Es.o. +∆Es(×10−85 J.)

s1/2 0.04409 -5.24803 s = 0 -5.25339

d3/2 0.02205 -5.27007 s = 1 -5.26826

d5/2 0.01470 -5.27742 s = 0 -5.28278

g7/2 0.01102 -5.2811 s = 1 -5.27931

g9/2 0.00882 -5.2833 s = 0 -5.28866

As in the region V of the proton shell scheme, the real total angular momenta of the nuclei

in the h11/2 level do not always obey the shell model predictions. We will assume that this

relation is true, E6 +∆Es.o. +∆Es,s=0 = an energy level between d3/2 and d5/2 energy level.

Then we will see that the principle quantum number n has the correct dimension. Use the

values from the table above.

−3.67508× 10−85 −2.68308

n3
× 10−14 = −5.27× 10−85

n3 = 1.67761× 1071.

Thus n has the correct dimension but the unusual decrease of n3 indicates that 32Ge72 core

nucleus is too small for region VI. The results are the same as those of P.F.A. Klinkenberg’s

results.

Region VI

50Sn
114: core nucleus

µn = 1.66023× 10−27 kg. an0 = 2.90351× 10−14 m.

AN = 113.90278

N=6

Use (IV-1), . . . , (IV-5).
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E6 = −9.26469× 10−85 J. ∆Es,s=0 = −1.28603× 10−87 J.

∆Es.o. = 1.63614× 10−86











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J. ∆Es,s=1 = +0.42868× 10−87 J.

n3 = 8.08168× 1073

N=7

(i13/2 which should be in region VII appears between p1/2 and p3/2 of region VI, we use

∆Es.o. from 50Sn
114 core).

E7 = −6.80671× 10−85 J. n3 = 12.45177× 1073

∆Es.o. = 1.06191× 10−86











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J.

Level ∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) Spin

E7 +∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) E7 +∆Es.o. +∆Es(×10−85 J.)

i13/2 0.01517 -6.79154 s = 0 -9.10000

E6 +∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) E6 +∆Es.o. +∆Es(×10−85 J.)

p1/2 0.16361 -9.10108 s = 1 -9.09679

p3/2 0.08181 -9.18288 s = 0 -9.19574

f5/2 0.05454 -9.21015 s = 1 -9.20586

f7/2 0.04090 -9.22379 s = 0 -9.23665

h9/2 0.03272 -9.23197 s = 1 -9.22768

h11/2 0.02727 -9.23742 s = 0 -9.25028

To estimate i13/2 splitting, we use both ∆Es.o. and ∆Es from 50Sn
114 core, n3 is estimated

from the fact that i13/2 appears between p1/2 and p3/2, then

E7 +∆Es.o. +∆Es,s=0 ≈ −9.10× 10−85.

See the explanation in region V of the proton scheme.

Use the values from the table above

−6.77637× 10−85 −
1.03933× 10−13

n3
= −9.10× 10−85

n3 = 4.47286× 1071

Thus n has the correct dimension but the unusual decreas of n3 indicates that 50Sn
114 core

nucleus is too small for region VII. The results are the same as those of P.F.A. Klinkenberg’s
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results.

Region VII

6Nd
142: core nucleus

µn = 1.663107× 10−27 kg. an0 = 2.89848× 10−14 m.

AN = 141.90772

N=7

Use (IV-1), . . . , (IV-5).

E7 = −10.58360× 10−85 J. ∆Es,s=0 = −1.56280× 10−87 J.

∆Es.o. = 2.37765× 10−86











1/(l + 1)

1/l
J. ∆Es,s=1 = +0.52093× 10−87 J.

n3 = 1.15518× 1074

Level ∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) E7 +∆Es.o.(×10−85 J.) Spin E7 +∆Es.o. +∆Es(×10−85 J.)

d3/2 0.11889 -10.46471 s = 1 -10.45951

d5/2 0.07926 -10.50434 s = 0 -10.51997

g7/2 0.05944 -10.52416 s = 1 -10.51896

g9/2 0.04755 -10.53605 s = 0 -10.55168

i11/2 0.03963 -10.54397 s = 1 -10.53877

i13/2 0.03397 -10.54963 s = 0 -10.56526

The results are the same as those of P.F.A. Klinkenberg’s results.
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Classical Relativistic Theories in Motion Picture Model of

Physics Laws

P. Vorasingha

238 Lukmuang Road, Trat 23000, Thailand

Abstract

In a motion picture, a particle motion is controlled by the spinning hub of the movie reel.Our

observed particle motion can come from an unseen complex dynamical machine in space instead of

the known four interactions. The necessity to introduce this kind of theory of motion springs from

our existence proof of psychokinesis. Physics laws of motion picture model are the result of the

complex dynamical machine which is made of the no mass super normal particles and the potential

frequency sources and propagates its influence to all the particle motion through the super normal

fluid. From these assumptions we build an action integral which yields the equations of motion and

their conservation laws for a system of particles and an action functional which yields the Maxwell’s

equations. Thus the laws of motion which are the result of the phychokinesis are demonstrated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the three previous papers1–3 of this series we introduce the electromagnetic wave carrier

and the new concept to define a physical system, the trilogy. Then we invent the general

theory of quantum mechanics which can explain both atomic and nuclear structures. The

trilogy is assumed to be dictated by the complex dynamical machine which we give no detail

of its function. In this paper we will look at the description of classical relativistic theories as

a consequence of the complex dynamical machine which is a manifestation of psychokinesis.

In section II, the motion picture model, an alternative producer of motion, is introduced.

When a spectator sees a particle motion in the motion picture, the source of motion is not

the known four interactions but the spinning hub of the movie reel. Our observed motion in

a laboratory can come from a common alternative source, the complex dynamical machine

which is made of super normal particles (hereafter a particle means an ordinary particle).

In section III, the new meaning of potential is given. In mpm the potential is not a form

of energy but a mathematical expression to tell how a group of the super normal particles

are arrested and expressed themselves in the particle motion. Then an action integral using

the Lorentz invariant time θ as the independent parameter is introduced. This θ is not only

an invariant variable but the true generator of all motions. The equations of motion derived

are devided into two groups: the vector equations which describe trajectories of a particle

and the scalar equation which describe how the energy is drawn from the super normal

fluid. Then various conservation laws necessary for the symmetry properties of the motion

are derived.

In section IV, by the similar mathematical approach the action functional is constructed.

We show how to write the Maxwell’s equations. The hidden meaning we want to convey is

that both in particles and fields the laws of mation can be derived from the mpm veiwpoint.

Then it is shown that the velocity of light is a universal constant. It is a result of setting up

a Lagrangian density in an inertial frame. No additional postulate is needed.

II. PHYSICS LAWS OF MOTION PICTURE MODEL (MPM)

The essential idea of mpm can be easily explained with this simple example. Suppose

an astronaut on a space station views Jupiter and its moons with his powerful telescope.

2
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To a good approximation this is an isolated system when the influence from the sun and

interactions among the moons are neglected. The astronaut will see that the Jupiter’s moons

revolve around Jupiter by the inverse square law force. At the same time the astronaut can

make a movie of his observation. He can also add special effects to make spectators see three

dimensional pictures when the movie is shown. By this way the evolution of interaction can

be reproduced in three dimensions. However, this time the producer of motion is not the

inverse square law gravitational force but the spinning hub of the movie reel. The constant

speed of the film is an invariant parameter for this isolated interacting system, no matter the

system is Newtonian or relativistic. It is assumed in mpm that all motions come from the

complex dynamical machine not the four interactions. Below several aspects for comparison

between real movie and mpm are tabulated.

In Newtonian mechanics, the time t is Galilean invariant. Equations of motion are derived

from minimizing the action (s)

δs = δ

∫ t2

t1

Ldt = 0 (1)

L is the Lagrangian and t is the independent variable. In mpm t will be replaced by the

constant rate of the spinning hub which is the universal Lorentz invariant real variable θ.

The contrast between this θ and the parameter formalism is the uniqueness and the role

as the producer of motion4. θ is unique for a system of particles while there can be many

ordering parameters for the same system of particles, and θ is part of the common dynamical

machine while an ordering parameter is only an invariant attached to the particle system.

To make a better pictures of the physical laws it can be assumed without loss of validity

that when the movie is made the film speed runs with a constant rate, and that an actor who

will play an observer in the movie has his clock synchronized with the clock of the film when

he is at rest with respect to the camera. In order to see the same particle motion as when

the movie is made, the speed of the film must be the same when the movie is shown. To

give a different film speed means a different motion of the particle in the movie. Therefore

every system of particles, from the point of view of mpm, is associated with and generated

by a unique common time. So we give this hypothesis: a unique universal Lorentz invariant

time is an inherent property of a system of particles.

3
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TABLE I: Comparison between real motion picture and motion picture model

Real motion picture Motion picture model

1. The relation between the motion of 1. The producer of all motions is a complex unseen

the film and the projector’s shutter dynamical machine in space which is made of the

is the producer of motions. super normal particles and the potential frequency

sources.

2. As the film pass in front of the beam 2. The dynamical machine interacts and controls the

of light it stops momentarily for each super normal particles directly and instantaneously.

frame. While the film is stopped the Part of these super normal particles are arrested and

projector’s shutter opens allowing the turned to be particles by creation processes. After

light beam to project on the screen. their creations, these particle are made to move in

The constant speed of the film makes space by the influence of the dynamical machine as

us see the correct motion of a particle if they are under the influences of one or more forces

in the movie. of the four interactions. The complex dynamical

machine controls all motions with constant rate of

the Lorentz invariance time θ.

3. The ray of light, making images on 3. The super normal particles can gave infinite velocities.

the screen, travels with the constant They can trace out space-like as well as time-line

velocity c. and light-like trajectories in space. When a proper

frequency, produced by the common dynamical

machine,travels through a group of the super normal

particles, it can be ”captured” and seen as a train of

transverse waves while the quantal condition of

a photon is exhibited.

III. EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND CONSERVATION LAWS

A. The equations of motion

It has been believed that potential is a form of energy, and that the particle motion can

come from a change from the potential energy to the kineic energy. The potential in mpm is

4
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∆v1

∆v2

FIG. 1: At the time t = t
′ = 0, O′ is on top of O.

not a form of energy, it is only a mathematical expression of how a group of the super normal

particles are arrested and expressed themselves in the particle motion. So that momentum,

energy, particle trajectory, etc. can be predicted for a given kind of interactions. Here a

mathematical formalism will be developed so that we can see the equations of motion and

the conservation laws from the veiwpoint of mpm.

Suppose S and S ′ are two inertial systems. S ′ is moving with relative velocity v = (v, 0, 0)

relative to S. At the time t′ = t = 0, O′ is on top of O and o′x′, o′y′, and o′z′ are on top of ox,

oy, and oz respectively. The masses Q1 and Q2 occupy small volumes ∆v1 and ∆v2 where

their middle points are A and B, ∆v1 = ∆x1∆y1∆z1 and ∆v2 = ∆x2∆y2∆z2 respectively

(FIG. 1). A is on top of O; both ∆v1 and ∆v2 are small when compared to the distance

AB, so that they are approximately point masses and ρ is the mass density in S so that

ρ∆v1 = Q1, and ρ∆v2 = Q2. (2)

At the time t = t′ = 0 the observer at rest in S measures the distance r while another

observer at rest in S ′ measures the same distance r′ simultaneously. We write the potential

5
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FIG. 2: O and O′ can be transformed to be at arbitrary points.

in S and S ′ as φ and φ′ respectively as follows:

φ =
kQ1

r
, φ′ =

kQ1

r′
. (3)

We can transform O and O′ to be at any arbitary points. The observers who will measure

the distances r and r′ simultaneously must be at A at the time t = t′ = 0, so that (FIG. 2)

rij = (ri − rj) = (xi − xj )̂i+ (yi − yj)ĵ + (zi − zj)k̂ (4a)

r′ij = (r′i − r′j) = γ(x′

i − x′

j )̂i+ (y′i − y′j)ĵ + (z′i − z′j)k̂ (4b)

where γ =
(

1− v2

c2

)

−1/2

. Then φ′ and φ turn to be V ′

θ (r
′

ij) and Vθ(rij) respectively, and by

simultaneous measurement of rij and r′ij the potentials transform as

V ′

θ (r
′

ij) −→ Vθ(rij). (5)

We will assume that Vθ is the given potential of anN particle isolated system. Let x0 = ct,

x1 = x, x2 = y, and x3 = z. The indices i and j run from 1 to N , Greek indices run from

0 to 3 while roman indices run from 1 to 3. xσ = gσλxλ, then tensor gσλ defines the matrix

that has the components g00 = −g11 = −g22 = −g33 = 1. gσλ = 0 when σ 6= λ. gσλgλα = δσα

where δσα = 1 when σ = α, and δσα = 0 when σ 6= α. rij = ri − rj = xij î + yij ĵ + zij k̂,

Vθ = Vθ(rij), ri and rj are the positions of the ith and the jth particles. mi is the rest mass

of the ith particle, xλ
i,θ = dxλ

i /dθ we can define the mpm kinetic energy Tθ as follows:

Tθ =

N
∑

i=1

1

2
mix

λ
i,θxiλ,θ. (6)

6
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Except for the index i, Einstein summation convention is applied. Then we can define the

Lagrangian Lθ as follows:

Lθ = Tθ − Vθ = Lθ(x
λ
i,θ; x

λ
i ; θ)

=
∑

i

1

2
mix

λ
i,θxiλ,θ − Vθ. (7)

However, there are two constraints to be imposed on Lθ, they are

xα
i xiα = x′α

i x
′

iα = Lorentz invariant (8)

and

xα
i,θxiα,θ = x′α

i,θx
′

iα,θ = c2

= proper time constraint . (9)

We can see that if we choose to use the relativistic particle as its own clock, the term

xk
i,θxik,θ is always zero but θ is not the relativistic particle proper time. It is the rate of

the spinning hub which is equal to the particle proper time so that all the particle proper

times are equal. Physically, the nonholonomic proper time constraint does not mean that

the particle is at rest, it is an apparant experience of an observer who is at rest with respect

to the observed particle. If we use the constraints to reduce the number of independent

variables directly our kinetic energy will be zero. Therefore, we will begin by ignoring the

constraints and using (x0, x1, x2, x3) as a set of independent variables. We will assume that

the potential is a scalar function of a given conservative system.

Since the system is monogenic even though the force is not really derivable from the

potential, it looks as if it is, Hamilton’s principle5 is applicable. Let

I =

∫ θ2

θ1

Lθ dθ (10)

Lθ is form invariant. The motion of the particles in the physical system from θ1 to θ2 happens

in such a way that I has a stationary value for the correct path of the motion. We consider

I as a function of a parameter α that labels a possible set of curves xλ
i (θ, α) by setting

xλ
i (θ, α) = xλ

i (θ, 0) + αηλi (θ) (11)

xλ
i (θ, 0)’s are the solution to the extremal problem. ηλi (θ1) = ηλi (θ2) = 0, the ηλi (θ)’s are

independent functions of θ that are nonsingular, continuous at least through the second

7
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derivative, otherwise completely arbitrary. We go through the familiar apparatus of the

differential calculus and the calculus of variations, we find the equations of motion:

∂Lθ

∂xiλ
− d

dθ

∂Lθ

∂xiλ,θ
= 0. (12)

Let pλi = ∂Lθ/∂xiλ,θ be the momentum of the ith particle, and Hθ be the Hamiltonian

function of the particle system in S, then

Hθ =

N
∑

i=1

pλi xiλ,θ − Lθ =
∑

i

1

2mi
pλi piλ + Vθ (13)

Hθ is also form invariant. Consider Hθ = Hθ(x
λ
i , p

λ
i , θ) and Hθ =

∑N
i pλi xiλ,θ − Lθ with the

relation pλi = ∂Lθ/∂xiλ,θ, after finding the differentials of Hθ, we arrive at the relativistic

canonical equations of Hamilton

∂Hθ

∂piλ
= xλ

i,θ, (14a)

∂Hθ

∂xiλ

= −pλi,θ, (14b)

∂Hθ

∂θ
= −∂Lθ

∂θ
. (14c)

We observe that

∂Hθ

∂xik
= pki,θ = − ∂Vθ

∂xik
, (15)

∂Hθ

∂xi0
= −p0i,θ =

∂Vθ

∂xik

∂xik

∂xi0
. (16)

From Eq. (15)

xik,θp
k
i,θ = −xik,θ

∂Vθ

∂xik

. (17)

L.H.S. of Eq. (17) yields

mi

2

d

dθ
(xik,θx

k
i,θ) = −mi

2

d

dθ
(xi0,θx

0
i,θ − c2)

= −xi0,θ
d

dθ
p0i

= −xi0,θp
0
i,θ

which is equal to R.H.S. of Eq. (17) namely

p0i,θ =
xik,θ

xi0,θ

∂Vθ

∂xik
=

∂xik

∂xi0

∂Vθ

∂xik
= Eq. (16).

8
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Therefore the relation Eq. (17) suggests that we divide our independent variables into two

sets: one of them is {x0} another is {x1, x2, x3}. Instead of trying to reduce the number of

independent variables in Lθ and Hθ which will lead us to zero kinetic parts of both functions

we can maintain the form invariant of the equations of motion by dividing both Lθ and Hθ

into two pieces as follows:

L1 =
∑

i

1

2
mix

0
i,θxi0,θ, (18a)

L3 =
∑

i

1

2
mix

k
i,θxik,θ − Vθ, (18b)

where Lθ = L1 + L3,

H1 =
∑

i

1

2mi
p0i pi0, (19a)

H3 =
∑

i

1

2mi
pki pik + Vθ, (19b)

where Hθ = H1 +H3. For the set {x0} the equation of motion is

∂L1

∂xi0
− d

dθ

∂L1

∂xi0,θ
= 0 (20)

for the Lagrangian, or
∂H1

∂xi0

= −p0i,θ =
∂Vθ

∂xik

∂xik

∂xi0

(21)

for the relativistic canonical equations of Hamilton. For the set {x1, x2, x3} the equations of

motion are
∂L3

∂xik

− d

dθ

∂L3

∂xik,θ

(22)

for the Lagrangian, or
∂H3

∂xik
= pki,θ = − ∂Vθ

∂xik
(23)

for the relativistic canonical equations of Hamilton. The set of Eqs. (20) and (21) are

scalar equations describe the energy changes while the set of Eqs. (22) and (23) are vector

equations describe how the mobile super normal particles are captured and become the

particle momenta, the mutational super normal particles make the momenta change as the

time elapses, and the binding super normal particles put the whole motion together as if it

is the result of our known interaction(s).

9
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However our attempt to reduce the number of independent variables to satisfy the given

constraints Eqs. (8) and (9) brings in a new difficulty: L1, L3, H1 and H3 are not form

invariant. We also observe that if we replace L1 and L3 in Eqs. (20) and (22) by Lθ, H1 and

H3 in Eqs. (21) and (23) by Hθ we still obtain the same equations of motion and Lθ and

Hθ are form invariant, so we use Lθ and Hθ as our Lagrangian and Hamiltonian for our two

sets of independent variables.

B. The conservation laws

For the conservation laws we use Weiss action principle and Noether’s theorem4,6. We

summarize them for our case. There are two configuration spaces which share the same

Lθ and Hθ one of them is N -dimensions while another is 3N dimensions. Let {xλ
i (θ)} be

the coordinate set: {x0
i (θ)} for the N-manifold, and {xk

i (θ)} for the 3N-manifold. The

Lagrangian Lθ(x
λ
i ; x

λ
i,θ; θ) is defined for any path C on which the Lagrange equations of

motion are satisfied. We define the action functional I[c] along the path C:

I[c] =

∫ θ2

θ1

Lθ dθ. (24)

The path runs from the point π1 at the time θ1 to the point π2 at the time θ2. We define

another action functional I[c′] along the path C ′ (which is infinitesimally close to C):

I[c′] =

∫ θ′
2

θ′
1

Lθ′ dθ (25)

where Lθ′ = Lθ(x
′λ
i ; x

′λ
i,θ; θ). The path runs from the point π′

1 at the time θ′1 to the point

π′

2 at the time θ′2, where π′

1, π
′

2, θ
′

1 and θ′2 differ from π1, π2 ,θ1, and θ2 infinitesimally.

So that

θ′1 − θ1 = ∆θ1 and θ′2 − θ2 = ∆θ2, (26)

x′

i(θ) = xi(θ) + αηi(θ) (27)

where both ηi(θ1) and ηi(θ2) are no longer zero.

x′

i,θ(θ) = xi,θ(θ) + αηi,θ(θ). (28)

10
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Let

∆xi(θj) = x′

i(θ
′

j)− xi(θj)

= αηi(θj) + xi,θj(θj)∆θj , j = 1, 2. (29)

Having defined all these necessary definitions and notations, we look at the first order change

of the action functional I

∆I = I[c′]− I[c] =

∫ θ′2

θ′1

Lθ′ dθ −
∫ θ2

θ1

Lθ dθ. (30)

After enough algebra6

∆I =

∫ θ2

θ1

∑

i

{

∂Lθ

∂xiλ
− d

dθ

∂Lθ

∂xiλ,θ

}

αηij(θ)dθ +

{

∑

i

pλi ∆xiλ −Hθ∆θ

}∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

θ2

θ1

. (31)

Then by Weiss action principle

∆I =

{

∑

i

pλi ∆xiλ −Hθ∆θ

}∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

θ2

θ1

. (32)

We also notice that the action functional is left invariant if

Lθ(x
′λ
i ; x

′λ
i,θ; θ)dθ = Lθ(x

λ
i ; x

λ
i,θ; θ)dθ + dφ, (33)

where dφ is an exact differential and φ contributes only fixed end-point terms4,6. We state

the Noethers theorem as follows: if under the infinitesimal transformations, θ′ = θ + ∆θ,

and x′λ
i = xλ

i +∆xλ
i , the Lagrangian change by at most an exact differential as in Eq. (33) ,

then under the infinitesimal changes of θ; xλ
i ; and xλ

i,θ there are specific associated constants

of the motion. Hence, we have the following conserved quantities.

1. Conservation of Hamiltonian

lim
∆θ→0

Lθ(x
λ
i ; x

λ
i,θ; θ +∆θ) = Lθ(x

λ
i ; x

λ
i,θ; θ)

we read of the conserved quantity from Eq. (32)

Hθ : constant,

11
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then
d

dθ
Hθ = 0. (34)

Since

Hθ = H1 +H3 =
∑

i

1

2mi

p0i pi0 +
∑

i

1

2mi

pki pik + Vθ,

H3 = constant for a conservative system

d

dθ
Hθ = 0 =

d

dθ
H3. (35)

2. Conservation of Linear Momentum

lim
∆xk

i →0
Lθ(x

k
i +∆xk

i ; x
0
i ; x

λ
i,θ; θ) = Lθ(x

k
i ; x

0
i ; x

λ
i,θ; θ)

we read of the conserved quantity from Eq. (32)

∑

i

pki =
∑

i

∂Lθ

∂xik,θ
= P k : constant . (36)

3. Conservation of Susceptibility

lim
∆x0

i→0
Lθ(x

k
i ; x

0
i +∆x0

i ; x
λ
i,θ; θ) = Lθ(x

k
i ; x

0
i ; x

λ
i,θ; θ)

we read of the conserved quantity from Eq. (32)

∑

i

p0i =
∑

i

∂Lθ

∂xi0,θ
=

∑

i

mic (1− v2i /c
2)−1/2

= P 0 : constant . (37)

4. Conservation of Angular Momentum

In this case we write the Lagrangian differently. Let

Lθ(r
′

i, x
0
i ; r

′

i,θ, x
0
i,θ; θ) = Lθ(ri +∆ri, x

0
i ; ri,θ +∆ri,θ, x

0
i,θ; θ). (38)

12
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Lθ represents an infinitesimally small rotation about a fixed axis pointing in the direction n̂

(n̂ is a unit vector) with the rotation angle ∆φ. We look at

lim

∆ri,θ → 0

∆ri → 0

Lθ(ri +∆ri, x
0
i ; ri,θ +∆ri,θ, x

0
i,θ; θ) = Lθ(ri, x

0
i ; ri,θ, x

0
i,θ; θ)

where ∆ri,θ = ∆φn̂× ri,θ and ∆ri = ∆φn̂× ri. Then the conserved quantity

∑

i

(n̂× ri) ·
∂Lθ

∂ri,θ
=

∑

i

n̂ ·
[

ri ×
∂Lθ

∂ri,θ

]

=
∑

i

n̂ · li

=
∑

i

lin̂ = Ln̂ : constant. (39)

To be explicit, a rotation about the z-axis with the infinitesimal angle ∆φ will have the

following transformation

x′ = x+ y∆φ, y′ = y − x∆φ, z′ = z, ẋ′ = ẋ+ ẏ∆φ, ẏ′ = ẏ − ẋ∆φ, ż′ = ż (40)

where ẋ = dx/dθ, . . . From Eq. (37) let

p0i =
Ei

c

(p0i )
2 =

E2
i

c2

then from Eq. (36)

pki pik = (pi)
2 = −m2

i v
2
i (1− v2i /c

2)−1

(p0i )
2 + (pi)

2 = (m2
i c

2 −m2
i v

2
i )/(1− v2i /c

2)

= m2
i c

2 : constant. (41)

The sum between the squares of constants of motion of the scalar equation and the vector

equations is also a constant.

From Eq. (41) we observe that

pki pik + p0i pi0 = pλi piλ = m2
i c

2

or

xλ
i,θxiλ,θ = c2 = Eq. (9).

Therefore, we recover the proper time constraint.

13
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5. Center of Mass Theorem

The special Lorentz transformation7 can be written as follows

r′ = r+ v

[

r · v
v2

(γ − 1)− x0

c
γ

]

, (42a)

x′0 = γ
[

x0 − r · v
c

]

, (42b)

and

r′,θ = r,θ + v

[

r,θ · v
v2

(γ − 1)−
x0
,θ

c
γ

]

, (43a)

x′0

,θ = γ
[

x0
,θ −

r,θ · v
c

]

. (43b)

lim
v→0 Eq. (42) yeilds

r′ = r− vx0

c
, (44a)

x′0 = x0 − r · v
c

(44b)

lim
v→0 Eq. (43) also yeilds

r′,θ = r−
vx0

,θ

c
, (45a)

x′0

,θ = x0
,θ −

r,θ · v
c

. (45b)

If we take x′0
,θ = x0

,θ = c then r′,θ = r,θ−v: the infinitesimal Galilean velocity transformation.

For the vector equations of motion, we have

lim
v→0

Lθ(ri −
v

c
x0
i , x

0
i ; ri,θ −

v

c
x0
i,θ, x

0
i,θ; θ)dθ = Lθ(ri, x

0
i ; ri,θ, x

0
i,θ; θ)dθ + dφ. (46)

Then

−x0
i

v

c

∂Lθ

∂ri
− x0

i,θ

v

c

∂Lθ

∂ri,θ
= 0,

or

−x0
i

c

∂Lθ

∂ri
−

x0
i,θ

c

∂Lθ

∂ri,θ
= 0. (47)

The first term of Eq. (47) is

x0
i

c

∂V (rkl)

∂ri
=

x0
k

c

∂V (rkl)

∂rk
+

x0
l

c

∂V (rkl)

∂rl

=
x0
k

c

∂V (rkl)

∂rk
− x0

k

c

∂V (rkl)

∂rk
= 0. (48)

14
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The second term of Eq. (47) is

−
x0
i,θ

c

∂Lθ

∂ri,θ
= −

x0
i,θ

c

d

dθ
(miri)

= − d

dθ

[

x0
i,θ

c
miri

]

+
d

dθ

[

mi

x0
i,θ

c

]

ri

= − d

dθ

[

x0
i,θ

c
miri

]

+
∂Lθ

∂xi0

ri

c
. (49)

The second term of Eq. (49) is zero, x0
i,θ/c = γi. So that

dφ = d(x0
i,θmiri/c) : an exact differential. (50)

We rewrite Eq. (47) using the equations of motion Eq. (12)

−x0
i

c

d

dθ

∂L∂

∂ri,θ
−

x0
i,θ

c

∂Lθ

∂ri,θ
= − d

dθ
(x0

ipi/c) = 0,

so that

−x0
ipi/c = constant. (51)

Combine Eqs. (50) and (51) we have

x0
i,θ

c
miri −

x0
i

c
pi = constant (52)

or

γimiri −
x0
i

c
pi = constant, (53)

where γimi is conventionally known as the relativistic mass. For the scalar equation of

motion, we have

lim
v→0

Lθ(ri, x
0
i −

ri · v
c

; riθ, x
0
i,θ −

ri,θ · v
c

; θ)dθ = Lθ(ri, x
0
i ; ri,θ, x

0
i,θ; θ)dθ + dφ

Then

−ri · v
c

∂Lθ

∂xi0
− riθ · v

c

∂Lθ

∂xi0,θ
= 0. (54)

By the argument similar to that of the vector equations which lead to Eq. (52) we arrive at

ri,θ · v̂
c

mix
0
i −

ri · v̂
c

p0i = constant, (55)

v̂ is the unit vector in the direction of v.

We have, then, from Eq. (55) the motion of scalar center of mass and from Eqs. (52, 53)

the motion of the vector center of mass. If we allow x0
i = ct where t is the Galilean time,
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t = θ and γi = 1, then Eq. (55) is the same as Eq. (52) and the result agrees with that of

E. L. Hill6.

We rewrite the equations of motion and the conservation laws exactly as they are derived

in classical mechanics. The difference is the complex dynamical machine not the known

interactions which controls the particle motion via the super normal particles whose speeds

are faster than light as if the particle motion is produced by the known interactions.

IV. MAXWELL’S EQUATIONS

Having written the equations of motion and the conservation laws for a classical system

of particles in section III, it is natural to look at the classical field equations for comparison.

We will write the Maxwell’s equations from mpm veiwpoint.

Let L be the chosen Lagrangian density

L = +
ǫ0
4
F αβFαβ + jαφα, (56)

F αβ =















0 −Ex −Ey −Ez

Ex 0 −cBz cBy

Ey cBz 0 −cBx

Ez −cBy cBx 0















, Fαβ =















0 Ex Ey Ez

−Ex 0 −cBz cBy

−Ey cBz 0 −cBx

−Ez −cBy cBx 0















(57)

F αβ =
∂φβ

∂xα
− ∂φα

∂xβ
, Fαβ =

∂φβ

∂xα
− ∂φα

αxβ
(58)

jα = (q,−q
v

c
), φα = (φ,−cA) (59)

q, v, and c are a point charge, the charge velocity, and the velocity of light respectively. ǫ is

the permitivity of free space. A, φ, E, and B are the vector potential, the scalar potential,

the electric field, and the magnetic field respectively. F αβ, and Fαβ are the contravariant and

covariant electromagnetic field tensors. The set of E, B, A, and φ are chosen to be the set

of independent variables8. Of course, they are functions of the parametric variable θ. L is a

functional of E, B, A, and φ and their derivertives, L is not unique. From mpm veiwpoint

this happens because any amount of energy can be drawn from the super normal fluid. The

energy defines by the Lagrangian density is not yet real. Only after the frequency in the

electromagnetic radiation is given then the photon energy is picked out from the space, that
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is to say that we have already known the solution(s) of the corresponding electromagnetic

wave equation, then the exact energy is known.

From the Lagrangian density we can define the action functional as follows:

I =

∫ θ2

θ1

dθ

∫

d4x
{ǫ0
4
F αβFαβ + jαφα

}

. (60)

Let δEα, δBα, and δφα be the increments of Eα, Bα, and φα respectively. The Lagrangian

density Eq. (56) can be rewritten in the form which we can derive the Maxwell’s equations

as follows:

L =
ǫ0
2
F αβ

(

∂φβ

∂xα
− ∂φα

∂xβ

)

− ǫ0
4
F αβFαβ + jαφα

= ǫ0

(

Ek
∂φ0

∂xk
− Ek

∂φk

∂x0
+ cǫlmkBk

∂φm

∂xl

)

−ǫ0
2
(c2BkBk −EkEk) + φ0j

0 + φkj
k (61)

We will assume that all the fields Eα, Bα, and φα vanish on the surfaces of the given

volume if the volume taken is large enough. The coefficients δL/δEi, δL/δĖi, δL/δBi, . . . of

the independent increments δEi, δĖi, δBi, . . . are defined to be the partial functional de-

rivertives of L wiht respect to Ei, Ėi, Bi, . . . respectively. We obtain the set of the Maxwell’s

equations as follows:

δL
δĖk

= 0

δL
δEk

= ǫ0

(

∂φ0

∂xk
− ∂φk

∂x0

)

+ ǫ0Ek

d

dθ

δL
δĖk

− δL
δEk

= 0 = −ǫ0

(

∂φ0

∂xk
− ∂φk

∂x0

)

− ǫ0Ek

so that

Ek = −
(

∂φ0

∂xk
− ∂φk

∂x0

)

,

and in the vector form

E = −∇φ− ∂A

∂t
,

so that

∇× E = − ∂

∂t
(∇×A)

= − ∂

∂t
B : Faraday’s law. (62)
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δL
δḂk

= 0

δL
δBk

= ǫ0cǫlmk
∂φm

∂xl
− ǫ0c

2Bk

d

dθ

δL
δḂk

− δL
δBk

= 0 = −ǫ0cǫklm
∂φm

∂xl
+ ǫ0c

2Bk

Bk =
1

c
ǫklm

∂φm

∂xl

or in the vector form

B =
1

c
∇×A,

so that

∇ ·B = 0 : No flux of B through a closed surface . (63)

For the case of the independent variable φk, we observe that

ǫlmkBk
∂φm

∂xl
= −ǫlkmBm

∂φk

∂xl
.

Do partial integrations for the terms −ǫ0Ek∂φk/∂x
0, and ǫ0cǫlmkBk∂φm/∂x

l in Eq. (61).

The fields at the boundaries are zero, then

δL
δφ̇k

= 0

δL
δφk

= ǫ0
∂Ek

∂x0
+ ǫ0cǫlkm

∂Bm

∂xl
+ jk

d

dθ

δL
δφ̇k

− δL
δφk

= 0 = −ǫ0
∂Ek

∂x0
+ ǫ0cǫklm

∂Bm

∂xl
− jk

cǫklm
∂Bm

∂xl
=

∂Ek

∂x0
+

jl

ǫ0

or in the vector form

∇×B =
1

c2
∂E

∂t
+

J

cǫ0
. (64)

If the first term on the right hand side is negligible, this is the Ampere’s law. Our final

independent variable is φ0, then from Eq. (61)

δL
δφ̇0

= 0

δL
∂φ0

= −ǫ0
∂

∂xk
Ek + j0

18
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d

dθ

δL
δφ̇0

− δL
δφ0

= 0 = ǫ0
∂

∂xk
Ek − j0

∂Ek

∂xk
=

1

ǫ0
j0

or in the vector form

∇ · E =
ρ

ǫ0
: Coulomb’s law. (65)

Eqs. (62–65) are the set of the Maxwell’s equations. From Eq. (62) we have

∇×∇×E = ∇(∇ · E)−∇2E = − ∂

∂t
(∇×B). (66)

From Eq. (64) we have
∂

∂t
(∇×B) =

1

c2
∂2

∂t2
E+

1

cǫ0

∂

∂t
J (67)

Substitue Eq. (67) into Eq. (66), in free space J and ∇ ·E are zero we obtain

∇2E =
1

c2
∂2

∂t2
E,

and from Eqs. (63) and (65), using similar mathematical manipulation we obtain in the final

stage

∇2

(

E

B

)

=
1

c2

(

E

B

)

(68)

When the Maxwell’s equations are derived by the variational method as we have done, the

electromagnetic wave equations Eq. (68) are the result of further mathematical manipulation,

then c = 1/
√
ǫ0µ0 the apparent velocity of a photon3 is always the same constant when

the lagrangian density is constructed in any given inertial frame. No additional postulate

is needed. The constancy of the velocity of light is a postulate of the special theory of

relativity9.

V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

With all these developments to demonstrate the laws of motion. Trilogy given by the

complex dynamical machine is the origin of motion. The known interactions turn to be

the apparent phenomena observed in a laboratory. Each interaction is a special case of the

trilogy.

The name motion picture model may limit the meaning of what we want to convey. Per-

haps motion picture and computer model may give a better meaning. In a movie, everything
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is predetermined. In a computer there can be different answers to a users choice but the

invariant parameter θ becomes obscure. So mpm is chosen.

The introduction of the invariant time θ in the instantaneous action at a distance from

the common dynamical machine to all the super normal particles which control all particles

motions makes the return of the Galilean time.

After this mpm formalism, we arrive at one important consequence for quantal phenom-

ena. Let us look at a specific example: the duality of an electron. A uniform beam of

electrons with equal energy passes through a slit in a plate capable of stopping the elec-

trons. When the slit is narrow enough we observe electron diffraction patterns which are

wave properties. When the slit is wide enough we observe particle properties of the elec-

trons. In mpm we can fill in the details of the phenomena as follows. When the slit is

narrow, the de Broglie wave, which is generated by the potential frequency source, diffracts.

Arrested groups of super normal particles follow diffraction trajectories with the electron

trilogy, also given by the complex dynamical machine, are detected as the electrons. The

narrowness of the slit prevents the arrestment at the beginning. When the slit is wide, the

arrested groups of super normal particles, with the electron trilogy, pass through the slit

and strike (a given screen) in the geometric projection of the slit, so that the electrons are

detected. The arrestment is completed at the beginning. In mpm the trilogy is given by

the complex dynamical machine, it is not the consequence of the dynamical condition of a

physical system. When this view is applied in the formulation of the quantum theory in

mpm, we arrive at the theory that is good for both the atomic phenomena and the nuclear

structure3.
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